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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
CHIIONEN'S BUREAU,
Washington, D. C., June 15, /,919.
Sir:
Herewith are sub;nitted the proceedings of a conference on Child
Welfare Standards recently held under the auspices of the Children's
Bureau as the conclusion of its Children's Year program.
Children's Year, as the second year of the war was called in this
connection, grew out of the studies made by the Children's Bureau of
child welfare abroad under war conditions. It was seen that, under
circumstances of such difficulty as we happily can not conceive, the civilian population of Europe were achieving new laws for the protection of
childhood, new ideals for the future development of the race. It was
felt that the second year of the war in the United States ought to show
a popular sense of responsibility for child welfare in some degree commensurate with our oppostunities. Hence a program was stated briefly
in the Fifth Annual Report of the Children's Bureau, which was
adopted by the Women's Committee of the Council of National Defense and, for the purpose of carrying it forward, an organization of the
great bodies of women associated under that committee was effected by
a specially created Child Welfare Department, of which Dr. Jessica B.
Peixotto was the secretary.
When the President wrote a letter approving Children's Year, he
concluded with the following statement:
"l trust that the work may so successfully develop as to
set up certain irreducible minimum standards for the health,
education, and work of the American child."
So that this conference was a natural part of Children's Year, and
by means of a special allotment from the President's fund, and with
your approval, it was held. It was felt that the presence at the conference of guests who were engaged in the practical protection of
children under war conditions in the allied countries would be an invaluable stimulus to this country.

7
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The following guests from abroad attended the conference at your
invitation:
Sir Arthur Newsholme, late Principal Medical Ofrcer of the Local
Government Board, England.
Mrs. Eleanor Barton, of the Women's Cooperative Guild, England,
an organization of the wives of British wage earners.
Mr. Ronald C. Davison, Director of the Juvenile Labour Exchanges
of England
Sir Cyril Jackson, Board of Education, England.
Dr. Clothilde Mulon, war Department, France, who has done special
work in the supervision of industrial creches during the war'
Dr. Ren6 Sqnd, Professor of Social and Industrial Medicine'at the
University of drussels, and Adviser on Medical Inspection of the Ministry of Labor.
Miss L. E. Carter, Principal of High School C, Brussels.
Mr. Isador Maus, Director of the Division of Child Protection, Minis'
try of Justice, Belgium.
Mr. TakayuLi Namaye, Department of Interior, Japan, in charge of
reformatory and relief work and the protection of children.
Dr. Radmila Milochevitch Lazarevitch, from Serbia, a physician and
leader in social service activities.
Dr. Fabio Frassetto, Professor of Anthropology at the Univeroity of
Bologna, Italy.
Their coming to this country to attend the conference gave signal
proof of the new intemational sense of responsibility for child welfare.
The generosity and graciousness with which each individual hag assisted the conference is gratefully recognized.
This conference consisted not of a single meeting, but of a series of
regional conferences, eight in number, beginning with one in Washing'
ton, May 5, 1919. Following the Washington conference, meetings
were held in New York, Cleveland, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Minneapolis, San Francisco, and Seattle. In addition, certain of the foreign
guests were speakers at various national associations, such as the South'
ern Sociological Congress, the National Conference of Social Work,
'Women's
Trade Union League.
the National
living conditions in Washington, it was
the
crowded
of
Because
practicable to invite to the Washington conference only a small number
of American experts upon the different subjects considered, and the discussions were of an informal round-table character. The attendance
at the regional conferences was large and representative.
Naturally somewhat varying views of method and approach are presented by the different authorities whose contributions make up this
volume. On the great essentials of a child-welfare policy for the nation
is, however, marked agreement. Ptiblic responsibility for the
.there
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growing generation, confidence in constructive measures, insistence
upon greater uniformity in laws, and upon the necessity of enlisting able
and devoted citizens to carr5r on both public and private child'welfare
activities, are all steadily emphasized. At the end of the Washington
conference ifie tentative child-welfare standards which appear in this
book were agreed upon, They were printed and distributed for discussion by the regional conferences and a committee was named to revise
them in the light of criticisms and suggestions which might be received
from the later conferences and from other interested citizens and
associations.
This committee consists of Dr. Hastings H. Hart, of the Russell Sage
Foundation, New York City; Mrs. Ira Couch Wood, of Chicago, Director of the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund; Mr. Owen R. Lovejoy,
of the National Child Labor Committee, New York City; Dr. H. L. K.
Shaw, of the State Department of Health of New York, Albany; and
Mrs. Helen Sumner Woodbury, of Chicago.
The Bureau invited the head of the Public Health Service, Dr. Rupert
Blue, and the Commissroner of Education, Dr. P. P. Claxton, to act with
it as a Committee of Arrangements.
Miss Grace Abbott was the secretary of the conference,'and Mr.
William L. Chenery has written the general summary and, assisted by
Miss Ella A. Merritt, has prepared this volume of proceedings for pub'
Iication.
Respectfully submitted,

Julia C. Lathrop,
Chie|.
Hon. William B. Wilson,
Secretargof Labor.

l
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The Health of Children and Mothers
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(The minimum standards for'the protection of
the health of children and mothers adopted by the
Washington Conference will be found on pages 436-

439.)
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MATERNITY AND INFANCY
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS.FOROBSTETRICALCARE
By DR J. WHITRIDGE VILLIAMS
Profeacorof Obstetricg,JohnsHopkinaUniversity,Baltimore,Maryland

-

Taking into consideration the varying conditions obtaining in different localities, it is not easy to lay down universal standard requirements for obstetrical care; for it is obvious that the problem will
difier in large cities, in small urban communities, and in rural districts.
Furthermore, the problem will vary in large cities according as they
contain medical schools with their attendant students, who may be
utilized in solving some of the problems, ae well as by the proportion
of the population that employs midwive*
Broadly speaking, it is not difficult to lay down standard requirements for cities, which for the present must be of guch a character
general practitioners of average intellithat thgv
' can be carried out by
gence. In such a standard the following requirements seem essential:
(|)
Monthly prenatal visits during the second half of pregnancy'
careful preliminary examination
with examination of the urine; (2)
"
date of confinement, which
expected
the
before
four or six weefts
as well as pelvimetry,
general
physical
examination,
should include a
determination of the
the
and
child
position
of
the
rnapping out the
the size of the head
between
existence of any serious disproportion
of delivery by one
the
time
(3)
at
care
reasonable
and the pelvis;
and who
technique
of
aseptic
who will observe the ordinary rules
underwith
the
midwifery,
knows enough to abstain from meddleltome
for all
are
available
standing that suitable hospital accommodations
satisfactorily
be
cannot
patients ptesenting such complications as
careful postpartum examination four
treated in their homes; (4)
"
weeks after the birth of the child, for the purpose of relieving or treating minor abnormalities and of detecting the existence of such Iesions
of the birth canal as may require operative relief; (5) supervision of
the baby for the year following its birth.
It will be noticed that I have not included the Wassermann test as
part of the routine prenatal care, nor the determination of the blood
pressure at each monthly examination. This is not because I do not
fully appreciate the serious r6le played by syphilis, but because I
consider that such examinations are feasible only in institutions with

t45
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well-equipped laboratory facilities, or in communities in which the
health department maintains an efficient laboratory and is willing to
cooperate in the work.
Of course, it is understood that such an
omigsion will result in the birth of a certain number of syphilitic babiee,
ag well as in the development of hereditary syphilis in others who
survive. But, at the sime time, I feel that under average conditions
the'Wassermann test should be obligatory only for patients who present a suggestive history, or in whom the repeated occurrence of
premature labors or stillbirths strongly suggests the existence of
syphilis. Routine blood pressure determinations were omitted for the
reason that in the vast majority of cases the subjective symptoms and
the presence of albumin in the urine permit a diagnosis of pre-eclamptic
toxemia to be made without their aid.
At the present time I think that it is conservative to estimate that
even such standards. as are here outlined will not be applicable to
more than one-half of the population of most communities. A more
liberal estimate might be made in the case of large cities, which are
abundantly supplied with hospital facilities and other philanthropic
resources; but, on the other hand, they would prove dififrcult to carry
out if any considerable proportion of the population were attended by
midwives.
Furthermore, uqder present conditions, such standards
could not be maintained in many rural districts, and particularly in the
open country, as is evidenced by the reports issued by the Children's
Bureau concerning the conditions in certein counties of Kansas and
North Carolina; for in many such localities physicians are not available,
and the woman is often for;tunate if she can avail herself of the services
of even a partially trained midwife.
It appears to me that progress in this regard can be made only along
three lines: (") by a campaign of education, in which the women
and their husbands are trught that it is their right and duty to demand
reasonable care during pregnancy and at the time of labor; (b) bv
the institution of State aid and by National subventions, partly for
educational purposes, but particularly for the carrying out of such
minimal standards as seem essential; and (c) by legislation requiring local health officers, in localities in which midwives are generally
employed, or in the open country where they represent the most
available source of assistance, to assume charge of the situation and to
Iay down certain regulations which the midwives must be compelled
to follow.
I take it that the first step in such a campaign of education for the
improvement of obstetrical conditions must consist in the compulsory
registration of pregnancy through the local health ofFcer. In this
event, it will be possible for every pregnant woman throughout the
entire country to be supplied gratis with certain of the publications
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of the Children's Bureau, and thereby, if able to read' to be convinced
it
of the importance of insisting upon adequate care' Furthermore'
women
the
that
see
to
should be the duty of the local health o6cer
pregwho register should promptly arrange for suitable care during
health
the
nancy and at the time of labor' If a physician were engaged'
offi".r'" responbibility would end, but if the patient is to be cared
it would be his duty, or that of a paid substitute
*id*if.,
for by
"
acting for him, to see that certain' examinations and requirements
were carried out.
Thus, I believe that it should be stipulated that midwives could
attend only such patients as ofier every prosPect of having a normal
labor. This could be effected by providing that they could not assume
charge of a patient until a certificate had been procured from a
prop"rly qrr.lifi.d medical man stating that he had made a suitable
preliminary examination and had found everything in order and that
a normal outcome likely. This could be further checked
h"
"orr"id"red
by the health department providing suitable blanks for the purpose,
aid stipul.ting that they must be returnpd when the birth certificate
is filed. Furthermore, the midwives should be required by law' even
in cases which had been certified as presumably normal, to call a
physician whenever labor lasts for more than 24 hours, or when any
unexpected abnormality develops.
Such a procedure would have a highly educative effect upon the
patients, especially upon the foreign born who are accustomed to
telieve that midwiv." .r. thoroughly competent; it fiight also teach
the midwife something, and it would certainly constitute an important
step toward her eventual displacement. In cities, the midwives might
bring their patients to the obstetrical dispensaries, when such are available. where the certificates could be filled out gratis for the very
poor, and for a smpll fee in the case of women in more comfortable
circumstances.
On the other hand' women who present some abnormality at the
preliminary examination should be referred directly to a physician, or
be sent to the hospital at the county seat for treatment.
Of course, the general adoption of such regulations would necessitate a revolution in the methods of medical practice in rural districts,
and could only be carried out if funds were available for the employment of suitable persons to regulate the midwives, as well as for lhe
institution of hospitals at the county seats, which would be available
for the reception of patients urgently needing hospital care.
The suggestions here made do not cover in any way the supervision
of the child during the first year of life, and I imagine that in rural
communities this can be efiected only by the employment by the county
of visiting trained postnatal nurses, who would make tourg through

L
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their districts at regular intervals and seb the children under their care.
I take it that radical reform in these directions can only be attained
after a campaign of intensive education, for we have learned that the
most efrcient method of safeguarding the interests of the child is by
teaching the mother how to care for it. No amount of supervision will
accomplish the greate.st good unless at the same tirile the mother is
taught what her duties are to herself, and how they can be best
carried out.
DISCUSSTON
(Late Principal
Medical Off,cer, Local Government
Newaholme
Sir Arthur
In regard to the notiGcation of pregnancy we have in our
Board, England):
country hitherto preferred to make provision to inducc prospcctivc mothers to
come, rather than to make notification obligatory.
Therefore we havc set up i:.r
our centers prenatal consultation clinics and have tried to induce mothers to come,
and at the same time havc used our of6cial machincry in conncction with the
midwives, who aasiet in'75 per cent of the birtha, to inducc thom to bring mothers
to these clinics.
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THE CONTROL OF VENEREAL INFECTION
.By DR. PHILIP C. JEANS
AreociratcProfesgorof Pediatrice,WashingtonUniversity,St. Louis
The Importan"" of,h. Subject
gononhea plays a large r6le in the sterility
Gonorrhea.-Though
and general ill-health of the mother, it has, with the exception of infection of the eye, usually but mild effects upon the newly born infant.
Occasionally gonococcal arthritis may be observed, but this condition,
though quite painful, usually ends in complete recovery without loss of
function. Vaginitis may occur in the newly born, but more frequently
occurs at a later timd as a result of contagion. Vaginitis at this age is
frequently quite painful and always disagreeable, but it does not have
the serious sequellae that it has in adults. . Infection of the eye in the
newly born is serious in that it frequently results in permanent blindness, and unless treated early and vigorously it may result in impaired
visiop even with good treatment. It has been estimated that from 25
to 30 per cent of blindness as found in adults is due to gonococcal infection of the eyes at birth. This alone makes the condition one of common interest.
Syphilis,-ln
syphilis we have a much more serious disease. In the
study of a large number of syphilitic families, it has been found that
75 per cent of the pregnancies result in syphilitic olfspring; one-fifth of
these die at or before term from the infection; one-fourth of those born
alive die in infancy as a result of syphilis; and but one-sixth of all the
pregnancies result in non-syphilitic children who survive the period of
infancy. The waste in infant and child life in a large group of syphilitic
families is over 60 per cent as compared to less than 25 per cent in a
similar group of non-syphilitic families of the same social plane. The
Iist of serious disabling lesions of syphilis is a long one. Those infants
who do not die as a result of the infection frequently suffer from a
long period of malnutrition, and the maintenance of their nutrition becdmes a difficult matter.
Most of the serious affections other than
those mentioned appear as later manifestations, but for purposes of
prophylaxis should be considered as a part of the subject under discussion. One-third of these surviving children sooner or later develop an
inflammation of the cornea. This condition if untreated or neglected
freguently results in blindness, and under the best of treatment there
is usually a prolonged period of lose of function" In one-third of
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syphilitic children the nervous system has been seriously invaded by the
spirochete of syphilis. It is perhaps going beyond our knowledge
to say that all of these sooner or later develop some outward evidence
of such invasion, though it is certain that a large number of them do
develop paralysis, dementia, blindness, or other neuro-syphilitic manifestations. The numero*s painful and disagreeable lesions of syphilis
need not be further enumerated. Enough has already been said to
emphasize the seriousness of hereditary syphilis.
A proper question, and one which can not be answered accurately, is
with what frequency does syphilis occur. statistics from four cities
of this country show that about | 0 per cent of married pregnant women
are actively syphilitic as shcwn by the 'wassermann reaction. It is
to such women that syphilitic children are born. statistical studies
made in st. I-ouis and New York indicate that. frorn 5 to 6 per cent
of our infant population is syphilitic. These surveys among the mothers
and infants were all rnade among the poorer classes.
It is obvious that any disease affecting in so. serious a manner such
a large number of families is worthy of our best efforts for prevention.
Preventive

and Curative

Treatment

Gonorrhea.-Gonococcus
infection of the infant occurs during or
after birth, the infection occurring directly or by contagion from a
localized open infectious process in the mother.
In most instances
ophthalmia neonatorum occurs as a result of infection of the eyes during
the birth of the infant. For this, the most serious gonococcus infection
for the infant, there exists a means of prevention both harmless and
easy of application, i. e., the instillation of a 2 per cent solution of silver
nitrate into the eyes irnmediately after birth.
cred6, who first advanced this method of prevention, was able by its use to reduce the
incidence of gonococcusophthalmia in his hospital practice from I 36 to
I per thousand births. This measure is universally recognized as effectual in prevention and all that is needed is some means by which
those attendants at confinement who otherwise would be negligent
may be compelled to take such a precaution. In many states this matter
is well looked after by follow-up visits and prosecution by the health
boards under state law. The details of methods of checking and
follow-up need not be enumerated. propaganda through lectures,
motion pictures, and leaflets intended for the people in general makes
a very useful adjunct to legislation and health-board activity. The
Federal Government is already carrying on such propaganda to
some
extent. The rather obvious next step would be to have suitable
laws
passed in those States which do not have them and to activate
those
State boards of health that need it.
syphilis.-Except
in rare instances, syphilis of infants and young
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children is a congenital or hereditary infection transmitted to the infant
before birth by way of the maternal blood. lt is generally agreed that
germ transmission does not take place and in order that the child be
infected before birth it is necessary that the mother 6rst be infected.
Though t}is view may be ghown later not to be entirely true, preventive
work based upon this.conception has been demonstrated to be effective.
It is probable that the fetal infection occurs in all instances by way of the
placenta and that the spirochetes r'each the placenta by way of the
maternal blood stream in which there occur occasional small showers of
spirochetes from a more or less active focus elsewhere in the body.
Whether or not the child will be infected depends upon the activity of
the process in the mother, which in turn depends in a large measurq
upon the length of time which has elapsed since the maternal infection.
Those children born soon after the maternal .infection are severely affected. Even without treatment the infection in the mother in many
instances tends to subside to such an extent that it is not transmitted to
the offspring. This is not necessarily so at an early date. In some instances a syphilitic mother has non-syphilitic children eight to ten
years after her infection, while in others she continues to have syphilitic
children 25 yeats after her infection. In a few instances the period
between the infection of the mother and the birth of the first child is
of such a length that none of the children are syphilitic. It may be
stated as a general and probable truth that the Wassermann reaction
will be positive in any mother whose infection is active enough to allow
the infection of her child in utero and that a mother whose infection has
subsided sufficiently so that the child will not be infected will give a
negative Wassermann reaction. The exceptions to this rule must be
very few. From this it is seen that a'Wassermann reaction on the serum
of a prospective mother may be taken as a criierion, not as to whether
or not she has syphilis, but as to whether or not she is likely to infect her.
infant. Some such criterion as this is necessary for the reason that
nearly 90 per cent of the mothers of syphilitic children honestly deny
all knowledge of infection or later manifestations of such infection.
In many instances a history of abortions and stillbirths may lead one
to suspect syphilis, but this alone is insufficient evidence upon which to
make a diagnosis. The one most constant and reliable symptom of
syphilis is the positive Wassermann reaction.
It has been fully demonstrated that adequate antisyphilitic treatment
of a mother throughout her pregnancy will result in the birth of a nonsyphilitic infant.
It is probable that this treatment acts to cause a
retrogression of the maternal infection or at least in its being held in
check to such an extent that the fetus is not infected. Based in part
upon laboratory studies of the products of conception, it is thought
$141-in most instances at 1s651-fstal infection does not take place
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until the later months of pregnancy. Upon this basis may be explained
the fact that even if a mother is treated only during the latter half of
her pregnancy the infant in the great majority of instances will not be
infected. The shorter the period of treatment prior to birth the more
likely is the child to be syphilitic, but even the shortest periods of
treatment are not without benefit. The cure of syphilis is at best a
laborious process, and it would seem greatly preferable to prevent infection of the infant in this way than liter to treat the infant for the
disease even though eventually it may be cured.
The treatment of the mother during one pregnancy does not protect
the subsequent pregnancies unless that treatment is continued to the
point of "cure" of the mother.
In the prevention of inherited syphilis, we are confronted with a
somewhat complicated problem. It is necessary.first to make a diagnosis of syphilis in the mother at a fairly early period of her pregnancy,
and it is necessary in otrr present knowledge to depend in a very large
measure upon the wassermann reaction for this diagnosis. The conscientious physician will try to verify the diagnosis made in such a manner in as many ways as possible. serological and physical examination
of the husband and of the other children would be very useful not only
for this purpose but also as a public-health measure. In this connection
zit
is well to remember that many husbands, though the source of infection, will give a negative wassermann reaction at the time of such
examination, for relatively few men will marry with a known active infection. The standards for good prenatal care should include an examination of the blood just as they include urine and other examinations.
The diagnosis of syphilis having been made, the mother should be
treated according to the best recent standards for the treatment of this
disease.
In those instances in which the infection has not been diagnosed
until the puerperium there is the added factor of management of the
syphilitic infant. The 6rst goal in the management is the diagnosis.
It is necessary to realize that a very large number of syphilitic infants
show no outward signs of their infection either at birth or during the
customary period of obstetrical observation, and any infant that does
show marked signs at this early date has a relatively poor prognosis.
The wassennann reaction on the infant's blood is also .trrr"liJl.
;r,
this period to the extent that fully one-third of actively syphilitic nervly
born infants give a negative reaction, though the reaction if positive
means syphilis as much as at any other time. These same negatively
reacting infants will a few rveels later give positive reactions. Though
the obtaining of blood in sufFcient quantity for a'wassermann reactio.
is a relatively easy rnatter in expert hands, the practical difficulties are
such that many physicians would not undertake it as a matter of routine.
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Nor is it a procedure that would be universally tolerated by parents
unless some urgent need were shown. As a substitute for taking blood
from the infant, blood might be taken from the placental end of the
cord at delivery.
This procedure has the advantage of ease of accessibility. The same objection holds for this blood as for that of the
infant, that only about two-thirds of the infections can be diagnosed
thus. In the hands of i competent pathologist, a much larger number
of infections may be diagnosed by histological examination of the
placenta. Perhaps 95 per cent of the infections may be diagnosed in
this way. This method of diagnosis is but little trouble either to the
obstetrician or to the pathologist. It also has the possible advantage
of avoiding what might be awkward explanations. A'Wassermann
reaction on the mother's blood has the same advantage in diagnosis
as it does earlier in her pregnancy, and the agreement between this
and the infection of the infant closely approaches 100 per cent unless
the mother has had antisyphilitic treatment during her pregnancy.
Except in small towns and rural comrriunities, the obstetrician does
not ordinarily undertake the treatment of syphilis. Since the nutritional
factor is often a very large one in syphilitic infants, it is desirable to
make extraordinary efforts, if necessary, to have the baby breast fed.
The patient should be referred at the earliest possible date to those who
,' ate competent both in the management of infant nutrition and ttre
treatment of syphilis. In the absence of nutritional disturbance and
intercurrent disease, infantile syphilis may be completely cured, according to our present standards of cure, in the great majority of instances,
and the policy of "why not let them die" apparently held by many is
entirely unwarranted.
Thc Control of Syphilis
Having means to diagnose and treat syphilis which are on the whole
fairly adequate, it becomes necessary, in order to apply these measures,
to locate infected individuals. For successful prevention it is necessary
to bring the mothers under observation early in their pregnancy. The
public is more and more becoming educated to the desirability of obstetrical supervision throughout pregnancy. Further propaganda along
this line is needed. It is not necessary to advance any arguments here
as to the desirability of such care. The encouragement and wider distribution of prenatal clinics will reach a large proportion of those who
most need such care. A "blood examination" should be made a part
of the general examination of each such patient and the finding of a
'Wassermann
positive
should be the signal for anti-syphilitic treatment,
enforced if necessary. This whole idea must be carried out largely
'Wasserby publicity, since it is scarcely feasible to require legally a
mann test on every mother.
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Failing in prevention it becomes desirable to diagnose syphilis in t}e
infant at the earliest possible moment. Though good obstetrical standards should require a Wassermann on the mother, a positive reaction is
though in most in'
merely preEumptive evidence of infantile infection,'Wassermann
on the
negative
A
correct.
presumption
is
stances the
conThe
most
security.
of
sense
to
a
false
lead
infant at this age may
Since
placenta.
the
in
found
is
infection
stant evidence of infantile
the examination of the placenta requires so little time and at the same
time reveals such important information, it should be a part of proper
obstetrical routine in every case. Before carrying this plan out on a
large scale, however, its reliability should be better founded' In case it
proves to be satisfactory, it could be required that all placentae or
prop", pieces of all placentae be sent to the board of health' Material
from stillbirths and miscarriages should be included in this requirement.
One pathologist with one or more technicials could easily examine
pro*ptly material from all the births of a city. The details of the
iollo*-up by the health board could well be left to depend upon local
conditions within certain limits, but there should be some means provided by which the infant would receive prompt and effective treatment either voluntarily on the part of the parents or enforced if necessary. The diagnosis made in this manner should later be checked by
serological examination of the infant'
For those patients handled by prenatal and obstetrical clinics, the
logical sequence is to refer the infant to postnatal clinics whether susp""a.d of syphilis or not. In such clinics overlooked infections would
be diagnosed as symptoms aPpear.
In conclusion, the chief points to be emphasized in the control o f
hereditary syphilis are as follows:
l.
Infection of the infant can be prevented by treatment of the
mother during pregnancy.
2. The wassermann reaction, checked by other observations,
possible, is the one most dependable criterion as to whether or not
mother should receive treatment.
3. In about 95 per cent of instances of infantile syphilis placental
examination will show evidence of such infection. Of the various clinical means of diagnosis of syphilis in the newly born infant this examination indicates the presence of infection with the greatest frequency.
4. Both a'Wassermann reaction on the serum of the lnother and an
examination of the placenta should be included as a part of good obstetrical standards.
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DISCUSSION
Sir Arthur Newsholme, M. D. (Late Principal Medical Oftcer, Local Government
The question of venereal infection has been rnentioned. In
Board, England):
regard to that I think we can claim to have done some very important work.
Regulations were issued by the Local Government Board, about three years ago,
which made it an obligatory duty on the part of the sanitary authority in every
targe center of population,. to provide clinics at which anyone (millionaire or
pauper) could obtain secret and gratuitous treatment for syphilis or gotorrhea.
And we have in our country now a complete system of free clinics for the treat'
ment of venereal diseases. Having provided free treatment, we endeavored to
insure that these diseases should be treated only by regular practitioners, and to
this end we persuaded Parliament two years ago to pass an act prohibiting any
In view of the facts we
druggist or other unqualified person from treating them.
have heard as to the importance of venereal disease in the destruction of child
life and child health, in the impairment of the health of the mother, and in the
sterilization of potential mothers, I am quite sure you will agree with me that
this is an important step forward in regard to child wellare.
Dr. Dorothy Reed Mendenhall (Children's Bureau) : I have made some estimates from the percentages Dr. Jeans has given us1 in regard to the prevalence
We have two million and a half estiof syphilis, and the result is rather startling.
mated births in this country, and 234,600 estimated deaths under one year, in
1916. We had therefore, using Dr' Jeans'estimate, 125,000 stillbirths, and of
these 41,700 were caused by syphilis. We had 125'000 live births' the victims of
congenital syphilis, and 31,300 of these died as a result of syphilis. This gives
41,700 stillbirths and 31,300 deaths in infancy, a total of 73,000 infant losses in
one year due to congenital syphilis.
Dr. S. Josephine Baker (Division of Child Hygiene, Health Department, New
York City) : I hesitate to question Dr. Jeans' figures on the number of babies
under one year that die from syphilis, but they are of extraordinary interest because they are so entirely contrary to anything we have experienced in New York
City.
Syphilis as a cause of stillbirths is universal, I think, but with us syphilis as a
It is a minor
cause of infant deaths does not figure largely at all statistically.
consideration. Inanition, congenital debility, and those vague titles it is possible
may have syphilitic origin, but if anything which would prove they have has been
done in New York it is unknown to me. I do not know of anything which would
warrant us in saying that there were any such extensive deaths from syphilis under
one year of age as these figures would show' !n fact it is quite contrary to our
general opinion.
Dr. Jeans: The figures that I gave were averages from a large number of
eses from a great many sources' some from New York and some from other
places. It was my impression that the averages were somewhat near the correct
6gures, but I may be mistaken.
In an article published by
Very often syphilis is an indirect cause of death'
Dr. Holt, using material from New York City, he stated that about 25 or 30 pet
cent of the syphilitic babies studied died from syphilis, and that, in all, more than
1 These percentages were given in a paper 1e_adby Dr. Jeans before the Association fqr-the Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality at its ninth annual meetPaper published in The American Journal of Syphilis'
ing, December, 19|8.
Vol. III, No. l, Jan', 1919.
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50 per cent of them died. Whether or not syphilis was the cauae of death in thc
remainder of those instances ig dificult to say. But certainly it ia not a factor to
be ignored.
I did not question the number of syphilitic babies that died in
Dr. BaLer:
I was questioning the number of
proportion to the number of cases of ayphilis.
syphilitic deaths in proportion to the total numbcr of deaths'
Dr. Jeans: The fact that I 0 pcr cent of mothers among the poorer classes
give positive Wassermann reaction would eee'm to make the subject of considerable importance, as well as the fact that 90 per cent of thosc mothers will give no
history nor ehow any signs of syphilis.
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THE CONTROLOF MIDWIFERY
Bi DR. CHARLES V. CHAPIN
Superintendent

of Health,

Providence,

Rhode Island

The only midwife problem with which I am familiar is that of our
manufacturing cities with a large foreign population, of which my own
ln Providence the midwife is not ineity, Providence, is typical.
digenous. she came to us with our recent immigrants, from Russia,
from Austria, from Poland, from the Azores, but chiefy from ltaly'
Medical practitioners in general, and obstetricians rn particular, de'
nounce the midwife; social workers and public health nurses do not
like her; and health officers do not consider her an asset to the community. The latter, however, while desirous of replacing her by something better, admit that she is not so inimical to public health as are
many physicians. Thus in some ciiies the midwives report births and
cases of ophthalmia better than do the physicians. They report births
In Providence, though there are no accurate data,
more promptly.
report births mote completely than do physicians.
certainly
midwives
per
of physicians' reports were late and only I per
year
cent
|
0
Last
cent of the midwives'. For the prevention of infant mortality prornpt
returns are necessary, and the health officer is grateful to whoever
makes them. There are very many physicians who know little about
infant feeding, and their babies die and the health officer can do nothing
about it. With the midwives' babies it is different. The nurse engineers them to the welfare station, where they are cared for by specialists. No wonder that in Providence, in l9 | 7, the infant mortality rate
It cannot
of midwives' babies was 77, while of all others it was I I7.
stock
a
stronger
care
for
the
midwives
be argued that this is because
per
the
midwives'
cent
of
85
About
of women and healthier babies.
babies are of ltalian mothers. In the years 1902-1909, before there
was any instructive nursing service for mothers, the infant mortality
rate among ltalians was 1 38. In l9 | 7 it was 93' The midwife, there,fore, does not thus far seem to have been a hindrance to the prevention
of infant mortality.
Objection to the midwife is based almost entirely on a priori reosolling. 'ln the biological sciences this mode of reasoning is dangerous,
Midwifery is a
;though I doubt not that in this instance it is valid.
eviCence
that trainabundant
branch of medical practice, and we have
there is
practice.
Nevertheless,
ing and knowledge make for better
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some truth in the old adage that "a little knowledge is a dangerous
thing." We are safe in assuming that imperfectly educated physicians
and imperfectly educated midwives are not as useful members of society as those who are well educated. In medicine we need the best.
Even this, owing to the limitations of human knowledge, is far from the
ideal. In knowledge the midwife must always be far below the physician, and it is a safe deduction that she is not an institution to be fostered, but is rather to be tolerated only until such time as an acceptable
substitute can be found. We allow non-medical individuals to provide
glasses for our eyes and to attend women in confinement, but in no
other specialty is this permitted.
Nevertheless, it would be desirable to show .by comparative statistics whether the practice of the midwife results in sickness and death.
When comparison is made between the results of midwives' practice
and that of physicians, it is at times apparently unfavorable to the latter.
Dr. Williams, a few jears since, aroused great interest by his argument
that poor doctors have more deaths against them than do the midwives, and that there are many poor doctors. The majority of teaching
obstetricians were of his opinion. Dr. B"ker of New York says that
the morbidity and mortality, both of mothers and of babies, is greater
among those attended by physicians than among those attended by
midwives. Dr. Van Ingen has presented figures, relating to the lower
East Side of New York, which show that stillbirths are much more frequent in the practice of physicians than in the practice of midwives.
The great fallacy in all such statistics is that there is a selection of cases,
Difficult confinements gravitate to the physician or the hospital, while
normal connnements remain with the midwife.
There are several reasons why there is a demand for midwives:
l.
They are cheaper. In my own city at the present time the prevailing rate for midwives is $15, with a dollar or two thrown in the
baby's bath for tub money, and for physicians $25 and upwards,
though a number of physicians will take cases at the same rate as midwives. Such physicians, however' are likely to be below the average'
It is believed by many that economy is the most potent reason for the
retention of the midwife.
2. Many foreign women do not wish to have a man attend them
in confinement, or what is probably much more common' their husbands do not wish it. This is a custom or fashion, but I cannot believe
that it will prove very difficult to change it as soon as good medical
service,and other care is available within the mothers' means. When
one sees the remarkable change in customs, clothes, food, drink, etc.,
among foreigners, after only a few months' residence' one can be confident that the preference for a midwife must yield to the force of
American public opinion. The ltalian will, in time, substitute the doc-
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tor for t}re rnidwife, just as she has substituted themilliner's hat forthe
bright colored handkerchief that formerly covered her head. In this
process of education the public-health nurse must play an important
part. Her influence with a family is very great, and she can do much
to teach the importance of the best medical attendance. . The woman
physician, too, can be utilized to give medical service to those who object to a male attendant.
3. The midwife performs more oi less household service for the
family, "tidying" the rooms, preparing the meals, and caring for the
older children; but apparently there is a tendency for the midwife to
do less and less of this sort of work.
There is evidence to show that midwifery is decreasing. Dr. Woodward stated that in the District of Columbia, between 1896, the date of
the adoption of the law regulating midwives, and 1915, the number of
births attended by midwives in the District of Columbia fell from 50
per cent of the total births to less than | 0 per cent. In I 9 I 8 it was 5.5
per cent. This was due chiefiy to the eliminaiion of midwives by examination. In New York, in 1905, 42.1 per cent of all births were attended by midwives, while in | 9 I 7 the per cent was 33.5. The decrease
has been especially rapid since the opening of the war, which is interpreted as indicating that it is the newcomers who are most inclined to rely upon the midwife.
In Providence the proportion of
births attended by midwives increased with the increasing tide of
Italian immigration up to 19 | 3, when over 33 per cent of all births
w e r e a t t e n d e d b y t h e m . I n l 9 l 8 t h e p e r c e n t a g ew a s 2 7 . 5 . A n e n couraging feature in Providence has been the almost complete disappearance of the Jervish midwife. Ten years ago nearly 150 births
annually were attended by Jewish midwives. Last year there were but
four so attended, although we have a Jewish population of nearly
20,000. This seems to be due largely to the appreciation on the part
of Jewish women of the value of medical service. In Rochester the
number of midwives and the number of births attended by them has
decreased during the last eight or ten years. In other cities, as Newark,
it is stated that the proportion of births attended by midwives has
remained quite constant.
Various plans have been adopted, or proposed, for solving the midwife problem. One is absolutely to forbid her practice by statute law.
This is-true of Massachusetts now and w-as true in Rirode Island up to
last year. In neither of these States was any serious attempt made to
enforce the law and to drive out the midwives. When I saw that the
midwife was to remain in Providence I tried to secure her cooperation,
with the result that her births are more completely and promptly reported than before, as are her cases of ophthalmia, and her babies are
promptly brought under the care of public-health nurses and physi-
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cians, so that the infant mortality rate of midwives' babies has been reduced nearly 70 per cent.
Another plan, which may be developed in different ways, is to
This has as yet been attempted in only a few
license the midwife.
States. The statutory provision should be as broad as possible so as to
allow opportunity for experiment and the development of new methods
of control. The Rhode Island law provides that "the State board of
health is hereby authorized and direcied to make rules for the regulation and practice of midwifery, and for the licensing of midwives."
The New York statute, authorizing the enactment of a sanitary code by
the public health council, provides that this code "may contain provisions regulating the practice of midwifery."
Under such general provisions the licensing may amount to a mere
registration, or it may develop into an elaborate system under which
midwives are carefully examined, educated, trained, and supervised.
The advocates of licensing are divided into two groups. One of
these believes that the midwife is but a temporary institution, is unnecessary, and can sooner or later be elimjnated. They would issue a
license annually, perhaps establish moderate standards of conduct,
and gradually eliminate those midwives shown to be careless, dirty,
ignorant, or neglectful. They would not attempt to teach obstetrics
to the midwife, or to raise her social or economic status, fearing that,
by so doing, her position would be made more permanent. The midwife who is educated in a school and who has a diploma will be independent and will resent efforts to draw away her clientlle. She will
believe that she has rights which she must defend. On the other hand,
the midwife who is made to feel that she has no real status, that she
is allowed to practice only on sufferance, and that she is dependent on
the good will of the health ofrcer, r'ili not dare to make much fuss if
she seesher patients leave her. Dr. Stone, our superintendent of child
hygiene, finds that our best qualified midrvives are the least tolerant of
advice and correction. If the midwife has no real status, she can the
easier be made to obey the rules of the department; thus such midwives can often be rnade to report births and infamed eyes more
promptiy than the physicians. Perhaps they may even be made to report pregnancies. Under control, such midwives are not dangerous
to the babies, as is shown by the Providence figures previously given.
That they are not dangerous to the mother is indicated by data from
Philadelphia, where there were only | 7 deaths in about 12,000 confinernents attended by supervised midwives.
Others think that the mid*'ife will surely remain r,r'ith us for a long
time and they prefer to attempt to improve her status. They would
6x educational standards, and by definite supervision of her work see
that these standards are lived up to, thus following the ideas of most
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European countries. Thus the New York code requires that midwives must po$ess a diploma from a recognized school or must have
received personal instruction from a licensed physician, of which instruction he musi make a report. A school for midwives had previously been established at Bellevue Hospital in New York City in
l9 | l. The New York State Department of Health has planned for the
supervision of midwives through the medium of nurses. These nurses
cover chiefy those parts of the State outside the great cities. New York
City had previously undertaken similar control in l9 | l.
New Jersey has adopted much the same plan as New York.
In Pennsylvania midwives are licensed by the bureau of medical
education and licensure, and are also supervised by the same bureau.
The system is best developed in the district in which Philadelphia is
situated. In this district there is a supervisor, a specialist in obstetrics, who has under him a number of women physicians who act as inspectors. The midwife must call upon the inspector for advice in every
abnormal delivery, and definite rules are given to guide her judgment.
In practice nearly ever5fpatient is seen by the inspector. The midwives
receive considerable systematic instruction, bgt, as I understand it, the
authorities look to the ultimate extinction of the midwife and think
that this result will be endangered if the requirements are such that
women of some education will be led to prepare themselves, at some
expense, for midwifery as a "profession."
In Pittsburgh close supervision of the midwives is maintained by nurses.
In Providence the "baby nurses" of the health department have,
for some time, sought, by personal instruction given to each midwife,
to make her more cleanly and in other ways to take better care of her
cases. She has been made to report births and sore eyes promptly,
She is shown the necessity for sending for a physician in case of any
abnormality and is warned of the danger of delay. Many midwives
secretly prescribe medicines, and the endeavor is nrade to break up this
practice. Very much was done along these lines before we had a
license law, and now it is hoped that the State board of health will
refuse licensesto those women who do not follow directions.
If midwives are to be supplanted, some substitute must be offered
which appeals to their patrons as desirable. Perhaps the most important reason why the midwife is preferred is because she costs less than
a doctor. If the midwife is to be supplanted by a physician, the latter
must not cost more than the former, and the supplanting process will
'
be more rapid if he does not cost as much.
A free out-patient obstetrical service certainly dra',vs cases from the
midwives. Wherever there is a medical school, such a service is necessary for teaching purposes. Even if the patient is able to pay a midwife, I consider it entirely legitimate to draw her away by free treat-
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ment, particularly as the patient is to be used for teaching purposes.
Moreover, some compensation rnay be received even from this kind of
a service. Thus at the Boston Lying-in Hospital the out-patients contributed on the average, in l9 | 6, $ 1.38 each, which was an appreciable
help in meeting the low cost of the service. That such a service pays
from a public health standpoint is shown by the fact that maternal
mortality in the last 5,000 out-patients was .04 per cent. That this low
rate was not secured by sending an uRdue number of difficult labor
cases into the hospital is indicated by the mortality of the house cases.
which during substantially the same period was l. I per cent, certainly
not abnormallv high.
Unfortunately, or rather fortunately, most of our cities are not supplied with a medical school, so some other means than the utilization
of medical students has to be found to provide obstetrical service for
the poor. An out-patient service would seem to be best provided in
connection with a maternity hospital. The country certainly needs a
much larger maternity service than it now has. Many general hospitals
are, however, now adding a maternity service, often because a number
of States are requiring of their licentiates in,medicine a hospital internship with a prescribed obstetrical training. This will certainly dtaw
casesfrom the midwives, and will at the same time, by the training thus
secured, make the young doctor a better obstetrician, a most desirable
result,
The cost of out-patient obstetrical work is a matter of much moment
in these times when there are so many demands on philanthropy and
so many lineg of municipal health work. We must all admit that it is
a great injustice to ask so much gratuitous public service of physicians.
Many of us are trying to draw away from this practice, though it will
probably be a long time before all such public medical service will be
adequately paid for. The tendency in some places is to utilize internes, or other members of a resident hospital staff, for out-patient
work of all kinds. In this way the out-patient worker is likely to be
paid something besides his board, and he may even be paid a fair compensation, yet I am sure that less money will be required in this than
in any other way, and that this arrangement will better satisfy the medical man. The utilization of a resident staff for out-patient work also
makes for efficiency, as the worh can be supervised by the hospital
management and the service is sure to be more prompt and regular.
Hence out-patient obstetrical service would seem to be desirable in
t:onnection with maternity hospitals whenever possible.
At Manchester, N. H., a city of about 80,000 people, out-patient obstetrical service is carried on by the district-nursing association, which
has a medical man for director of the service. Young physicians, just
coming to the city, do most of the work, and they are glad to do it, ac
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they are thus brought in touch with the more influential people. The
city has many textile operatives, and it is estimated that about r0 per
cent of all confinements are in need of free service. About 6 per cent
are now served by the dispensary.
The "pay clinic" has, for various types of medical service, been
strongly advocated in Boston as a means of securing efficient treatment
for a class of persons who can pay only a moderate sum, but yet sufficient in the aggregate to afford modgst compensation to the physician. It was deemed advisable in East Boston to estabrish such a
service in connection with the Maverick Dispensary, a private institution, not connected witl any hospital. This has been running only
a
short time, but is drawing cases from the midwives. A charge of | 5
$
is made, just the amount charged by midwives, and of this I 0 goes to
$
the physician. The physicians are men who are glad temporarily to
take this service to perfect themselves in obstetrics
Enough has been said to show that in the United states a variety
of views prevail as to the midwife and that there are various ways
of
dealing with heri Those who would dispense with her service
have
different plans for doing so. This is the period for experiment, and
our
Federal system, with its forty-eight legislatures, f.oor" experimentation. It is too early to standardize and not a time for dogmatism.
It
is not unlikely that different plans will be found best for different parts
of the country. Meanwhile my own conclusions, applicable chiefy
to
our cities with Iarge foreign populations, are as follows:
l.
The midwife is unnecessary and can gradualry be eriminated.
2. There should be an annual registration, and supervision
should
be maintained.
3. The foreign population must be educated, the most
valuable
agencies being nurses and clinics.
4, Prenatal clinics are needed and especially an enlarged
outpatient obstetric service, partly free and partly pay.
5. More maternity wards are needed,
6. There should be better obstetric training for medical
students,
which will be made possible by greater opportunity
for clinical in_
struction.
DISCUSSION
Dr' Julius Levy (state Board of Health, New
Jersey) : I want to recail some
of the points that Dr' chapin made very teilingly and
creartv. He made the point
that midwives are not so bad as some doctorsi iu -ud.
the points that births are
reported more frequently and more promptly by midwiv""
ih"n by doctors, that
there is less ophthalmia than in cases handred by
doctors, and that midwives
are more disposed, under advice and instruction, to use silver
nitrate.
He also
made the point that infant mortarity is rower among cases
handred by midwivee;
and then he wants us to believe that we are to eliminate
midwivesl
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As far as our studies can show, experience hae proven that under rcgulation
and supervision and proper instruction our standards are better maintained by
midwives than by doctors as they exist. And I may add that where that does not
occur it is not the fault of the midwife but of the public-health o6cer.
I will not
claim that with the same kind of regulation and supervision of doctors the results would not be better, but Dr, Chapin also stated that he discovered it was
much easier to regulatc and supervise the midwife than it was the doctor.
Dr. Chapin also pointed out tbat as the midwife became educated she wag more
dificult to handle.
You notice she is getting a little like the doctors and the re.
sults are not always as good.
I ought to suggest that I do not think that obstetricians need fear the existence
of the rnidwife in perpotuity.
Elevating her status I think is a ely way to eliminate
her, if you really wish to eliminate her, becauge as you elevate her standard she
demands more for her service, and when ehe demands more for her service, she
is in competition with the doctor.
By the law of the survival of the 6ttest, if the
doctor is a superior individual, he will survive.
(Late Principal Mediel
Sir Arthur
Newsholme
Of6cer, Local Government
Board, England):
So far as England is concerned, at the present time 75
per cent of all con6nemeirta ar€ attended by midwives, whose practice on the
whole is satisfactory.
Favorable statistics could be quoted gimilar to those that
Dr. Chapin has quoted aa regards Providence.
But we have nidwives in England under absolutely complete control.
Midwivee that are on the regiater to
practice can be removed from the register if they are guilty of malpractice or inefFciency.
They are so removed frequently.
They are eubject to regulation and
systematic inspection by local superoising authorities; go that any midwife who
gets a bad reputation or has an excessive number of complications is sure to bc
hauled over the coals and her practice will diminish very seriously.
In those
various ways we have secured that midwifery is a fairly safe profession.
Moreover, the Local Government Board has arranged for Government grants
to fifty per cent of the total expenditure for the employment of midwives, these
grants being given to the rural authorities and to the poorer districts and towns
where midwives are located, the other half of the total expenditure being paid
by volunteer subscribers or by the local authorities.
In addition every midwife is required when any complication occurs to call in
a doctor.
There has been great difFculty in the past in providing a fee for this
doctor, and now it is made obligatory upon the local authorities to pay this
doctor's fee, so that no doctor can be excused for not going at once when the midwife requires his assistance in any complication, however minor that complication
may be. I think you will agree that, if the practice of midwifery by midwives is
to continue, we have in that way safeguarded it.
In the last twelve months I havo also been advocating that an additional duty
be imposed on midwives, to which I personally attach the greatest possible
"hould
importance.
This is that if for any reason during the time (ten days or a fortnight) that the midwife continues her attendance after confinement. the mother
proposes to give up breast feeding, it is the duty of the midwile to notify the
medical ofEcer of health of that fact at once, so that he or his assistante may
visit that house at once to see that breast feeding, which is the most essential
element of the welfare of the child, shall be continued if it be possible to continue
it. This has now been secured by a regulation of the Centrat Midwives' Board,
Furthermore,
the Local Government Board has given grants for the formaIion of maternity homes and maternity
hospitals, and it has been prepared,
rnd expressed its anxiety, to pay 6fty per cent of the total cost of theee hos-
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pitals and homes without any limit of the total amdunt *.hich is thus payable.
Such maternity hospitals and homes, I am glad to say, are springing up in many
parta of the country.
They are, in my view, one of the greatest needs of town
life. It is a great shame that it should be so, but it is the fact that in a large proportion of the tenement houses of our big towns it is not possible for a con6nement to take place under conditions that can be regarded as anything approaching
satisfactory.
The Local Government Board pays doctors'fees; we pay for maternity homes
and hospitals; and we also pay for the provision of home helps. We were glad to
have the help of the women's Cooperativg Guild in securing that additional boon.
we were pushing it at the same time, and we eventually succeeded in getting the
Treabury to give money without any limit of the amount for the provision of home
helpe. That is somewhat similar to domestic service; the helpers visit the homes
of women who have been recently con6ned; provide assistance during confinement and afterwards; and, if the mother is ill during pregnancy, see that she has a
physician or nurse to attend her,
Dr. S. Jorephine BaLer (Division of Child Hygie-ne, Health Department, New
York city) : It is a very great pleasure to have heard sir Arthur Newshorme
speak of the control 9f the midwife in England, because it is exactly duplicated
by our control in New York city.
we have a six months' preliminary education
at municipally controlled schools for midwives.
By the constant supervision of the midr,r'ife, and the elimination from practice
of every midwife who violates our regulations, the number of practicing midwives
has been reduced in ten years from 3,000 to t,600.
There is one sure way of
eliminating the midwife, and that is to educate her. Midwives are a condition and
not a theory'
In seeing what can be done with midwives it is essential to remember that poor people who have to deal with them are guided by pr4ctical considerations rather than by academic theories.
I think Dr. chapin quite unwittingly did us a little injustice when he said the
infrequency of stillbirths and the low mortality among mothers and babies
attended by midwives were due to the fact that hard cases were transferred to the
doctors.
That is true, but they were counted against midwives.
Every case that
had a midwife in attendance at any time was counted as a midwife case. of
course the complicated cases went to the doctors and were reported by them as
delths, but not reported against them in the final sense. But that shows what have
been the practical results of the control of midwifery in New york City.
I think that we can grant that whatever improvement has been made in obstetrical practice in New York has been counterbalanced by the improvement
of obstetrical practice in every other large city in the country.
why is it then,
that in a study of the maternal morqality ;ates in seven large cities of the United
states, made by the children's Bureau, these rates were shown to be increasing or
stationary in every one of them with the exception of New york city, and New
York city showed a decrease? The only difference between New york citv and
the other cities is our method of control of midwives.
Beginning ten years ago with no method of finding out whether there were
cases of blindness, we had literally thousands of cases of ophthalmia, and literally
hundreds of cases of blindness-no
way of computing how many we had. Last
year-we
do not claim these are exact figures-with
the most painstaking methods
that we could devise by a follow-up of every case of sore eyea reported by the
midwife, by a follow-up at the hospitals where ophthalmic cases might come, by
every means we could devise to control the situation, we found that out of | 35.000
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births in New York City we had 35 cages of ophthalmia and one case of blindneta.
Nothing that I know of has changed in regard to the practice of doctore, but
I am an ada very great deal has changed in regard to the practice of midwives.
vocate for the strongest kind of supervision, the most thorough control, and
above all the education of the women to such a high standard that only a woman
intelligence and ability will be able to be a midwife.
of extraordinary
Dr. Mary Sherwood (Baltimore, Maryland) : It occurs to me that possibly we
might look at thig from another angle. There is no topic that provokes so much
And after all it is not the question of
discussion as this questlon of the midwife.
whether the midwife is better than the doctor, or whether the doctor is .better
The question is, is the midwife or the poorly trained doctor
than the midwife.
good enough)
Is there anyone who will discuss the practice of obstetricg from the point of
view of surgery)
Is not obstetrics a branch of surgery, and is it not entitled to the
kind of care we are inclined to give, and always do give to a hospital mattereurgical operating room, all the appliances of modern surgery' all the PrecauIs obstetrics something that can be compromised with
tions of modern surgery)
poor doctors and with midwive")
(Department
of the Provincial Secretary, Toronto,
Dr. Helen MacMurchy
"Canada) :
I think the best way to make students understand that it is a matter
of surgery is to make them realize that at the time of birth we havc to care for
Of course it is quite true that that
what is really an enormous open wound.
It is quite true that the danger of infection
wound is physiologically produced.
through that wound is very much reduced by the wonderful provision of nature
But nevertheless that is what it is.
for shutting tbese gaping avenues of infection,
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ESSENTIAI.SFOR PUBLIC CARE OF MATERNITY
AND INFANCY
.
By MRS. ELEANOR BARTON
Women's

Cooperative

Guild,

England

At the present time most countries are turning their thoughts to
the question of child welfare. I am sure that we are at the beginning
of a new era which will also recognize the mother of the child. Someone has said that to hSve a healthy child you must begin with its
grandmother.
If we today can start with th.e mother we shall be
making a real bid for public health in the best possible way.
In the old days th'e Crecians would not allow a pregnant mother
to look on anything unpleasant, let alone feel it. What a difference
between their ideas of the expectant mother and those of our world
today. A campaigir to reduce the death rate among infants under
one year of age has already decreased the death rate by nearly onethird, showing very clearly that many of our social evils are amenable
to treatment. Bad housing and sanitation are responsible for a good
deal, but ignorance and the absence of medical advice and help are
also responsible for much suffering. It is vital to the welfare of all
countries that an enlightened and generous care of maternity should
replace the present indifference and neglect.
The Women's Cooperative Guild of England has for several years
given special attention to this subject. When our Insurance Act was
before the country, and before it became a law, the Guild specially
asked that a maternity benefit should be included in the act, and it was
included. Some of us were astounded to 6nd that this maternity benefit was the husband's property, especially after we had had our cities
placarded with huge placards portraying the mother with her child in
her arms. However, when the act was amended we had the maternity
benefit made the property of the mother.
Since then we have gone on inquiring and getting information,
working out a scheme which we placed before our Local Government
Board in l9 | 4. As the outcome of all the inquiries we have issued a
book giving an account of the suffering of the working women themselves at the time of pregnancy and of childbirth, showing very clearly
to all thinking people the great need of the care of maternity. It has
been so common for children to be born that the large majority of
people have not considered ,t.
at all. Most young mothers
;;;,a"
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today turn for advice to older women, and very often when she is
suffering they tell her, "Well, it is just a symptom of pregnancy and
you will not be better until you get through with it."
We realize today that pregnancy is not a nine-months disease and
that women can be cared for and can be helped. A very pathetic
case some time ago came to my notice. A young rvoman who was
pregnant for the second time came to one of the Cooperative Cuild
members saying that she'would not go through with her pregnancy,
that it was impossible for her to do so, that she had suffered in
exactly the same way from her 6rst pregnancy, and that she would
prefer to make a home in the water, that is, to commit suicide. She
was,finally perauaded to go to a doctor, and her suffering was much
relieved throughout the period of her pregnancy. The physician said
that if she had consulted him during her first pregnancy he could
have cured her.
We have all softs of information, all sorts of reasons, all sorts of
statistics before us which show that we must have better care for
maternity in the future than we have had in the past. One of the
features of the work of the Cooperative Guild is this: Whenever we
take up a question we go into it thoroughly, through all the branches
throughout the country, and having got all the information we can and
pronounced on it, we at once decide upon some practical campaign in
connection with it. We never leave a subject that we have taken up
without trying to get some practical results from it. As a result of our
inquiry concerning maternity we decided that it was best for the local
health authorities and the national health authorities to be the people
to carry out the great maternity help that was to be given to the large
majority of women in our country.
So we set out to form public opinion. I suppose it is true in America
as in all countries that the governments will go just as far as they are
. pushed from behind, or from underneath, shall we say, and that what
must be done is to arouse public opinion. In order to do that we
published and distributed widely some attractive little pamphlets, each
one on some subject relative to maternity. The women in our local
branches cooperated with the women in their areas and arranged
deputations to their health committees and to medical ofrcers of health,
pushing forward these questions of rnaternity. During the war, especially in the early days, we found many women were suffering because
they could not get food and rnilk, and we pushed in that way also.
ln l9 | 5 we had secured compulsory notification of births. We have
a good scheme of health adrninistration, and every mother, directly
she gives birth to a child, is visited and advised by a health visitor who
follows the case up, and when the mother is ready to come out advises
her to bring her child to a public clinic. So because of the act of | 9 | 5
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we are in touch with births at the present ti'me. Finally in l9lB we
had a maternity act passed by our House of Parliament, and we are
very proud today in England that we have got so far because we do
realize it is a great step in the right direction.
We have maternity centers where advice and minor treatment are
provided. Where there are complicated cases or where real medical
attention is needed, t}e patient is always told to consult her own doctor.
Where treatment is provided for mothirs during prenatal and postnatal
periods, health visitors visit the mother in the home. Food anC milk
amount of milk
are supplied for expectant and nursing mother-the
given being determined according to the advice of the person who
has the case. Hospitals or wards are provided for complicated maternity cases and for babies up to five years; also maternity homes for
normal cases and convalescent homes after rTraternity. Homes are
provided for mothers and babies in fatherless, illegitimate, widowed,
or deserted caseE; ortsrants are made to such mothers to enable them
to stay at home and care for their children.
The service of home helps has also been organized. Perhaps I ought
to explain what the service of home helps is. I believe this is a great
outcome of our inquiry. We found that when the mother wae in bed
practically the whole of her household was disorganized, and that many
of our women got up at the end of three days, or before they should
do so, to attend to their household duties. We found that in many
cases the mother had her bed carried down into the living room where
she could lie with her purse under her pillow and direct the younger
children or neighbors to make purchases. Under the system of home
helps women are to be trained to go into the homes, not to do any
medical work or to do the nurse's work, but to work under the direction of the nurse or midwife who is attending the case, performing the
mother's household duties, such as getting the children ofi to school
We feel that this is one of the greatest
and preparing the food.
mothers. Our bill at the present time
our
working-class
to
essentials
provision
only
this way, by providing that the local
for
it
in
makes
the
scheme
after approval by the Local Governadopt
authority may
ment Board.
Services of midwives, and of doctors when the doctor is called
following the midwife, have been regulated under the Midwives' Act'
We have had very many sad caseswhete women's lives have been lost
Sometimes a
because there was no doctor to follow the midwife'
case
because
he was
to
attend
the
doctor has been sent for but refused
gives
get
or
not'
The
Government
his fee
not sure whether he would
I
have
outlined,
this
service
a grant of 50 per cent of the net cost oFall
provided the local scheme has been sanctioned by the central authority'
Where a local authority adoptr a scheme of this kind they mu:t
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appoint a maternity committee on which there must be two women.
Tl" Coop"rative Guild is very anxious that working women should
be on the maternity committee as they will understand the lives and
homes of the women who will be treated under this scheme. Mr.
Hayes Fisher, of the Local Government Board, himself has expressed
In recent
the hope that working-class women will be appointed'
give
very
to
able
been
have
and
articulate
become
years they have
Now
kind.
this
of
committees
to
all
information
and
.raluable ,"*i".
we arc hoping that all local authorities rvill take advantage of this
scheme and will make this provision for mothers and babies'
I ought to say that the maternity benefit is 30 shillings to the child.
This maternity benefit is given to the wives of men who are insured
and come under the income tax limit. And the women who go out to
work, if they themselves are insured, would also leceive benefits in
theil own right, thus making a double maternity benefit'
we must remember that under the present industrial system the
wages do not permit women who are bearing children to get the
medical attention or the help in the home which they need. we
must try to relieve their financial burdens. We have had some excellent i"rror* during the war period in the allowances paid to mothers
and children, and many people today are hoping that we shall be
able to outline some scheme for an endowment under which the mother
will not be so worried because of the coming of another child into
the home and will therefore be able to bear her children better.
We believe that the whole question of maternity should come under
the Ministry of Relief, now in the process of formation, instead of
being managed largely by insurance societies and organizations of that
kind, as it is at the present time. We have had caseswhich have shown
us that these are the yery.worst institutions under which our maternity
benefits can be paid. At the present time, therefore, we are considering
shall be a maternity department
a Ministry of Relief in which there
'We
are asking that there should be
it.
of
the
head
at
with a woman
tbose committees. We are
on
all
represented
women adequately
be what we are calling a
shall
there
addition
asking, too, that in
people who have to be
the
representing
women
council of men and
we found in regard to
as
because,
officers
public-health
treated by our
people who know
are
the
these
war,
the
our food supplies during
deal with them.
people
who
can
best
the difficulties and these are the
is
to
raise the standcountries
in
all
What I feel that we want now
mothers; we
proud
expectant
of
our
ard of maternity. We want to be
about
of
thinking
instead
want to alter the idea that we hav. had, and
up
instead
of
building
material thinge, think more ahout human things;
men
up
able-bodied
huge industries and huge warships, let us build
I think it wae an American who said that where the
.nd womcn.
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greatest humber of able-bodied men and women stood, there stood
the greatest city. Now, it is up to each country to see where the
greatest city shall be.
It will be good to have competition in that direction. It will certainly raise the whole standard of life. It will raise the standard of
women and children; dnd we must remember that when we raise the
standard of women we raise the stan{ard of the race.

DlscusstoN
Toronto,
(Department
of the Provincial secretary,
Dr, Helen MacMurehy
Do you think we pay
Canada) : May I take this opportunity to say one thing)
I would say to him, "Now, you are the whole
enough attention to the father)
thing, we are just acting under your orders. It is fgr you to taLe care of the
I do think that the education of
mother; it is for you to provide for the child,"
the father is a most important thing for us all to attend to. I do not lcnow just
where you would insert it in the very excellent outline that has been prepared,
but I do not like to see the father- neglected.
There are rnany people who say today, "Yes, the husband and
Mrs. Barton:
father should provide in this way," but we in England, at any rate, have got a
free elementary-school service and recognize that our elementary-school service
is very much better than in the days when the father did provide individually.
We should have this system in exactly the same way as we have public libraries
The fathers cannot do it. The
for the use of all citizens, whether rich or poor.
money that comes into the working-class home, even with wages up as they are,
Has not everything else gone up, and are the wages very high
is not su6cient,
Not at all, The worliing-class home is not fitted to receive a conin proportion?
finement case in a proper wayi There are thousands of homes un6t for a woman
to lie in, even if it were a question of policy and not of wages'
'We
It is not
want exactly the same thing applied to our maternity service.
enough for us to say that the man should provide. We want the public service.
After all, the child is the asset of the nation, and we want the nation to recognize
During the war when the State
that the welfare of the child is its business.
wanted the boys they put their hands on their shoulders and took them, without
Now we want the State to realize that it is responsible
any questions being asked,
in exactly the same way for its children.
The thing you must consider is whether you can get a better service by a
I think the indicommunal service, as it were, or by leaving it to the individual.
vidual system has broken down absolutely, and now we want to put in its place
municipal and national service.
If we are going to have a system that will work effrciently and do the best for
the mothers, we have to make it a national thing, so that every woman can feel
If there were anythat she is accepting that service as a right and as a citizen.
thing that savors of a charitable institution, our women would not accept it'
While I arn on this point I want to emphasize that it should be national and
shows terrible examples of suffering,
free. The book we have issued (Maternity)
and yet we have to recognize that our working women are the most self-respecting,
the better class of working women.
The Guild would not advocate anything that
savors of charity.
Vhat we hevc to do at the pror.nt time vcry lergoly ir to edu.cate thc mothcr
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to take her baby to the child-welfare center. The women are gradually seeing
the advantages of this, and are coming to these centers more and more, feeling
that it is their right, as much as it is the right of the elementary-school child to
receive its education in the free school,
I want to emphasize the fact that we
wish to put the whole question of maternity under national supervision, so that
a woman can receive maternity ca e and nobody shall ask whether she is rich or
Poor.
A Member:
May I ask how the English weJnen appreciate the nurses?' What
has been the experience? Do they enjoy having the nurses come to them?
Mrs. Bartcn:
I saw a case in Wales, in the mining district, where the husband,
a miner, was objecting to the nurse telling his wife, who had had several children,
what to do. I think on the whole that this attitude is gradually being gotten rid
of, however.
Mrs. William Lowell Putnam (Boston, Massachusetts) : We have a scheme
somewhat similar to that of the mother helps of which.Mrs, Barton has spoken,
that is, provision for the care of sickness in the homes of persons of small or moderate means. They cannot possibly afford trained nurses, and yet they must have
care in sickness as well as during con6nement.
Accordingly we undertake to
provide trained helpers, giving them a course of study. These women are supervised by trained nurses, who visit the homes and sqe that the work is being done
properly.
We can furnish these women with supervision for $18 or $20 a week,
That is not a small sum, but is very different from the price demanded by trained
nuraes, and I believe there is a very great future for that sort of care.
Dr. S. Josephine Baker (Division of Child Hygiene, Department of Health,
New York City) : Although I am a strong American, and advocate our form of
government, it is refreshing to get the message that Mrs. Barton brought us. It
would be a wonderful thing if the Federal Children's Bureau, or any other national organization could solve this entire problem of infant mortality by one
stroke of the pen in the way that England has done it. But we have to do it 48
times.
Their method of home helps is practically new to us. The idea of having one
visitor to every 500 children, as I believe they have in England, is something that
we ought to copy. The fact that the Government gives grants to hetp these women
during the period of pregnancy, and to see that their children have the proper
care, is something that we should give heed to. England, I believe, has set us a
very high standard. And England has reaped itg reward because England'e infant
death rate, as we all know, is extraordinarily
low and has gone down very much in
the last few years.
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SERBIAN EXPERIENCE
By DR. RADMILA MILOCHEVITCH LAZAREVITCH
Legation

of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, Washington,

D. C.

The question of child welfare i, .., org..rt question to us. How
urgent it is theee few words will show you, which were spoken in Par'
liament in Belgrade on the 24th of February, this year, by one of our
prominent members, an ex'minister, Mr. V. Veljkovitch.
He said:
"We have in Serbia 100,000 invalids, 100,000 children who need
immediate care, and 50,000 orphans." I would ask you to remember
that these numbers are taken from a country that had before this war
4, 5 00,000 inhabitants.
I hant to try to lell you something about the urgent conditions
prevailing among our children in Serbia because I love my country,
and knowing the great generosity of the American people toward all
oppressed nations and all who are in misery, I wish to awaken your
interest in our children.
In attempting to tell you what we have done in Serbia for the pxo'
tection of the child, I shall not be able to compare it with what you
have done here, but I shall try to give you a little picture of the history
of the country which will explain to you why we are no further advanced in this respect. For 150 years my country has been fighting
for her deliverance, during which time we have had about ten wars and
fifteen revolutions. Fighting always for our liberation, we neglected
many other important matters, among which was the scientific study
of child welfare.
Our country holds a high place in the percentage of large families.
Our birth rate proves this record, but alas, our infant mortality rate is
Because notwithstanding the fact that our
also very great. Why?
people are very strong and healthy, bad hygienic conditions exist and
ignorance of the fundamental rules for the proper care of the expectant
mother and the baby prevails. The State, which has been.obliged to
buy guns and munitions to insure its very existence, has had neither
the time nor the money to devote to hygienic conditions and the care
of the mother and the baby.
Our women in the country give birth to and bring up their children
with only God's help. The pregnant woman works in the household
and in the field until the last moment. It often happens that the baby
is born in the 6eld, when the mother picks up her little one and carries
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this
it home. On the morrow you can see her again in the field' but
time with her baby so she can nurse him'
of
our mothers in the country always nurse their babies; they know
no other kind of feeding. But in the cities the mothers have adopted
bottle feeding. Although the country mother nurses her child, she
knows nothing about the technique of nursing and preparation and
The
technique of artifrcial feeding if breast feeding is not possible.
healthy,
usually
is
baby
the
newborn
and
however,
motheis are healthy,
the
too; he weighs from eight to twelve pounds' Although I speak in
our
last
before
only
existed
condition
pre"ent tense, this splendid
Now after seven years of hard frghting, which have brought
t*o *urr.
misery and privations' we have lost the one good thing which we had'
Epidemics (especially typhus)'
the healthy newborn baby'
,,.*"iy,
hunger and misery, and their companion, tuberculosis, have nearly
destroy.d our nation. we have lost one-fourth of our population
through epidemics and war, and those remaining'are mostly tubercular.
If you are interested, I beg that you will allow me to read you a'few
statisiics that may give you a better idea of what we have been called
upon to meet in this war.
The population of Serbia before th" *t'

*u'':"

"

l. Numhen killed or died from wounds fron August, l9 | 4' to December, l9l5 ... '
2. Deaths in civilian population from epidemics" ' "
3. Soldiers killed during the retreat in the autumn of 1915 " " " "
the
4. Soldiers dead from hunger and starvation in Albania during
same period.
5 0 ,B o y r e c r u i t s d e a d f r o m h u n g e r d u r i n g t h e r e t r e a t .
the
6. Deaths from hunger and cold among civilian population during
retreat
7, Prisoners and interned in Bulgaria, Austria' and Germany
Aus8, Number killed (hanged and slaughtered) by the Bulgarians'
trians, and Germans.
9. Number killed during a revolution in Nish,ProkouPile,andLeskovatz
10, Soldiers killed on the Saloniki front"
Total

.

4'500'000

170'925
350'003
150'000
60'00l
B0'00c
250'001
130'000
60'000
40'000
40'000

|,330,925

so you see we are not what we were before this terrible conflict.
The
Our mothers can give no more little giants to their country'
in
health'
deteriorated
have
women as well as the men
Before the war we had begun to devote some attention to the welfare
of the child, but only through private associations, without the help of
the state. Now we are beginning to realize the importance of the
In | 91 7, after our retreat, we
health of the child to the nation.
of Children, with Dr'
Protection
the
started in Vodena the Society for
was to look after the
society
the
of
Popovitch as ptesident. The aim
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physical and moral health of the children; to 6nd our the causes of all
sicl(ness and if possible to provide rernedies; to reduce the mortality
among children, and also to care for the abandoned children of refugees and sol.diers. Now our United Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and
Slovenes started.on the 5th of February, I919, the State Department
for Child'Welfare.
Thg vice-minister president is in charge of it, which
shows how earnestly the State takes the problem.
The number of
children without both parents is abour 120,000; the number with only
one parent lost, 500,000.1
1 The etatistica are not yet complete.
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URBAN PROBLEMS

BY.DR. HENRY F' HELMHOIZ
'

Medical Dircctor.

lnfant Velfare

Society, Chicago

The care of infants in a city falls lolically into three divisions:
l.
The care of the unborn infant.
2. The care of the infant during and immediately after the birth act.
3. The postnatal care of the infant.
At ttre.present time in most communities the prenatal care of the
infant is ilmost entirely neglected. The postnatal work has reduced
the death rate from dianheal diseases and respiratory infectionE very
markedly, but hae not afiected that of congenital diseases, which has
remained practically constant. One-third of the total deaths of in'
fants under one year occur in the 6rst month of life. Two-thirds of
these deaths occur in the 6rst ten days. They are caused largely by
conditions lhat are Preventable by prenatal care. Prematurity, syphilis, stillbirths, and birth injuries can in a large measure be overcome by
good prenatal care. The supervision of the mother should include ( I )
advicc as to diet, (2) control of the urine and blood pressure, (3)
'Wassermann
examination of
pelvic measurements, and (4) ^ routine
all mothers. With adequate treatment during pregnancy the ravages
of syphilis would be very markedly reduced. Laws to prevent mothers
from working in factories during the last months of their confinement
would increase the weight of the newborn baby by pounds and so
reduce the group that are at present dying from prematurity. Furthermore, the examination and measurement of the pelvis would cull out
that group of mothers that would probably need hospital care and
should not be taken care of in the home and be rushed at the last
minute to the hospital when it is too late to save the baby and probably
the mother also. Constant watching and control of urine and blood
pressure will reduce materially the maternal as well as the infant death
rate.
As a minimum to do this work one nurse to every three hundred
births would be required. This very important period has received
relatively little attention and deserves very much more. The results
of plenatal care will become especially evident if the work is done
in close cooperation and coordination with the actual birth care of the
child. Only when proper facilities in hospital and home are at hand
can the results of prenatal care manifest themselves. If the lying'in
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hogpital facilities are insuftcient to care for the probably difficult caoes
that have been discovered in the routine examination of the prenatal
work, then naturally much of the work wiN go for naught. It is therefore important that adequate hospital facilities are at hand to care for all
difficult cases and an arrrple obstetrical out-patient service to care for
the mothers who remain at home. What the ultimate outcome of the
midwife or obstetrical nurse question will be I do not know, but certain
it is that if the busy general practitioner alone is in attendance there
'We
wrll be entirely too many forceps deliveries.
must have someone
whose duty it is to carry through the watchful expectancy necessary
to a normal labor.
'
Important as is the close coordination between the prenatal and
the oLstetrical work, still more vital to the welfare of the infant is
constant uninterrupted supervision from birth. Too frequently at present valuable time is iost, and instead of bringing a normal breast-fed
infant to the infant-welfare station the mother brings an infant that
is weaned and is suffering from some gastrointestinal disturbance. ln
our work in Chicago over two-thirds of all babies come to us for the
first time when they are over two months old. As the death rate is
highest during the 6rst month of life, our postnatal work has missed
this very valuable period for its work.
The postnatal work must begin early. There must be a regular
transfer of the case from the obstetrical nurse to the infant-welfare
nurse. As is quite generally accepted at the present time, the most
successful postnatal care is given in the infant-welfare station to which
the mother brings her baby at regular intervals to be weighed and
examined, and to receive instruction from the doctor regarding the
care and feeding of her child. The station nurse follows up this instruction by visiting the mother in her home and showing her how with her
utensils she can prepare the baby's food and arrange her home hygienically. With regard to feeding, the emphasis must be placed first and
foremost on breast feeding. The closer the cooperation with institutions doing the obstetrical work' the greater will be the number of
mothers that can nurse their babies. In our experience, improper
teaching and technique of nursing, and not the unwillingnesa to nurse,
account for the large number of artificially fed babies.
The artificially fed child must have good milk, constantly controlled
and supervised. It seems to me likely that in the not very distant
future powdered milk will in a large measure replace the fresh milk be6ause'it is safer and cheaper. The supervision of the milk, the housing
question, water supply, garbage disposal, and flies are of great importance to the child of the city. They must be closely watched by our
health departments. The housing question is one that needs more
attention than any of the others because the public has not been edu-
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oated up to the importance of this factor in its relationehip to infant
mortality,
The irygiene of the home, on the other hand, the ventilatlon, the
bath, the sleep, the clothing, and the fresh air must be looked after
by the station doctor and nurse. In the postnatal work the nurse
can care for not over I 5 0 babies. In close cooperation with the infantwelfare stations we must have ample dispensary and hospital facilities
to which the sick infants can be referred from the stations. Just one
word with regard to the preschool age. The care of the child from
two to six can in all probability be best looked after in connection
with the infant-welfare station. We have at present in Chicago six
such stations in operation.
In every city we ought to have an organization that is doing both
the prenatal and the postnatal work, this organization to be closely
affiliated with the varibus organizations that are doing the city's obstetrical work, connecting and consolidating the work which is being done
for mother and child so as,to keep them constantly under supervision.
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MATERNITY CENTERSIN NEW YORK CITY
Qy Pn. R. W. LOBENSTINE
'
New York City
We are considering today the momentous question of providing this
country with the means of more adequately safeguarding motherhood.
Upon our decisions may rest the ultimate fate of millions of women
and children, who are dying or who are crippled because of poor medical and nursing care, or no care at all,
Never before have nations been brought to such a keen realization
of the value of the mother and her child. With the frightful losses at
the front, with the startling ravages of the world plague continually
before us, and with the inevitable injuries wrought in the home by the
strenuous efforts of war, conseryation of life stands out as the pressing
need of the hour.
Our aim should be to fumish every mother during prbgnancy with
intelligent oversight, to protect her from the dangers incident to industrialism, and to render childbirth reasonably safe. Reckless sacrifice of
infant life should stop. Childbearing has long been regarded as merely
the natural lot of women, and its hazards have been either neglected or
accepted as inevitable. Can a function, however, that kills thousands
of women annually, that cripples many thousands more, and that is responsible for a very large infant mortality, be called safe? Childbearing still possessesfor the mother many dangers-some of which
are avoidable and some of lvhich are not; but this we know, and we
know it very definitely, that the closer the supervision during pregnancy
and the better the care at the time of delivery, the fewer will be these
complications and the more satisfactory will be the results.
We find, moreover, that approximately fifty per cent of gynecological operations are performed for injuries resulting at the time of laborinjuries many of which are preventable and most of which could be
fairly satisfactorily treated at the time of their occurrence or soon
after. The truth is that we cannot estimate the number of partial or
complete invalids who are invalids as the result of either poor nursing,
inefficient medical attention, or meddlesome midwifery at the time of
miscarriage or at the time of labor. Furthermore, spontaneous and
criminal abortions occur with astounding frequency. The great majority of women have little or no care at such times. As a result of ignorance, thoughtlessness, and the failure to grasp the real significance of
unnatural termination of pregnancy, thousands never recover their
health.
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Turning to the newborn child, we find that although the loss in life
due to stillbirths is unduly high, and that although approximately
forty per cent of all deaths of infants under one year of age are due to
congenital causes, nevertheless, progress in remedying such a deplorable state of affairs is very slow. In New York City during the thirtyyear period from | 8&4 to l9 14, the death rates from diarrheal, respiratory, and contagious diseaseshave been marhedly reduced-approximately seventy-five per cent, fifty-three per. cent, and eighty-eight per
cent respectively-while
the death rate from congenital diseases has
been reduced by only one and one-half per cent.1
Since the first year of the war our birth rate, as in Europe, has gone
down everywhere, while our mortality rate has steadily gone up.
Actual death is one thing, but what about the- child that lives for a
short time, or for many years immature in body and mind or actually
deformed ) These abnormal or subnormal beings are so in part because
of causes over which we have more or less control, and in part because
of factors arising in the course of pregnancy or during labor, over
which we may at times be almost powerles's. The studies carried on
by the Federal Children's Bureau, as well as by certain public and
private organizations in this country, all strikingly reveal the fact that
"the nine months of intra-uterine life coupled with the first month after
birth represent the high mark of danger in the life span of every individual."
It is high time that every community should be roused to
the fact that the logical time to begin guarding infant life is not after
birth, but rather in the earlier periods of development.
This is the era of preventive medicine. It is because we believe in
prevention, coupled with coordination of effort, that we meet in conference at this time. With properly organized clinics, such as can be
established in progressive communities, we feel justified in stating that
there should result a reduction of from thirty to thirty-five per cent
in the deaths under one month of age; a material lowering in the
number of stillbirths; a reduction in premature births of at least twentyfive per cent and in the maternal death rate of from sixty to sixty-five
per cent below the general rate of unsupervised cases. This great conservation movement is, aside from its medical and nursing aspects, a
great social undertaking. It is a fight against poverty, filth, rum, tuberculosis, and ignorance of the barest fundamentals of health. These
are the hostile forces that are ever busy, ever eager to accomplish
the physical and moral undoing of the community. Expectant mothers
'West,
and young children fall easy prey to their attacks. As Mrs.
of
the Children's Bureau, has well said, "One of the reasons which eslJacob Sobel, M. D., Dupa.tment of H"alth, New York City: "lnstruction
and
Supervision of Expectant I\4others in New York City,"
in New York Medical
Journal, Vol. CVII, No. 2 (Jan. 12, 19l8), p. 49.
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pecially justify the necessary expenditures for giving prenatal care, is
that in studying the problem of the mother we get closer to the fundamental causes of suffering than in almost any other way."
In passing,
we should recall that approximately forty per cent of the labors
throughout the country have been handled, in most part, by careless
and unclean midwivesi and that a very considerable percentage of
the other sixty per cent of dre women-have been in the care of physicians poorly trained in obstetrics, who have been graduated from
the medical schools with only a minimum amount of practical equipment for this branch of medicine
The problem of .the city differs in many respects from that of rural
districts. On the one hand it ig easier because distances are less great
than in the country, thus offering greater accessibility to doctors, to
nurses, and to hospitals; on the other hand, it is more complex because
many cities at
of the overcrowding, the frightful poverty, and-in
great
lg6si-lsgause
of the
mixture of races.
In New York City we began two.years ago to develop a plan for
'and
the coordination
extension of maternity care among the poor.
After thorough investigation, it was found that while much good work
was being carried on by the department of health, by maternity hospitals, and by a few lay organizations, yet on the whole the situation
was unsatisfactory. This was due in part to the inadequacy of the care
given, in part to the confused standards of medical and nursing supervision, and perhaps especially to the evident lack of coordination and
to the relatively small number of expectant mothers reached. We
therefore began to look at the needs of the obstetrical community not
from the standpoint of the individual clinic or of a particular society,
but from the standpoint of communal interest.
The first question to present itself was one of distribution of hospital
cases. By means of a map, the house location of every woman cared
for by the different maternity hospitals in the Borough of Manhattan
during the year | 915 wag graphically shown. By studying the distribution of these cases in their relationship to existing clinics, and at
the same time computing the total number of births in different sections,
there was developed a zoning system. As it now stands, the borough
is divided into ten zones, each zone comprising a group of official census
districts. The plan iteelf, however, is not an ofHcial one. The Borough
of Manhattan has, roughly, two and a half million inhabitants with
from sixty to sixty-Gve thousand births annually. The districting has
many advantages: First, it encourages the hospitals to draw their
patients from their particular zone rather than from a great distance,
thus rendering prenatal oversight of their registered cases far easier.
by economizing the time of both patient and visiting nurse; second, it
encourages patients to seek hospital qid rnore readily because of their
l

I
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greater familiarity with the hospitals in their own neighborhood; and
third, it formg the basis for our entire maternity center plan. The
Maternity Center Assoeiation early in its career decided on a broad, farreaching program. The difficulties were in a large measure foreseen,
but the great call for help could not go unheeded. The originators of
the movement had in mind three fundamental purposes:
First, the coordination of the work of those agencies already in the
6eld engaged in maternity welfare.
Second, the awakening of community interest in the needless sacrifice of health and life and in the value of prenatal care both to mother
and child.
Third, the providing of additional nurses for field work, and the
establishment of new prenatal clinics in.the several zones whenever
existing agencies should prove unable to cope with the demand.
With these definite objects in mind, we felt that the most satisfactory
method of attacking the program was through the establishment of a
maternity center in each zone.
In the Borough of Manhattan about thirty-three per cent of the births
were cared for by the indoor and outdoor services of maternity hospitals; yet at the beginning of this movement most of these either had no
follow-up system during pregnancy, or had at best a very inadequate
ong. By arousing community interest, we hoped not only to reach
gradually the remaining sixty to seventy-five per cent of expectant
mothers, bui we confidently looked forward to the time when the
hospital boards would be aroused to the need of systematic social and
nursing service in the homes.of their registered mothers.
During this 6rst year of definite organization, nine of the ten zones
have maternity centers; the tenth zone, having but a small annuai
birth rate, has been left for later development.
One of the great
difficulties in New York City, as in most other communities, lies in the
fact that there are available all too few "free or moderately priced"
obstetrical beds. In the large Borough of Manhattan, with its great
congestion, we find that there are not rnore than 725 available beds
to accommodate the many who are really in sore need of hospital
attention. In the Borough of Brooklyn, with approximately two million
inhabitants, a careful survey made by some of the physicians there
recently showed that they had scarceiy 27 5 available beds. Think of it,
and we are progressive !
There are engaged in this prenatal work, at the present time, about
58 nurses and perhaps a half score of social workers. The numbers
employed fluctuate somewhat, from month to month. Several of the
hospitals are now giving their undergraduate nurses, through the
maternity center, a number of weeks' training in maternity care in the
tenements. Furtherrnore, a eertain number of student nurses, who are
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taking the public-health course at the Teachers' College, and at the
Henry Street Settlement, are likewise receiving post-graduate training
in the care of obstetric patients under the difficult conditions presented
by tenement-house life.
There are at the present time, twenty-one clinics for expectant mothers in the Borough of Manhattan, in addition to the regular hospital
ones. All of these aim to follow the same general standards, and all, I
am sute, are looking forward to continued improvement in the service
rendered the cornmunity.
A matemity center should be the center of an educational campaign for prenatal care of the mothers of the district.
(The fathers,
too, need education and should not be neglectedl) It should be the
coordinating agent or clearing house for the expectant mothers in the
zo\e. It should keep records of every case co'ming under the care of
the clinics in the neighborhood and follow up each case so that no
woman who registers will be allowed to slip out from under medical
care by reason of illness, carelessness,or other causes. It is this follow-up system, after all, which is the chief 'point of the whole scheme.
Nurses and social workers should be used as follow-up visitors in or&:r
to keep in touch with each expectant mother in the district. How important this is may be realized from the studies of the Bureau of C\ild
Hygiene in New York City, which has disclosed the fact that from thirtyfive to forty per cent of the population of childbearing age of a given
section move during the year, and that some of these families move
as frequently as three or four times during the year.
The center should promote and extend the work of every agency
working within the zone, that is engaged in the problems of maternity
and child welfare. It should secure the opening of new prenatal clinics
conveniently located when not enough of these clinics exist to setve the
needs of the district. The district doctors and midwives should be
urged to bring their cases to these clinics for consultation. It.should
be open day and night for emergency calis and should see that a doctor
or midwife is supplied for all cases of labor, and a nurse for abnormal
labors. This beyond question is perhaps our hardest problem to solve,
and on it but very little worl. has as yet been done. In the districts in
which there is no hospital with an out-patient obstetrical service, the
problem of supplying the patients with even fair medical attendants
(either doctor or midwife) is a difficult one. The midwife situation
in New York City is greatly improved, but the medical aspect is less
sitisfactory.
In the new prenatal clinics that are being developed by
the Maternity Cenier Association, $r'e are endeavoring to provide
women physicians as far as possible, in order through these clinics to
reach the large class of foreigners who go to the midwife because of
their prejudices towards the male physician. These prejudices may
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be considered r.:nimportant, but they can only be broken down slowly
and cautiously.
All the clinics are standardized so far as records, nursing care, and
medical oversight are concerned, and an effort is being made to encourage all "abnormal cases" to go to the hospitals for supervision and
delivery. Such a system will gradually extend its benefits to a large
part of the poorer classesin the community; in time it should gradually
and effectively eliminate the midwife; it should raise markedly the
general average of obstetrical knowledge among the doctors who most
need this experience; it should lessen the maternal invalidism so often
a result of poor obstetrical care; and it should do away with many of
the evil results affecting the child due to immaturity or injury during
labor.
This is a comprehensive plan for the guarding of infant life from
the prenatal state throqgh childhood to young adolesence. If carried
out it offers a progressive, systematic scheme for the compilation of
accurate statistics in this country. We need national, state, and municipal action. The machinery must be provided by which the poor
can 6nd it possible to raise families without undue sacrifice of health
or unreasonable financial strain.
Standards of prenatal requirements for both hospitals and maternity
center clinics were formulated by the Maternity Service Association of
Physicians. These requirements are:
l.
Patients shotrld be urged to register at a clinic early in pregnancy. This is of great importance in order to obtain prenatal care
at an early date, and in order that the physicians may determine the
presence or absence of abnormalities, Strange as it may seem, two of
our leading obstetrical hospitals have until recently been unwillirrg to
examine applicants until in the fifth and seventh month of pregnancy,
respectively.
2. At the 6rst visit patients should be given printed instructions
for their general guidance during pregnancy. The instructions given
are simple and concise and will be read when more elaborate ones
would be disregarded.
3. Patients should be urged to return every four weeks (every
two weeks for materniiy center,patients) up to the end of the sixth
month, and every two weeks thereafter (for maternity center patients
every ten days up to eight months and every week thereafter).
If
they do not do so, a postal should be sent, .nd if there is no answer
within two days, a nurse or social worker should visit the house. In
case the patient's condition is not entirely satisfactory at the timg
of any one visit, and in case she does not return on any appointed
day, the visit to the home should be made at once. By such watchfulnessa considerable number of complications may be avoided. These
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h1,me visits are of particular value in obtaining the confideuce and interest of the patient. They enable the visitor to familiarize herself with
under
the particular social and economic difficulties of each family
of
fundamentals
the
teaching
of
and afford an opportunity
h.,
".r",
personal hygiene.
4. The patient should bring a specimen of the urine at each visit.
5. The medical eramination shall include:
(")
Thorough physical examin-ation'
(Jrine examination every four weeks up to six months'
(b)
and every two weeks thereafter (maternity center cases every week
during the last month).
(")
A blood pressure estimation at each visit'
(d)
A'Wassermann test in every suspicious case (this can be
carried out through the board of health).
'

DISCUSSION

strong
Mrs. William Lowcll Putnam (Boston, Massachpsetts) : I have a very
c
a
r
ed for
a
r
e
l
e
a
s
t
w
h
o
p
e
o
p
l
e
t
h
e
a
r
e
m
e
a
n
s
belief that the people of moderate
For five years
in this matter of protection of the health of mothers and children.
care within the
we have carried on an experiment in Boston to try to bring thie
the best physiby
prices
required
the
afford
cannot
who
mothers
those
reach of
cians, and yet who should not be offered charity, and who under no circumstances
'!Ve
have not yet made this experiment pay, t'ut
would consent to accept it.
We have been given the use of two rooms at a hos*. Iarre made a start.
Our plan requires at least two visits by the patient to the
pital for our clinic.
clinic for medical care; then every ten days a visit to the home by the nurse from
The nurse
aa early in the prcgnancy as the patient can be persuaded to apply'
place
is also present with the doctor at confinement, which, if possible, takes
If there is any complication, the patient must be taken to the hos'
in the home.
pital.
After con6nement follow two to four more visils by the doctor, according
io the need; visits twice a day for three daya by the nurse; once a day for the next
two days, and then less frequently until the mother is able to get uP' by which
time she has had a good opportunity to observe the proper way to care for her
child.
trained
we have thought that we could supply such care with thoroughly
I
a
m not
s
a
y
'
I
p
e
r
i
o
d
'
A
s
t
h
e
w
h
o
l
e
f
o
r
physicians and nurses for $25 a case
The only thing I am sure of is that
of this; we may have to raise the price.
"rr.
we shall not take a case for charity, because the whole object is to provide care for
those of limited means and to provide it without dependence on medical schools
u'here students can be used without exPense.
I think that if this can be done, our experiment ought to be worthy of being
copied in other places. If we can prove that this care can be given for $30 or
even $35 a case' that ought to be of value to the community, and I hope we shall
be able to bring this about.
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By MISS ELIZABETH G. FOX
Dircctor,

B.r".t

of Public Health Nursing'

Ameritan

Red Cr:oss

care
The rural mother needs the same prenatal, natal, and postnatal
prowell'
kept
be
to
needs
She
city
mother.
and advantages as the
medical
adequate
with
provided
tected from avoidable complications,
in inand nursing care during the lying-in period, properly instructed
infant'
her
for
fant hygiene, and guided in caring
Translated into concrete terms, she should have at least one thorough
and
medical examination including pelvic measurements and urine
treatsuitable
discovered,
blood tests. Where a venereal disease is
She should be visited frequently by a publicment should b" av.il.bl".
to
health nurse lvho would teach her how to care for her health and
care,
medical
prepare for confinement, would help her to arrange for
.rri *orld make urinalyses. Some arrangement should be made to
relieve her of her more arduous duties such as washing, carrying water,
A hospital should be within reach for the care of all
and milking.
complicateJ cases, and possibly also for those normal cases that mjght
b" .tl. to take advantage of it. After confinement the mother should
continue to be visited frequently by a public-health nurse, who would
give
watch and guard the baby's growth and would teach her how to
would
and
nursing,
maternal
encourage
would
who
care;
it intelligent
show her the relation between this function and her own health. It
should be possible for her to secure advice from a doctor familiar with
modern pediatrics if the baby shows any departure from normal or if
it becomes necessaty to resort to artificial feeding'
It is one thing to outline these essentials; it is quite another thing
to provide them. A number of difficulties lie in the way of such pro.ririorr, some of which are now slowly being removed while others remain. One of the chief difficulties is the inaccessibility of adequate
medical care. In many rural localities, the distance between farm
houses, poor roads, and the large area covered by one doctor make his
attendance at confinement very uncertain and often impossible, and
also partly account for the frequent absence of prenatal and postnatal
visits. It has been shown that many country women do entirely without medical supervision both before and after confinement, relying
entirely upon their own resources except for the actual delivery.
Furthermore, many country people, unused to handling much ready
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money, are unable or not inclined to afford the cost of good medical
care. They have not yet learned to regard childbirth as a serious and
important event and do not understand the justice of the seemingly
high price which the doctor places upon this service. Even should they
recognize his fee to be a proper one, poverty would rnake it impossible
for some of them, perhaps a good proportion of them, to pay it. Many
country doctors, moredver, are not informed concerning the best obstetrical practice, to the great and sometimes fatal disadvantage of the
woman whose pregnancy or delivery may be complicated'
The result of all this is that many country women are cared for entirely by neighbors, who may or.may not have acquired some skill from
experience; or by their husbands; or in some parts of the country, by
midwives. Normal cases usually survive this amateur assistance, but
abnormal cases suffer a high injury and death rate. Except to those
living near small towns or cities, hospital care is practically unknown.
Complicated casesne matter how serious remain at home. Very few
farmers' wives would find it possible to leave their homes well in ad.rr'.r.. of confinement in order to travel to a hospital in some distant
city.
Many counties and communities have not as yet installed a publichealth nursing service. Mgreover, even where pubiic funds are avail:rble for maintaining a public-health nurse, her work is often directed
toward the development of school nursing. Vhere there is but one
public-health nurse in the county, as is usually the case, and she is expected to make school nursing her primary duty, she cannot urrdertake
also to develop a prenatal and maternity service. If she is allowed to develop a general service, she can give prenatal, natal, and postnatal care
and can eliminate many of the dangers which now surround childbirth
.
in the country.
Another condition which causes many miscarriages and undermines
the health both of mother and baby is the heavy work which the mother
must perform. Many a farmer's wife does her daiiy chores, even to
carrying water long distances, up to the very eve of her confinement;
and she resumes them within a very few days after it' These duties
must be carried on, and servants are hard to secure even when the
family budget permits of their employment. Relatives and neighbors
are generous with their services, but usually have famiiies of their own,
and cannot be expected to assume household duties other than their
own for any length of time.
Another foe, usually more'beforehand than the doctor or the nurse
can be, is the patent-medicine vendor, who frnds all too ready a sale for
his wares. And frnally, behind all of these diffi.culties lies the ignorance
or the indifference of the farmer and his wife. Although there is a
great awakening everywhere-as a result of the lessons taught by the
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war and the work of the Children's Year Campaign-to the importance of safeguarding pregnancy, maternity, and child life, much nrust
still be done to translate this new knowledge into conviction, determina'
tion, and action. This problem has been discussed for a number of
years, and various partial remedies have been suggested. No definite
experiments have yet been reported to prove their worth.
The rapid development of ruial public-health nursing seems to
offer one of the most immediate and tangible remedies. In order to
make the nurse's work at all effective, counties must be divided into
districts with a general nurse in each district. She will then have time
to teach the rural women the hygiene gf pregnancy, to visit them frequently, to watch for symptoms of complications, to make urinalyses, to
care for women during and after confinement, and to teach them the
principles of infant and child hygiene. She too can convince them and
their husbands of the necessity for proper care'throughout this period
and may be able to 6nd ways to help them lessen their household
burdens.
Some way must be found of providing adequate obstetrical servi.!.
As such service must be of the best it will necessarily be costly. It must
be put within the reach of all, nevertheless, through health insurance,
mothers' pensions, or some form of State aid, or else through a more
just economic distribution of the profits of labor. Cottage hospitals ot
county maternity hospitals are necessary for the proper care of complicated cases. The attention of a child specialist must be available for
all country babies in need of special treatment. Some form of itinerant
children's clinic might make this possible. Some provision must also
be made for supplying mothers with household help before and during
the lying-in period. The public-health nurse might be able to arrange,
direct, and supervise an attendant or practical nurse service.
It has been suggested that all of these agents might work together as
a unit on the county basis, radiating out into the country from a center.
Dr. Grace Meigs Crowder has described this plan in her paper, "Rural
Obstetrics," given before the Association for the Study and Prevention
of Infant Mortality in 1916. She says: "The fundamental provisions
necessary to meet this problem naturally vary with the density of the
population and with the differing living conditions found in various
parts of the country. It is probably safe to say that the county would
in general be t[re unit in any plan, and that county centers of maternal
and infant welfare could be establislied, ordinarily at the county seat,
but accessible to all the women of a county, where they could obtain
free or for pay simple information as to the proper care of themselves and their babies. The plan for such a center *ould naturally include, 6rst, a county nursing service; second, a cottage maternity hospital or beds in a general hospital, for the care of complicated cases or
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for normal cases where women can leave home for confinement; third,
provision for skilled attendance for normal cases at their homes, with
access to especially skilled assistancefor complicated cases; and lastly,
provision for obtaining temporary household help for mothers whethe:
confined at home or at the hospital."
Had not the war dra.wn away so many of our doctors and nurses,
some such plan would undoubtedly have been tried out and its practicability proved or disproved. Let us hope that the new and universal
interest in health and the protection of child life resulting from the
war will make many such experiments possible and successful.
The Red Cross through its plan to promote rural health nursing
hopes to contribute toward the protection of maternity and infancy in
the country.

DrscussroN
Miss Mary Power (Director,
Child Welfare Bureau, Ontario):
I am greatly
interested in rural problems because I come from the Province of ontario where
the cities so far are fairly well organized and the chief concern of our bureau is
the extension of medical and nursing service to the rural communities.
By rural
communities I mean communities other than the large cities, from towns of less
than 5,000 population to strictly isolated country districts.
our Bureau is at the
present time considering the possibility, and we hope the probability, of demonstrating public-health work for rural communities in our province.
We hopg
to use the county seat or some other convenient point as a center for the surrounding country.
The staff might consist of at least a physician and a supervising nurse.
The physician ir .li"rg"
might perform the duties of medical inspector in the schools, and might hold weekly baby clinics. The supervising nurse
might direct the nursing service in the district.
Thus we will be able to do the
follow-up *ork in connection with medical inspection, and in addition take care
of maternity cases and general sickness cases which require visiting nursea.
It
may be that we are asking a great deal for a small unit, but we want to show
what can be done. Before organizing this unit we desire to secure the hearty
cooperation of every practical nurse in the district and to enlist certain volunteer
workers who might be called "home helpers" for the aid of the supervising nurse.
In addition, we should like to have a dentist to follow up the medical inspection
work, who might hold weekly or at least biweekly clinics for children of preschool
age and for adults,
In this way we are hoping to accomplish something in the reduction of maternal
mortality, maternal sickness, and infant and child mortality.
At the same time
we hope to bring the whole community, through this health center, to a higher
plane of general health.
lve have felt that whereas our diarrheal diseases and respiratory diseases
have
decreased slightly, we have not yet by the means rve have used been able to make
any impression upon the large group of deaths under one year due to congenital
causes; and we trust this new departure will be a help in reducing the large mortality from those diseases, which 1n l9l7 constituted 50 per cent of Ontario's
total deaths under one year, excluding stillbirths from both births and deaths,
An inspector of education with whom I talked recently and who was interested
in the provision of hot lunche" for children in rural schools said that he had been
I
I
I
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able to accomplish
working at the problem only since last september but had been
in 100 rt"tl schools they are now serving hot lunches
a good deal in that time.
He mentioned, however, that a grant of $40 is given to the
to-thc achool children.
I asked him if he thought he
bonus to the teacher.
special
a
as
and
school
$20
had no grant been offered'
results
would have been able today to report the same
"No"'
and he said absolutelYl
to arrive at the point
I am hoping that as a rgsult of this meeting we shall be able
will be the greatest
authorities
central
from
grants
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some cases where the
in
that
says
Barton
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in
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can
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welfare comMrs. Edna Hatfield Edmondson (Field secretary, lndiana child
: I co^e frorn
mittee, and Field Worker, Indiana University Extengion Division)
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Miss Lydia Holman (North Carolina) : Twenty years ago a
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was taught not
many emergencies
of frrst-class doctors and surgeons and in consequence met
Grave necessity has even driven me to perform minor operations'
successfully.
though there
ln fact I have been brought before the court for practicing medicine'
was
frequently
and
he
the
county'
in
physician
graduate
was but one practicing
Btt orrr-lrldges are our most enlightened men' knowing usually
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for the better'
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ment of the people.
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Doing careful maternity work, t had more calls lhan one
Thu *ork
Teaching careful and cleanly
person .ould ,e"pond to in such rough country'
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However, out of 500 maternity cases there were no losses of
time for the birth.
mothers or babies'
great ie the need still'
We have by publicity secured more and better things;
Ourdoctorshavetakenpostgraduatework.Theexpectantmothersaresowell
Their husbands are ambitiouc
instructed that they demand good clean service,
to secure the best attendants'
ycrre ir r long timc
At firrt wc w3rc 28 milce from e reilway station. Twcnty
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tA talk about, but at last we are ready to put up a new building-a
community
eenter with a ten-bed infirmary for mothers and babies and for elnergency cases.
The work of the State board of health has not yet reached our county.
Will
the mountain counties be reached by the State)
In my estimation only the
government can make possible right conditions and give such service as will
remedy the long neglected problem of rural mothers and babies.
Mrs. Kate Brew Vaughan (North Carolina State Board of Health) : I do not
want you to think that there is no public--health work done for mothers and
babieg in North Carolina.
We have a very vibrant State board of health.
We
have, of course, that lack of funds from which, I presume, nearly all State boards
'of
health sufier.
The difrerent agencies for child welfare in North carolina have
usually heretofore been of the philanthropic kinl-usually
the mission church and
the mission trurses. This past year, however, the Governor of North carolina proposed eome ercellent health bills which were passed by the legislature.
we have
now an appropriation of $50,000 for school inspection, which, to some of you,
must seem like a drop in the bucket, but to North carolina it seems lihe a great
deal' we have a traveling dental clinic and our adenoid and tonsil clubs which
will give relief not only "to the children but to the parents as rvell. lncidentally,
they teach hygiene as they 'go along.
We have also rural nurses. Four nurses
are already installed, working directly under the state board of health doing
the work that Miss Fox spoke of as necessary. We have two cooperating with
the Red Cross and four cooperating with the philanthropic organizations.
The biggest problem we have to contend with is our midwives. Eighty per cenr
of our colored mothera are delivered by midwives.
They are ignorant, they have
no idea of cleanliness.
Educated women would hardly undertake the work of
midwives, for they are paid so little,
Forty per cent of our white mothers
.these
are delivered by midwives, a few of them white women of nof very excellent status.
That is one of the problems we have to meet,
we have gtarted something in the way of hygiene.
For three years there has
been a movement with regard to aoil pollution work in the south, which is the
biggest work there, since it removes the hook worm and the diarrheal diseases.
Referring to infant hygiene, nearly one-fourth of the deaths in North carolina
are infant deaths, and most of these are attributable to congenital diseases and
diarrheal diseases,
I want you all to know that North carolina has big possibilitiea.
For instance,
it has the highest birth rate of any state in the whole Union in proportion to its
population; and since we are going to reduce the death rate North carolina may
soon come to the front.
Dr. Juliug Levy (New Jersey state Board of Health) : I think it is important to
realize that the real solution of the rural problem lies in the responsibility of the
state department of health.
I believe that the most worth-while effort of the Red
cross or any other organization is merely to insist that the state department of
health shall perform its proper'function
in protecting the health of the rural population and that the function of private organizations is not to do in piecemeal the
things that are aeeded in rural communities.
Miss Holman's experience serves a magnificent purpose if it is used properly.
I do not think that any gtoup of citizens could listen to her without being ru"dy io
say: "Here is something that the state department of health'ought to solve," To,
day child-hygierie and the general health work is sufficiently advanced so that we
do not have to demonstratc how it should be done. we have passed the demon-
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stration stage. We know sufficiently what rve ought to do and that it can be done.
We have a right to say that we know what we ought to do,
In New Jersey we obtained this past year, available July let, an appropriation
The Council of Defense was of consider'
of $t25,000 for the child-hygiene work.
able help. Our plan calls for applying to every city in the State a Proper preventive hygiene program. I personally believe we should forget sonewhat the distinctions between rural and urban population, recognizing the difference wholly in
the application of details. You need the same kind of work in the rural populaWe
tion in North Carolina and New Jersey that you do in the city of Newark.
must do it differently in order to put it across.
I think I heard mentioned the question of traveling clinics. In New Jersey wo'
prefer the idea of having a motor car which will bring the people to a permanent
station.
I will not go into the reasons why, but I think you.will 6nd it will have
they be infant'
many advantages,
We are so distributing our station*whether
best to adapt them to the roads and
welfare clinics or mental-hygien"
"liri.*""
transportation conditions, and get the cooperation of motor cars so that we can
bring the women and children to the stations; and thenwe divide the community
up among nurses in order that each one may get the greatest possible bene6t.
New Jersey intends to put on 100 workers July l"' This sta6 is paid for by
I treat that as
the State. In addition, the city of Newark has nurseg of its own.
I would any part of the State, since the nurses are there and we do not have to put
them there. We should stimulate the city to carry on ite own worL,. The rural
communities can not carry on their own work unless we can make large communities.
We are talking about stimuDr. Andrew Wilson (Wheeling, West Virginia):
lating the State board of health, stimulating the social organizations, stimulating
We are considering the problem, when
this organization and'that organization.
We take it coldly; we do not conthe thing we should consider is the specimen.
sider, apparently, that it has brains. The fundamental thing to do is to teach people to taLe care of themselves. We have organizations enough to do this already,
in the public-school system of the United States. It is the most far-reaching oris made and
ganization for the teaching of health that we have. The organiation
is here. Why not use it? Why not have the department of public health teach
public health in every public school in this land?
Dr. Dorothy Reed Mendenhall (Children's Bureau) : I think that the rural
problem is the inost vital and interesting health problem that we have to face,
I do not
and I believe that we are going to solve it in the next ten years.
agree with Dr. Levy on one point, and that is that the rural problem is the same
The rural problem in New Jersey is very different
in the different communities.
frorn that in Wisconsin, for one thing because of the difference in size of the two
States. The largest counties in Wisconsin are about one-quarter of the size of the
State of New Jer"ey; and there are 7t counties, large and small, in Wisconsin.
There is not a public-health system in any of the counties. We have an excellent
State board of health, but we cannot, with the small appropriation we have, expect
to do very much work in States as large as most of the M ddle Western States.
We all know that rural communities should have the same opportunities that
We want every child to have proper care at birth, proper
cities now enjoy.
prenatal care, proper care during infancy and during the preschool age, as well
as proper schooling and care during the period of adolescence. Safeguarding the
social welfare as organized for city children is also needed. How is it possible
What is th.: short cut)
I believe we have
to bring this about in the country)
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found it in thc public-health nurse. I believe that wisconsin in making rt mandatory to have public-health nurses in its 7 | counties is paving the way towards a
solution of her problem, for where you have a public nurse, if she is a visiting
nurse and not a school nurse only, there is the beginning of a health center and
there is the beginning of the best educational work in the home.
Miss
isolated
be done
she will

Holman hag shown what a public-health nurse can do in one of the
counties in North Carolina.
I think her splendid work shows what can
elsewhere.
If you can put the right sort of a nurse into a rural county,
soon have a public health center and perhaps itinerant clinics started such
as they are having in Minnesota and such as they have also started in New york,
so that we can begin to safeguard the life of the mother and her child in rural
districts.
It is continuity of care that we must work for-from
concention to
adolescence.
I believe the best way we have to educate the public in these isolated counties to want this work is to start with a public-health nurse. she will bring in a
public center' a maternity center, a social center, and pave the way for the best
school work; and we want all these features in our health work,
I want to refer for a moment to a bill that was presented at the last congress
for the protection of maternity and infancy in rural districts. It was favorably
reported by the commiitee of the House to which it was assigned, but did not go
any further.
In this bill the attempt was made in a way to adopt the principle of
the smith-Lever Bill for the promotion of agti^culture and to copy what the Department of Agriculture
has carried out so succJssfrilly.
The bill is for the purpose
of promoting the care of mothers and babies in rural districts, and of providing
instruction in the hygiene of maternity and infancy.
It provides for Federal aid
to be given through State authorities to rural counties to help them carry out this
work through public-health nursing, consultation centers, the provision of medical and nursing care for mothers and infants at home o", *h"r, necessary, ar a
hospital, and other methods, According to the bill a certain sum of money would
be given outright to each state; thc remainder of the sum to which the state
would be entitled would be given only after an equat sum had been appropriated
for the purpose by the state.
It is, as you see, a matter of giving Federal aid on
a 6fty-6fty basis. lf such a bill is passed, there might be a center of. public-health
nursing in every county,
I think that this bill is one of the most important proposals that have been made in connection with the welfare of the women and
children of this country, and that, of course, means the rvelfare of the nation,
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HEALTH CENTERSFOR PRESCHOOLCHILDREN
By DR. MERRILLE. CHAMPION
StateDepartmentof Health
Director,Divisionof Hygiene,N{assachusetts
A health center, within the meaning of this paper, is a place where
people may come to learn how to keep well. The term "health center"
is gradually coming into use and replaces, in part, the less desirable one
of "clinic."
To many persons the word "clinic" means nothing at all,
while to many others it carries an unpleasant connotation of sickness
and medical treatment of one sort or other. There is danger, however,
that the term "health center" will, for a time at least, carry to many
persons a less definite impression than does the older term. This is only
another way of saying that as.yet the idea, of disease prevention, and
especially health preservation, is less clearly defined in people's minds
than the idea of medical treatment and disease cure. Nevertheless, the
health center will be a positive force in the future.
While this paper is entitled "Health Centers for Preschool Children," I do not mean to imply that a health center for children of this
. age should be considered to have any peculiar attribute not possessed
by one for children of any other age. It may safely be said, however,
that at the present time the public is not sufficiently awake to the fact
that the child of preschool age is being considerably neglected. The
reasons for this are indubitably that the high infant mortality and the
general helplessnessof the baby call attention to his needs; and on the
other hand, the somewhat better organized activities for the protection
of the child of school age detract attention from the younger child.
In the State of Massachusettswe have annuaily about 3,500 deaths
among children over one year and under five years of age. This represents about one-fifteenth of our total mortality of all ages. Apart from
the death rate, many of the defects and disabilities discovered in children of school age take origin in the earlier age group.
It may well be said that under our modern conditions strait is the
gate and narrow is the way which leadeth unto good health, and few
there be that find it; and wide is the gate and broad is the way that
leadeth to self-indulgence and neglect of health, and many there be who
go in thereat. As far as the child is concerned, this is due to the ignorance of the parents; hence the great function of a health center is to
radiate an educational influence. The work done there should be posi-
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tive; the workers should deal in "do's" rather than in "don'ts." Thie
being the case, a different type of nurse and physician is needed from
that often found in clinics for the sick. They must have the enthusiasm
to inspire in people the desire to pursue an ideal, without having the
advantage of the keen incentive which goads to action the sick man in
his pursuit of health.
To repeat, a health center, then, is a place where people may come
to learn how to lceep well. This does not necessarily call for any particular machinery. Like the college which consisted of Mark Hopkins
on one end of a pine bench and a student at the other, a health center
for preschool children might well consist only of a roof sheltering an
enthusiastic public nurse or physician, and a mother with her child of
preschool age. In fact, I think the emphasis in the past has often been
Iaid too much on the surroundings and too little on the essentials.
The ideal should be that of the benefactor of the New Zealand So"l specially de,
ciety's Baby Hospital, quoted by Dr. Truby King:
sire that, so far as possible consistent with doing full justice to the babies
admitted, the hospital will continue to be so directed and managed that
any mother in ordinary circumstances visiting it may feel that almost
everything done in the institution could be effectively carried out by
herself in her own home after receiving the necessary instruction. As
conducing to this end, it is hoped that strict economy and simplicity
in regard to buildings, furnishings, appliances, clothing, etc., will be
maintained as heretofore, and that the treatment will continue to be
conducted, as far as possible, on broad, simple, practical, scientifrc
Iines, easily comprehensible by the ordinary mother." Two or three
rooms in any central location, even in a business block, will furnish an
office and examining room for the doctor, a waiting and weighing room
for the children, and an office for the nurses; on occasion even one
room is enough. Accommodations can be varied to suit the circumstancesof the case.
This brings us to the question: "Who should conduct the health
center)"
I may as well say at once that I believe this to be the plain
duty of the municipality. The health of the citizen is of vital importanee to the community.' The community calls upon the citizen to perform certain duties; it is equally important that the community furnish
the citizen the opportunity to 6t himself for the performance of these
duties. This principle is well recognized so far as cultural education is
concerned. Furthermore, it is recognized that as a matter of self-protection the community handles communicable disease, spending money
in the process without legally pauperizing the persons involved. Whv
should this not be equally true of physical education and noncommunicable disease) To quote Truby King again, "They (the workers
of the Special Health Mission) have recognized throughout that the
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need for more light and higher standards is as essential for one class
as for snq[hs1-6 matter for friendly cooperation and free education,
not a matter for patronage or charity."
It will be noticed that I use the phrase "duty of the municipality"
rather than that of the State or county. In my State, Massachusetts,
the principle of home rule is highlv cherished. There, the town or city
is the unit rather than the township or county. But whatever the unit,
it would seem that the ultimate community responsibility should be on
the collection of homes rather than on the collection of municipalities,
subject, of course, to a certain unifying control on the part of the larger
body-11't. 5ru,".
In many instances, however, the individual community is too small or too poor to maintain the proper agencies for tire
well-being of its citizens. Theoretically, such a community has no excuse for existence, but nevertheless it does exist, The only recourse,
then, is for such a community to combine with one or more similarly
situated to get the.service both desire; or a county made up of such
towns may assume the responsibility. Often the question of transportation in winter must be a governing factor.
Too often, on the other hand, the cornrhunity as a whole is not awake
to its duty of seeing that physical education is availabie for its citizens.
Under such circumstances, private organizations must furnish a demonstration of the value of such service in the hope of educating the municipality to a sense of its obligations. This, I presume, has been the usual
method of procedure in the majority of places. Of these private bodies,
the hospital would seem to be the least suitable for clinics for well
children or for health centers. It is far better from a psychological
point of view to emphasize the value of health as an end in itself rather
than as a means of avoiding disease. There are, however, many private
organizations suitable for this work of establishing health centers.
Visiting nurses' associations, those which lay the emphasis on publichealth nursing rather than on bedside nursing, can do it well. So can
child.welfare committees, women's clubs, settlement houses. and other
such philanthropic agencies.
An unusual example of the health center as conducted under semiprivate auspices is afforded by the so-called Health Demonsiration at
Framingham, Massachusetts. The prime object of this demonstration
is to show what can be done in the way of control of tuberculosis
by a well-financed private enterprise working in cooperation with the
local health authorities. All modern methods are employed to'this
end: physical examinations of various age groups, with special reference to tuberculosis; school inspection; child-welfare work; and educational work along public-health lines. The Framingham demonstration is, however, an unusual instance, in view of the amount of money
available from private funds, and in view of the national interest in the
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work.
Another well-known example is the work done through the
National Social Unit Organization in Cincinnati.
There is, however, one very real danger in much of this. It is that
there will be a multiplicity of organizations, each with its own overhead
expense, running a variety of poorly supported enterprises, each in
competition with the other. This is fatal to good work and is utterly
inexcusable from an economic standpoint. The municipality can do
the work much better. It is often argui:d in favor of private organizations, that they can conduct such enterprises more efficiently and with
Iess political interference than can the municipality.
The claim is
made, furthermore, that such projects, sponsored by aggregations of
allied private interests, are conducted in an especially democratic manner. I do not agree with this view. If public health were to be looked
after in this way permanently it would represent a reversal to the
earlier days before self-government became an accomplished fact.
The venality of certairt forms of municipal control is no valid argument
against municipal control. If the same amount of effort were put by
the public into correcting municipal abuses.as is often put into wellmeaning private enterprises, there would be no occasion to lament such
abuses, for they would not exist.
It will be seen, now, why I have not gone into great detail as to plans
for a center for the child of preschool age. It is because we may say
that ttrere should not be any such thing, per se. We should have health
centers which should include all, from the baby to the adult. The day
is not far distant when even adults will seek periodical health examinations. These health centers for all ages should be conducted by the
municipal board of health, whose duty it is to guard the health of all the
people. In small communities the whole health center will be under
one roof. In large places there should be one main center, preferably
in some municipal or county building, with as many branch of6ces as
are necessary to reach all the people conveniently and to give a sense
of neighborhood proprietorship. I believe this neighborhood proprietorship is absolutely essential.
This plan saves overhead expense and makes for economy as well
as efHciency. Under this roof could be grouped the branch of the
health work having to do with prenatal care; the infant could be
brought here to be weighed and measured, and to have his feeding
supervised; the older child, not yet of school age, would also have his
place and consultation days here. The school work, of necessity, must
largely be done in the school and the home, but the special examinations
needed might well be made at the health center. The child in industry, too, need not be excluded from such a center; regular physical
examinations would check up the healthfulness of his work.
Lastly,
the adult could learn here how to live a little longer.
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I have purposely left out the obstetrical work. I doubt rf it is wise to
combine a hospital with a health center. This same objection would
hold good for nose and throat operations. I do not see that they belong
in a health center. Eye and dental examinations, however, might be
included with propriety. Dental treatment would be on the border line
and, at first at any rate, would be included simply because people
demand it.
Needless to say, the center would'serve as headquarters for the
public-health nursing force of the city or town, since adequate publichealth work would now be unthinkable without the services of the pubIic-health nurse at the center and especially in the home. Indeed, one
may say paradoxically that the real work of the health center must be
done by the nurses in the homes. This phase of the subject, however,
is being treated elsewhere. Proper medical social-service work, too,
would be included as an essential factor in the successof the center.
such an outline as'l have presented belongs partly to the present
and partly to the future. A center is sketched from which would radiate all effort directed toward keeping the citizen and his family
physically and mentally fit. It would recognize community responsibility and yet, with a little state regulation, would not be undury narrow; it would be economical both in money and in time; it would be
simple. Best of all, it would serve as a great educational center, comparable only to our public schools.
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE
. By DR. C'-E. A. WINSLOV/
Professor of Public Health, Yale School of Medicine

When the modern movement for health protection began in England
6fty years ago it was chiefly concerned with the sanitation of the environment. Sir John Simon and his followers were occupied with the
purification of water supplies, the supervision of foods, the disposal
of sewage, and the elimination of "accumulated obvious masses of
filth," which threatened the health of the community through the exposure of excreta and the incubation of insect carriers of disease. It is
true that Sir John Simon himself had a wider vision. He said:
"Long before our modern codcs of public sanitary law had begun to shape
themselvea, elaborate counsels of personal hygiene had become current in the
world; counsels as to the ways and habits of life which would most conduce to
rule of not too
healthful longevity; counsels, above all, for moderation in life-'the
much'; and those counsels for personal self-government, enforced from age to age
by the ever growing common experience of mankind, are not now to be deemed
In relation to the
superfluous because boards of local government have arisen.
sexes and their union, and to the many personal influences which are hereditary;
in relation to eating and drinking; in relation to work and repose and recreation
for mind and body; in relation to the charge of infancy, and to proper differences
of regimen for the different after-periods of life; there are hygienic rules, perhaps
not less important

to mankind

than the rules which

constitute

local authorities"'

At the beginning of any public-health campaign, however, it is necessary to deal first with the great sweeping pestilences whose origin lies
primarily in the environment. When General Gorgas went to Panama
his first preoccupation was necessarily with the engineering difficulties
involved in obtaining a zupply of pure water and eliminating mosquitobreeding marsh lands. After a time, however, these engineering problems are in a measure sohred and become matters of routine, and the
primary interest of the public-health official is then focused on another
type of problem, that of the community infections, due not to defects
of sanitation but to the spread of the germs of disease from person to
person by the more or less direct routes of contact' On the first period
-the
period of the engineev-follows that of the bacteriologist; and
the detection of carriers, the isolation of infected persons, the disinfection of discharges, and treatment by the use of sera and vaccines occupy
the most prominent place in the health campaign.
The control of community infections in its turn is gradually being
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accomplished, although the recent pandemic of influenza makes it clear
that we have yet much to learn in this field. The statistics for even
| 9 18, however, when the figures for the last three terrible months are
merged with those for the rest of the year, show that other causes of
death are quantitatively more important than even influenza and pneumonia. After all the deith rate for the year only carries us back about
ten years; it was only about the norm4l death rate for ten years ago.
The greatest problems which we face, day by day, require for their solution not merely the sanitation of the environment, not merely the control
of community infections, but in addition, and in an even more important degree, attention to daily individual habits of hygienic living. In
the future the sanitary engineer and the bacteriologist will, I believe,
both yield to the physiologisi the premier r6le in the drama of health
protection. I may say that my confidence in this analysis of the phases
of public health is stre.ngthened by the fact that a year or two ago Dr.
Chapin and I both independently presented the same analysis of the
history of the health movement at two different meetings within a week
or two of each othet. So since he agrees I think probably the analysis
is correct.
Take for example the problem of infant mortality with which we
are here specially concerned. There is no other line of activity in the
whc,le field of public health that will yield more definite and tangible
results than can be obtained by well-directed efforts at the reduction of
the infant death rate. Infant mortality may be reduced in part by
sanitation, by the pasteurization of milk, by the removal of conditions
which facilitate the breeding of disease-car4ring fies, and by better
housing, which will make possible the maintenance of lower room temperatures during the hot summer weather. Infant mortality may be re'
duced in part by measures of isolation and disinfection, which tend to
protect the infant against the germs of communicable disease, so much
more deadly to the infant than to its elders. Yet even greater is the
need for hygienic instruction of the mother, for the training in the
lcnowledge of child physiology and child hygiene which is the primary
essential in keeping a well baby well. Sanitation and the control of
comrnunity infections may be accomplished by official regulations; but
the inculcation of hygienic habits of living and hygienic methods of infant care can be accomplished only by education of the individual
mother in the individual home. The great tasks of modern public
health are educational tasks.
We have found in this country that by far the most effective agent
for the conduct of this type of educational work is the public-health
nurse. Her hospital training gives her not only a fundamental knowledge of the human body and its needs, but a discipline, a loyalty, and a
tradition of service that 6t her in an unusual degree for the arduous
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tasks of her profession. Above all, the fact that she is able to bring immediate physical relief in a thougand emergencies ensure' her 6 welcome' and makes it possible for her to deliver her message in a way
that is quite beyond the reach of one who enters the home merely as a
teacher. There arb others who think differently about this question.
There is a tendency abroad, and to iome extent in this country,. to
introduce a new type of health educator, and we are all interested to
see how that works out. Personally,- however, it seems to me that the
wisest tendency is in the other direction, to combine more and more
closely the educational work and the bedside care in the person of the
health nurse.
The public-health nurse is always in attendance at the infant-welfare
station to weigh the babies and prepare them for examination and
to give instruction to groups of mothers in the preparation of artificial
feeding and in the other essentials of infant care. By far the most important part of her work, however, is accomplished in the home. The
infant-welfare nurses spend a day or a half day each week at the
welfare stations and devote the rest of their time to visiting in the homes
where they teach the mothers how the food of the baby should be
prepared, how it should be clothed and bathed, and where and when it
should sleep, and do these things with the actual utensils and under the
actual conditions with which the mother must deal. As Dr.
J. H.
Mason Knox said:
"AIl the work hinges upon the better care
of individual babies coming under
our infuence, and it is here that the trained nurse should be given the
first place,
both because of her unique opportunity and because of the good
results which
has and does accomplish.
It is she who enters the home, a welcome visitor.
"he
b-ut one armed with expert knowledge and kindly tact.
It is she who can open
the closed windows, remove superffuous clothes, prepare the baby's
feedings, give
it a bath as an object lesson to the mother, and perform a hundred other
services
which together mean the difference between life and death."

The development of public-health nursing in the infant-welfare freld
has been a rapid one. According to a study made by the children's
B u r e a u i n 1 9 1 5 , 1t h e r e w e r e i n t h a t y e a r , i n 1 4 2 c i t i e so f r 0 , 0 0 0 p o p u lation or over, 5 39 infant-welfare stations in operation, maintained
by 205 different agencies. In the summer these stations maintained a
corps of 866 nurses, reduced to 604 in winter. In the same year 466
nurses, not connected with infant-welfare stations, devoted their entire
time in summer to infant-welfare work, while r22 werc assigned
entirely to this duty in winter. In addition, 460 nurses in summer,
and 491 in winter, were employed for a part of their time in the infrnt1A jrabular statement-of
lnfant wetfare workry-puhlic
and private Agencies
in, thelJnit.ed States, ly Etta.R.
U. S,' f childr"n;;b;;;;;
F.rlii..tio.
-Go_gfwjn.
No.
16, Infant Mortality Seriee No. 5, Ve"iingt"n,
d f O.

;
)
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welfare educational campaign. ln other words, there were in theee
cities, in 1915, nearly 2,000 nurses engaged in whole or in part in
infant-welfare work, and that number has been since greatly increased.
'We
are still very far from the ideal, however. The infant-welfare
nurses of the visiting nurses association in New Haven care for approximately 400 babies each, Gut it is the conviction of those most
familiar with activities of this kind that the number of babies assigned
to one infant-welfare nurse should be not over 150. On this basis
we should have something like 16,000 nurses devoted to this type of
public-health activity in the United States.
This calculation is based on the assumption that infant-welfare nursing is to be conducted as a specialty, by public-health nurses who devote all of their time to this particular task. Personally I am far from
convinced that this is the wise policy. It is the opinion of a majority of
thoge who have had experience in the public-health field that specialization in public-health nursing has in the past been carried too far. Friction and confusion result from the visit to one home of several different
public-health nurses, and the large area covered by a nurse doing only
infant-welfare work, or only tuberculosis work, causes waste of time
and militates against intimate personal knowledge of family and social
conditions. Public-health nursing should be organized on the lines of
localities rather than specialties. This is one phase of a problem
which seems to me to be confronting us in almost every field of social
organization, the problem of functional or regional organization. We
are meeting it even in the question of instruction in medical schools.
Shall we go on teaching physiology, anatomy, and histology, or begin
And so here: Shall we organize
to teach the systems of the'body)
this work functionally or locally? In business the functional organization is replacing the local organization. In health nursing, however,
I believe the organization will have to be local with a functional staff
for consultation. I think the ideal way is to have your local nurse doing all the work in your district, and have her backed uP by various
kinds of special nurses who will assist her when she gets into difficulty.
In this way the nurse may know her district thoroughly in all its aspects, and may come to be a sort of community mother, a trained
and scientific modern representative of the good neighbor who nursed
the sick and helped out in all sorts of emergencies in the village life of
earlier days.
I am inclined to think that the most successful public-health educa'
tion in the future will be done by the district nurse working with a
srngll population unit, ready to do ordinary visiting nursing, infantw.lf.r. work, or tuberculosis work, and combining in every field the
care of the sick with the educational activities of the modern publichealth campaign. I do not agree with Dr. Champion here. I do not
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believe in separating this educational work from the medical work. I
believe, on the other hand, we have got to absorb medical and nursing
work into public health and keep them more closely combined than ever
before.
under average conditions a public-health nurse can perhaps care
in this way for a population of 2,000 persons' That, it seems to me'
is the program we should set for ourselves-5 0,000 women of this type'
public-health nurses, devoting perhaps on the average, very roughly' a
third of their time to infant-welfare work, a third to tuberculosis, and a
third to the general task of visiting nursing. In addition, of course,
school nurses and factory nurses are necessary. These are special
lines that must be organized functionally, but these nurses could turn
their home work over to the district nurse' I think'
The program is an ambitious one; but in New Haven, a city of
160,000 population, our visiting nurses' association has a budget for
rhe coming year of $ | 00,000, and will employ a total of approximately
50 nurses, atout two-thirds of the ideal number indicated by. the calculation above. So that this ideal is not beyond the limits of achieve'
ment.
And I may say that this visiting nurses' association in New Haven
in order to get this budget went out for a four-day drive for $80,000'
At the end of three days they had a hundred thousand. That shows
the popular support that you can get for work of this kind. There is
absolutely nothing you cannot secure for a visiting nurses asqociation
which is doing its job well.
It is evident that for the conduct of educational work of this character we need women of a high type with a sound and broad educa'
tion. You see, we are outlining a program which calls for 50'000
public-health nurses, and we want good ones' We must go further
'We
have to create the demand, on the one hand, and we
than this.
to create the supply, on the other. What does
something
have to do
What do we need for this
need to know?
public-health
nurse
the
needs for bedside assistthe
doctor
what
discussing
work?
I am not
'We
about
a public-health nurse.
talking
are
ance with sick cases.
grounded
the
fundamental sciences
in
well
Fdr her work she should be
form the basis
sciences
these
for
physics,
biology,
and
of chemistry,
She should
applications.
all
scientific
for all scientific thinking and
for her
economics,
and
sociology
principles
of
know something of the
social
reformer.
of
the
point
that
with
work is closely related at every
A knowledge of foreign languages is very helpful' In some cases the
ability to speak ltalian or Polish or Yiddish may be essential, and I
heard recently of a case where Chinese was a prerequisite. The requirement of high-school graduation before entrance upon the course
of the nurses' training school should represent a minimum of prelimi-
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nary general education for the nurse who is planning to enter the field
of public health, and a full college course would furnish the most
desirable preparation.
The course in the training school itself must be fundamentally reconstructed in order to supply the type of training that is needed by
the public-health nurse of the future. Training schools in the past
have grown up in a haphazard fashion and have often been actuated
rather by the need for obtaining unpaid help in the hospital than by
any educational ideals. Hours are too long and formal instruction
too casual. The lengthening of the training-school course from two
to three years was inspired by the hope that the third.year would
be devoted primarily to education, but such has not been the case,
and we are at present in this country face to face with the need for a
radical reform. The first essential, as I conceive it, is the complete
divorce of the training school from hospital control. It must be independently endowed.and governed like any other educational institution by authorities primarily interested in education, the relation to the
hospital being essentially the same ae that maintained by the medical
school of the present day. Much progreds has been made in this direction by the establishment, at some dozen different places, of training
schools as an integral part of universities, and at the best of these
schools two years of college work are required for entrance and the
bachelor's degree is conferred for the completion of the training course.
I am personally of the opinion that for women who have had two years
of college, a six monthg' course of theoretical instruction, followed by
eighteen months in the wards and a year of special training in public'
health nursing would probably furnish the ideal type of education.
In any case, the independent endowment of the training schools is a
fundamental need, and there is no problem in the whole field of public
health that seems to me more urgently pressing than the obtaining of
endowments of this sort.
As soon as you get educational authorities interested in the educa'
tion of the nurse, rather than solely in running the hospital, these
things will come. This question of the endowment of training schools
is the biggest single problem in public health and the biggest opporI have nothing to do with training schools
tunity for philanthropy.
except delivering fifteen lectures a year in one, and I am not interested
in the question personally, but if anybody asked me where to give
a million dollars, I would say, "Don't give it to a department of public
health; give it to endow a nurses'training school," because the first
person that endows a nurseg' training school will do what Johns Hopkins did for medicine, and what William Barton Rogers did for en'
gineering when he established the Institute of Technology.
Finally in closing let me point out the significance of such develop-
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mentE aE have been here discussed in relation to the broader problem
of organizing the resources of medical science for efficient service along
preventive lines. As I pointed out at the beginning of my address,
public health is becoming more and more preoccupied with the human
machine lnd its efrcient operation. We must not be satisfied to teach
merely the broad prineiples of personal hygiene as they apply to one
and all alike, but rather to bring to each individual the particular
knowledge that he needs in order to ube his own body, with its physical
what Dr. Edsall
defects and limitations, to the best advantage-just
pointed out in connection with employment and factories. In speaking
of dangerous occupations, he suggested that we should ask "dangerous
to whom? " Is it dangerous to John Jones) Perhaps. Is it dangerous
to Simon Smith? Perhaps not.
Sound instruction in personal hygiene can be based only on a preliminary diagnosis which will reveal physical defects in their incipient
stage. The line betireen public health and private medicine must be
broken down in the interests of both; for the physician as well as the
the
public-health worker realizes that under gur present organization
'We
in
too
late.
generally
applied
resources of medical ecience are
this
at
represented
nations
Am"erica are far behind some of the other
conference in the development of an organized system of sotial medicine; we can boast of relatively slight accomplishment in making the
resources of medical science available for the prevention of disease;
but the organization of public-health nursing by our best visiting nurses'
associations furnishes a striking lesson of what may be done to attain
a similar end in a related field. The accomplishments of the public'
health nurse are not only fruitful in themselves but pregnant with
inspiration for the task of organizing the knowledge of the physician
in a similarly effective way.

DtscussloN
Dr. Julius Levy (State Board of Health, New Jeraey) : I shall discuss Professor Winslow's paper in particular, because he raises a very important practiI believe we
cal question in the conduct of preventive child-hygiene work'
orrght to rnake a distinction in the very beginning between public-health nursing
work'
To my mind public-health work deals with
work and district-nursing
If that is true,
the prevention of disease and not with its treatment or cure.
that phase of the nurses' work which deals, for instance' with the bandaging of
Therefore the greatest
an ulcerated leg cannot be included in public'health work.
development of public-health nurstrng work must not be expected to come from
district nursing associations, although I realize that sick'nursing work makes an
especial appeal in raising funds and for philanthropic support.
The next point is that i Iogical and well-organized public'health child'hygiene
program cannot be combined with district nursing, because in public-health work
you wish to reach as many babieg as poasible and help maintain them all in health,
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and you must lay out a systematic program. Sick nursing does not permit that system.
It is of necessity emergency work.
For instance, in a rural district you can not say you are going to give a
certain nurse a district covering four or 6ve small communities, and that she is
to be on a certain day in each one of these communities, because if she had a
she
confinement case in one town she would have to stay there, and worLlthat
I know that
expected to do in another, town would have to go by the board.
those of you who are in practical work will understand the reasons why emergency sick nursing can not be combined with a logically developed preventive
health program.
In the second place, I do not believe that the nurse as now trained is the best
person for public-health work.
Professor Winslow has fully realized that, as
evidenced by the program he has laid out for her proPer education. I want to
the defect of the hospital training of the nume as a publicstress particularly
She has been taught that her greatest function is not to think
health worker,
independently but to do only as she is ordered by a superior Person' the doctor.
Public-health nursing in a broad child-hygiene sense can be done properly only
by a person who has developed independent thinking in the solution of prob'
lems connected with the family and who is willing even to tell the doctor that
he does not know how to feed a certain baby'
Now, in reg"td to the specialized and the generalized nutse, some distinction
should be made. I think we can approve of the specialized nurse in child-hygiene
work if we will include under child hygiene prenatal care, infant care (but not
actual maternity obstetrical care), preschool work, .nd school hygiene. I b.I see no
lieve that a child-hygiene nurse ought to be specialized in that way.
excuse in placing school hygiene under a board of education. A board of education can not protect the health of the school child; that is part of a health program
and belongs to the school nurse, That is to me a very important point. Mor"over,
in State work we ought to have a specialist instructor in prenatal care, infant
hygiene, and school hygiene, who will help the nurses to stimulate that particular
phase.
Dr. S. Josephine Baker (Director, Division of Child Hygiene, Department of
Health, New York City) : Sometimes practical experience is of more value than
the most delightful theories.
As a matter of fact, I agree perfectly with Dr. Levy
that public-health nursing is not nursing the sick. Public-health nursing is nursing the well; it is the prevention of disease and not the cure or correction of
disease or the treatment of disease,
And secondly, from a practical point of view the two cannot go together.
When I say that, I say it not because I believe it and always have believed it,
but because I have tried it. For two years in New York we tried out a system of
combined nursing in one of our large boroughs, the Borough of Queens. It was
a total failure for the reason that, just as Dr. Levy has said, the emergency
work always took precedence. Weeks went by when no school children were
'lili/eeks
visited.
went by when no babies were visited.
Because it was
Why?
not essential; they could wait.
In a well-evolved program of public-health work for children the work is not
ready-made to your hand. You have to go out arid make it for yourself, and if you
have other duties especially pressing and essential, you are not going out to
make it for yourself, and necessarily the baby work, the child work, will always
be neglected.
One of the great arguments against this so-called overspecialization-and
in my view therc is just as great a danger in overgeneralization
as there is in
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People
becn thc question of rvhat we all overlaPPing.
ovcrlpccializa3l6l-|63
have raid that at timec you may see a tubcrculosis, a school-hygiene, a district, and
I know of investigations in
a child-hygiette nurrc all viaiting tbe same family.
great
cases, to settle that point.
many
a
covering
Rapids,
Grand
and
in
Dctroit,
ln New York wc inveatigated 25'000 consecutive visits for the same purpose'
That is, not
tn no onc of those cities.was there threc per cent of duplication.
three per cent of the families had had more than one nurac visiting them at any
There w"" practically no duplication
If there is no duplication the next question ie the cost, and careful etudies that
wc havc madc to determine as nearly qs may be the expense of the matter have
rhown that it is not more costly to employ a nurse who knowg her businesg and
who goea to the house with a definite purpose, than it is to send the generalutility nuree who does everything and perhaps not anything very well.
We are quite sure of that. We
tt is a specialized thing to care for children'
have bureaus of child hygiene, and in that connection I do not agree with Dr.
oi babies and
Champion that we can have a heaTth center which ivill take
".t"
take care of adults, We must specialize if we are going to accomplish anything.
Aa long as child welfaie was considered a part of the generalized work we did
not get reaults.
If we are going back to this old idea of doing everything, and
cxpcct to do everything equally well, I think we are going to be disappointed
time.

in thc outcome.
Ar to the need of professional training for nursee for child-hygiene work or
Dr. Winslow hae oxfor prevcntive hcalth work, there can bc no two opinione.
presred thc opinion of every one who knowa anything about public-health nursing,
They
that wc are not gctting trained nurses; we train them after we get them.
arc trained to treat diaease, to cure disease, and I think I am not exaggerating
we have some 350 doing childwhen I say I have rarely ever found a nur8e-and
upon her entrance into the department knew
hygiene work in New York-who
what preventive health work was. Ve have to begin at the beginning and give
them the entirely new point of view of which Dr. Levy spolce, the point of view of
initiative, of thc prevention of disease, of keeping the child well, of looking at the
work ac a unit.
tl[/hcn wc talk about specialization as connned to children I am agreed that
in ccrtain places we are overspecialized, and it is possible that when our work is
a little bctter developed we can hav" nurses who will take ere of the child during
That is most essential in rural communities
thc entire pcriod of childhood'
now. tn largc cities with large staffs we seemed to get better results if we kept to
However,
spccialization and did not have the school nurse do infant-welfare work.
It may be that in time we sh"ll feel
we are open to argument upon that point.
that it is better to consider the child as a unit, for I frrmly believe that it is
We
time for us to stop thinling of activities and turn our thoughts to the child.
have talled cntirely too much about child school life, child recreation, child
We have
phycical training, and a hundred other things that affect the child.
worlcod from the activity inward, and it is time for us to work from the child
outward,
Sir Artlur
Ncwsholnc, M. D. (Late Principal Medical O6cer, Local Covernmcnt Board, England) : C)n this ve:ed question of the public-health nurse, it
appearc to me that the deacription given of this ofncial ag a "nurge" rather begs the
point at isrue. Wc call her a health visitor, which indicates her hygienic functions
And in England her functions are
as contradistinguishcd from nursing functions.
almort cntirely, if not colely, hygienic.
It ia true that during epidemics, especially
of mcasler, shc is somotimea diverted to actual nursing, but that is the exception
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Wc have hea'rd a great d.al, as Dr. Baker has, of the overand not thc rulc.
is not eo considerable ae is
lapping of different vieitors, but the overlapping
commonly supposed.
But we personally prefer that health visitors should be
confined at the present, at any rate, in the main to hygienic wo4k.
As a rule the health
Wc have adopted in thc cities the specialized plan.
visitora visits only mothere and babies, But in country districts we have adopted
Indeed, in some
the more generalized plan for the sake of convenience of travel.
places the health vigitor is also tuberculosis nurs-e and gchool nurse; and sometimes,
in scattered rural districts where difficulties of travel are great, the health visitor
is the district nurse of the district, dohg actual nursing, and sometimes is also
the vitlagc midwife.
But those cases ate exceptional.
I think the best solution of the problem ia not to solve it but to let each case
scattered areas combining different functioro,
be decided on its local merits-in
and in crowded areas apecializing or not, according to circumstances.
Aa regards the kind of training which is wanted I am quite clear that the
Much
usual nurse's training is not the chicf or the only qualification needed.
more hygienic instruction is required, ag well as aome of the knowledge of a
eanitary inepector; and a great deal of social knowledge is required if the health
which the
center information
vigitor ig to bring baclc to the child-welfarc
physician needs in rcgard to the cases under his treatment.
Personally, I regard
the aympathy of the health visitor aa quite as important as special knowledge.
The health visitor who does the begt work is the one who manages to instil the
That is a
mother with confidencc and to make her feel that she is a friend.
principle which is impressed on all of us in England.
A technical knowledge of
any kind will not sufice.
I entirely agree with what Dr. Winslow has mid, that
The centers in
major part of the child-welfare work.
attracted more than about a third of the mothers, a third
than half of the mothers must be visited at home if they are

health visiting is the
England never have
of the babies. More
to receive the proper

instruction.
Now with regard to the question as to whether ignorance is the chief enemy
which we have to 6ght, I gather from Professor Winslow's paper that he rather
(Jnless a very wide view is taken of what ignorance means,
leans to that view,
with
that.
cannot
agree
I am quite certain that to suggest, as many high
I
authorities have done, that all we have to do is to instruct these poor ignorant
mothers. is to take an erroneous view of the matter. We have to think of these
people living in the homes in which they have to live, of the bad housing conditions; we have to think of the bad sanitation which still exists in many of our
Infant mortality is largely determined by the degree and the
municipalities.
quality of municipal sanitation and by the quality of the housing.
We have to
think of the fact that a large proportion of these mothers are overworked; they
have no nurses when their children are sick; that they have no domestic servanta,
must attend to the family without any of the helps with which all of us are
familiar.
And unless we provide help as well as advice I am quite certain'that
we are not going to get the results which are necessary. I personally attach
very great importance to that, and the Local Government Board, as representing
the Central Government in this matter, also attaches great importance to it.
We have gone so far as to subsidize to the extent of half the total cost the provision of nurses when required, both during the lying-in period and afterward, the
provision of nurses for sick children, and the provision of hospital beds for children
and thcir mothers,
If the mother can not go to a lying-in home, we arrange for
the children to be taken away from the home in order that the mother may be
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quiet and not b€ dirturbed by the little children whom ahe ie not able to attend
we have bcgun to subsidize the provision of home helps
to.
Furthermore,
during the confinement of the mothor, euperior domestic helpers who have been
partially trained fot thc purpose and who will give not skilled nureing attention
but help in the domegtic circle, so that the mother may feel she can lie quietly
I am confident that mere skilled,
in bcd until she has completely recuperated.
enlightened nursing doe! not cover the ground, and that when we can combine
health and instruction

we will obtain

the. best results.

Migs Elizabeth Fox (Director, Bureau of Public Health Nursing, American Red
It may be interesting for you to know that at a recent conference of
Cross):
ahout 75 State supervising nurscs, directors of the Red Cro"s, and other nurses
in executive work, we almost all swung around to Dr. Winslow's point of
"ngaged
view. A number of these nurses had had Dr. Levy's and Dr. Baker's point of view
They have concluded that
and had been working at it for eome little time.
in smaller
general nursing including nursing care is more practical, esp"ci.lly
cities and in the country.
It seems that Dr. Baker and Dr. L"ry have both uncovered the failure of ad'
If it is not possible, as Dr. Baker
ministration and not tle fallacy of a principle.
and Dr. Levy seem to think, to combine nursing and instruction, if the nurse
is not at the place she ig needed at the time she is needed, that is because the
management of the worlc is not properly dOne; it is because there is not a
sumciently large staff of nurses, or because there is no arrangement for floating
nurses who can take care of the emergencies when they arise, It is quite possible
to arrange rtafi and work in such a way that instruction and teaching t-ill not
be neglected or poorly done.
dispensing
About the poorest way to teach people is by the printed *ord-by
If w" tell them a thing by word of mouth, a conpamphlets and circulars.
siderably greater impression is made, and if we actually do it for them we are
enrploying the most valuable teaching method of all. There is no better way of
teaching hygiene than by the actual repeated giving of nursing care. We seem
I do not think
to think that our American people are most anxious for advice.
public-health nurses would agree with that point of view. American people think
they know how to run their own aflairg pretty well, and are not anxious to be told
by some one else how to do it. But when the nu."" who comes into the home and
nurses them when they are siclc, and does something for them when there is
suffering, tells them what they ought to do, they are going to take her advice,
because it is not advice, but friendly counsel from a person t'ho has helped them
out in time of need.
We have all gone into homes and tried to tell mothers about the care of the
family, and when we have gone back we have found that we had not made much
They have said politely, "Yes," but they did not do what we told
impression.
them to do. lt is the person who has been there repeatedly, who has done something for them, and who has dropped these little kernels of advice as she went
This may
along in casual remarks, who really gets the thing over to the family.
not seelp to be preventive medicine, but in this way the nurse may work a revolution in the home which ghe could not possibly bring about in any other way.
I should like to say also that if there is no overlapping there ought to be; the
nurses have not done their work if they have not found in the homee occasion
for bringing

in all the other

nurses in the city.

Dr. H. J. Gerstenberger (Babiea' Dispensary and Flospital, Cleveland,
\fe made an investigation of overlapping, and we found

ln Gleveland

Ohio) :
that it
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occurred in not more than one per cent of the homes. This invcatigation included
the vieite of social workers as well as nurser.
Personally I take a middle stand between the two groups.
I bclieve that in thc
future we chall havc a general practitioner nurse, but I do not think that the
older citioe are ripe for that development at the preeent time.
I have advocated
in my own city the use of one district for a period of ten years for the gaining
of erperience in this field.
I think it is absolutely esscntial to devclop 6rst properly trained heads. We
have not the institutions where we cair train ttem at the present time, and therefore wc have not enough men and women to take the positions that would
neceeaarily have to be 6lled. Secondly, we have not the funde to pay the salaries
that would be necessary to hold such workers permanently.
Dr. BaLer:
Public-health nurses do not by any means merely talk to the people
in the house. They teach by doing, quite as much ag the nurser who eare for the
rick.
They go in and bathe the baby, and clothe the baby, and instruct the
mother,
In fact, the nurse who goes to the home simply to make a social call
very soon finds herself out; we do not keep such nuraea. I do not think that
point should go unchallenged because I am sure that any one who hae anything
to do with public-health nursing knows the worL is practical, instructive, and
educational.
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FRENCH EXPERIENCE
By DR. CLOTHILDE MULON
War Department, France

To obtain a clear understanding of what has been done in France
in connection with children's welfare, it is well to record the main lines
of the situation created in that country by the state of war.
Two very different periods are to be considered. During the first
period, generallunemployment was caused by a real economic panic.
Three days after the beginning of the mobilization, there were in Paris
alone 100,000 women out of work. This occurred to a greater or less
extent all over Frarice; all our industries suddenly and completely
collapsed. But as soon as the end of 1914 people began to realize that
the war was not to last for a few months, as was thought in the beginning. Ammunition was running low on account of the great loss during
the Marne battle. A rapid industrial reawakening took place, but only
for the manufacturing of ammunition. A Ministry of Armaments wag
established, which, with M. Albert Thomas at its head, succeeded in
creating a great number of new works. The increase was constant, and
even at the time of the armistice factories were being built. A tremendous amount of manual labor was of course needed for all these establishments. and the number of trained mechanics and workmen that
could be called back from the army was much too small to meet this
emergency. Ninety per cent of this labor had therefore to be done by
women.
City women were the. first to enter upon this r /e1k-unemployed
workers of all kinds, especially those whose livelihood depended more
or less on luxury, as well as servants, teachers, governesses, and housewives. But this was not sufrcient, and train loads of women coming
from the rural districts poured into the factories. Most of these women
were cantoned near big towns, under scarcely better conditions than
soldiers at the front; they had to live in huge provisional wooden huts,
without any physical comforts, and-far
\Morse for creatures thus suddenly deprived of their homes and families-without
any moral support or protection. This very hard life was nevertheless borne by these
girls, not only by reason of the high salaries, but also on patriotic
grounds.
Now, what about maternity in these conditions? We find here, also,
two very different periods. Up to the. beginning of the industrial
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mobilization, not only did infant mortality remain within its normal limits, but it underwent a marked decrease, Although this may seem paradoxical, it has been observed, mole or less, in several allied countries,
and even in invaded Belgium. The explanation lies in the fact that,
being out of work, the women remained at home. As a consequence,
breast feeding became much more common. Bottle feeding became
at the same time very difficult owing to the scarcity of milk.
Now,
although the absence of the husband, the hard moral and material conditions, and the great anxieties of these 6rst months had injured the
health of many mothers and severely strained their nerves, and although
in consequence the infants did not receive as good milk as formerly,
they did not, nevertheless, die in such large numbers as usual. This, by
the way, constitutes a most interesting physiological experiment, and
goes far to prove the crushing superiority of breast feeding. During this
6rst period, the most important thing was therefore, as far as child welfare was concerned, ,to support the mother herself. For that purpose,
all existing charities increased their work, and new ones were started.
Let us now consider the second period, which corresponds to the industrial mobilization. Its characteristics were, first, the great decrease
in the birth rate, and at the same time, the increase in the infant death
rate.
The first condition is readily accounted for:
All our young men
were rtrshed to the border, and no leaves were granted before the middle of I 9 | 5. That "strike of the newborn children," if I may venture to
call it so, reached such an extent that, in Paris, several of the lying-in
hospitals were closed. This is all the more to be noted because, most
of the obstetricians being mobilized, even the women of the well-to-do
classeshad to be delivered in hospitals. The granting of Ieaves as well
as the return of some workmen after a while slightly increased the
natality; but, as already stated, the infant mortality increased too. The
reasons fog this we shall now examine.
First, it can not be denied that abnormal conditions of life during the
war have in too many cases resulted in the lowering of the standard of
morality. Not only did the practice of criminal abortion become more
common, but the proportion of illegitimate births reached much higher
'Worse
figures than formerly.
still, desertions of children became more
numerous, and it must be borne in mind that children thus deprived of
their mothers and taken care of by the "Assistance Publique," died at
the appalling rate of 50 per cent. Second, as another conseguence of
the state of war, all those working women \rere very soon overworked,
especially in the beginning, when nothing had yet been done, as it was
Iater on, to adapt the machinery to feminine labor. So overworked
were they that there is practically no case on record of one of them being able to bear it for more than eight or ten months, without breaking
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down so completely that ehe had to be admitted into
a hospital, A
great number of premature births ensued, these children
being naturally
weak. Even among those who were neither abandoned r-o, pr"*rtureJy born, a heavy mortality was caused by the impossibirity
of breast
feeding by the mothers at work.
when we realized the full danger of the frightful fall in the birth
rate, and women's rtrobilization, a great emotion was felt in all
medical
and eocial circles. Three main op[nions were put forward
on the subject. The 6rgt one was that every power must
be used to repulse the invaders. Therefore no women shourd be taken from the ammunition
works, whatever the consequences might be for the children
and for
the race.
The second opinion was defended by professor pinard, at the
Medical Academy, who said that expectant mothers ought to be
replaced
in the works by other women (chiefly, in riis mind, of th.
weil-to-do
classes), and be compelled to rest for 5 months before their confinement, and I months after, during which time, of course, they were
to receive an allowance from the State, the figure of 5 francs (one
dollar)
per day being proposed.
"lt is true that we must resist
A third opinion was:
till the end, and
true also that any shortage of ammunition may be responsible
for the
death of some of our soldiers; but, while th.y.r".."rifi"i.rg
their rives
in order that France may survive, how can we bear the
tt o,rgt t it ui
even one of our children shall die if we can prevent it?
Let us make
the women work, but at the eame time let us do it in such
a way that
they may be able to bear child.ren and to nurse them.
The nation
needs both labor and children."
This last opinion, I 6rmly believe, was the best under the
circumstances and will probably prevail in the future. I quite agree
that it
would be better if mothers could stay at home; but their work
will be, .
come more and more a necessity both to enable them to earn
their
Iivelihood and for the prosperity of the nation.
Pardon me for expressing an opinion which is not yet
very widespread in France and might seem a trifle revolutionary: There
is some
injustice in attempting to forbid a woman to work for the
reason that
she expects a baby or that she just had one. Experience
shows that
six weeks of rest before the confinement, and six weeks after,
is generally quite eufEcient to safeguard the woman's health and prevent
premature births. Moreover, if the husband does not earn enough,
or if
he has escaped his duty, the State must support her. This
it never
does
generously, less than the husbaJs
salary being granted,
-very
and the woman is compelled to Iive in a regtrict.d w.y,
b..lure
i"
about to make the gift of a new citizen to the community. "h"
Most
women hate the idea of living at the expense of the community,
.rrd I
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think they are quite right. Work carries with it the joy of action and
independence. Has the community the moral right to deprive a woman
of it? Has it not struck you that these regulations always apply to the
poor woman) Nobody ever thought of making a law to keep at home
a rich woman who wishes to travel, to ride, to dance, or forbidding a
lady doctor to visit patiqnts with contagious diseases' This, however,
is as dangerous for the baby as industrial work.
I hope that future laws will be based on the principle that the health
of the poor or the rich woman alike must be protected, not only because she has a right to it, but because she represents all the future of
the race. Let us struggle against all sorts of evils that threaten the
child throueh his mother's ignorance, exhaustion, or overworking,
whether its cause be the care of the home or work outside. Let us
adapt woman's labor to her physiological characteristics; let us reserve'
for her those professions which need less physical effort. Let us ask
for short days of worh; not only do they exhaust the workers less, but
they leave to the mother, to the father, too, more time to spend at
home. Let us protect her in a special way when she is pregnant or
feeding her child.
Medical inspection is indispensable, but is not sufficient. These
women ought never to work unless sitting. They ought never to work
during the night or carry heavy loads. They ought to rest six weeks
before and six weeks after confrnement. But we should not be satis6ed with giving that piece of advice. We should endeavor to enable
her to follow it. Every \doman working at a gainful occupation ought
to receive the whole of her salary during those days of forced unemployment. It is not at the time when the expenses are increasing that
the salary ought to decrease. And furthermore, if because of her
pregnancy the mother becomes ill or is compelled to give up her
work as too hard, let us give her a decent indemnity.
And when at last the child is born I am convinced that it must not
be deprived of its mother. The mother's milk belongs to the child, as
Dr. Pinard says, and I add that the child needs its mother's care as
much as it needs her milk. The new-born is not a finished being; the
mother must finish her work with all her love. Whenever the mother
is obliged or even prefers to work out of her home, let us allow her to
do so, and let us manage things so that she can feed her baby while
she is working.
But let us return to the situation in France. The maternity benefit
law of l9l 3 compels every working mother to rest 4 weeks before
and 4 weeks after her confinement if she wishes to be paid an allowance; this allowance varies from 0.90' to 1.75 francs per day (16 cents
to 3l cents) according to the towns; l0 cents per day is added if she
nurses her child. During the war it was seen that this was too little to
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prevent the expectant mothere from working aa late as they could;
therefore, the aim of this law, which was to prevent premature births,
was not attained.
The allowance could not possibly be raised for all the mothers, but
the Government decided to raise it at least in all the factories which
were directly under its control. One month of rest with a full salary
was granted before the confinement and one month after with half of
the salary, plus a fixed sum of 50 francs ( l0 dollars). Moreover, if the
mother could prcve that her health needed it and that she was nursing
her baby, she cculd have three months more rest, being paid onequarter of her srlary.
A great number of women asked for this extension, which gave very
good results, but many others preferred to go back to work because
they neoded all their salary. So it was necessary to make some pro.
vision to enable the mothers to continue brea3t feeding in order not
to compel them to have their b:bies boarded out, which so often meant
the baby's death. As the employers did not realize the situation guicLly
enough, the law of l9l 7 was passed, in accordance with the wishes at
the meeting of Bordeaux for the protection of infancy of the Com'Women
mittee of
Labor and of eight very important women's associa,
tions. That law gave the right to all nursing mothers to leave their
work twice a day for thirty minutes. All employers of more than 100
women had to provide nursing rooms in their factories. A similar law
exists in Italy and in several countries of Europe.
What have been the results of the establishment of these nursing
rooms)
Before the war 52 of tlrem existed in France in textile factories. A
very charming one was established on the roof of the biggest trade
shop in Paris. They all have been entirely beneficial for the child, and
the mothers 6ore well the double burden, work and maternity. In a
factory near Lille the same young woman bore and nursed two children
in three years without any harm to her health. During the war rnany
more nursing rocms have been created. Even before the law of 19l7
I myself was asked by the Surgeon General of the French Army to
organize one in a military factory where twelve hundred women were
doing camouflage work.
It is, of course, very difficult in such a troubled period.to account
quite scientifically for the influence on mothers of breast feeding carried along with industrial worh, so numerous have been the other factcs
of their material and moral life. Here, however, are some of the
results.
Three of the 5 3 mothers in my nursing room have been ill. One of
these had lost a good deal of weight since her husband was killed but
ultimately regained her former weight without ceasing breast feeding.
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Two otherg had tuberculosis; the first, aged 17, had lost both parents
and several relatives from tuberculosis. The second's husband, a soldier, died by her side of the same disease. she was depriving herself
of her food in order to feed on her little salary her husband and two
other children. All the other 50 mothers were in good health in spite
of the difrculties of their life. I therefore think that in normal times
*"li-s.rpported mothers properly examined by doctors could fulfill
'5
both duties without harm. Of ttre 3 babies of these mothers none
died, and there was no casi of transmission of contagious disease'
But I also believe that my duty is to show you the dangers of these
nursing rooms. According to our experience a very careful inspection
of the babies is absolutely necessary every morning on their arrival from
home to prevent the spreading of contagious diseases. All the babies
that do not look guite well must be put into the isolation room until the
doctor fu6)svisited them. This inspection only serves its purpose if it is
done by a nurse who has been specially trained in a hospital for that
work. All the day nurseries or nursing rooms which did not comply
with that rule have had epidemics. In my nursing room' where it was
strictly enforced, although in several cases children were brought from
home with contagious diseases such as scarlatina an{ bronchial pneumonia, there was no case of transmission.
Perhaps it might interest you to know some French definitions. We
call nursing rooms, those which are reseryed for breast-fed children in
the factories. We call day nurseries the ones which only keep childr.r, .rp to 3 years. The maternal schools are those which take children
up to seven years of age. We have 300 public maternal schools in
Paris.
I must say that, as regards day nurseries, most of our pediatrists call
The
them a necessary evil and ask for important improvements.
with
the
hours.work
fourteen
per
for
day
6
francs
only
receive
nurses
suffer'
the
babies
and
too
little
is
[nowledge
technical
their
that
result
We felt the need of creating a special course of instruction for them,
and in l9l6 I was asked to organize it. The American Red Cross organized others in l9l 7 in several towns. The same year a central
school for the teaching of child welfare was established in Paris' The
teachers are the best pediatrists in Paris. The courses are supplemented by practical trairiing in day nurseries.
During the war, too, we adopted a long-sought-for measure in order
years' train1o raise the standards of the midwives. They all have two
only girls
have
accepted
of
midwifery
schools
ing, but from l9l6 on the
course.
school
having completed the high
I will show you how the war has benefited France in other ways, although in the main it has affected her so terribly.
First, the unemployment which became quite general after the
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rnobilization, and impoverished hundredg of thousands of workers, led
to the excellent result that the principle of the unemployment compensation was applied for the 6rst time and has come to stay with us. The
allowances are paid by the State Labor Exchanges when there is no
vrork, in order to avoid voluntary unemployment.
Another huppy result o{ the war is the downfall of the barriers which
used to keep people of different classes apart from each other. Since
August, 1914, a national committee for-relief has centralized the gifts
and distributed them among the different re'lief agencies. It was organized by the dean of the Science College in Paris, French union leaders sat in the committee together with the Archbishop of Paris. That
may be quite usual with you, but such a thing was not very often to
be seen in prewar days in our country.
The children have becorne better protected. I rnust of course except
those refugee children who had to fee, pursued by the enerny. I shall
neirer forget those poor little ones who were brought to the hospital only
to die there without any definite symptoms of illness. They really
seemed to have been killed by the terror thal still widened their eyes.
Their mothers, standing by their death beds, looked hardly less overcome by fright. But if war has been responsible for the death of many
children, it has, on the other hand, shown the necessity of cooperation.
The Bureau for the Assistance of Mothers and Children gathered to'
gether all the experienced wotkers.
The numbet of maternal and
prenatal centers grew considerably. Social service was introduced into
the lying-in hospitals, even though so many doctors and nurses had to
leave for the front. I hope this will not only survive the war, but also
develop considerably, thanks to the efforts of the many women who
have become experienced in the war hospitals. The women now can
The
no more lead the useless lives which satisfied them formerly.
American Red Cross has helped considerably in this movement, in
Paris as well as elsewhere.
The bombardment of Paris began in March, l9 I B; I would not go
as far as to say that it was agreeable to the Parisians. It came together
with the German drive and the air-raids, so that it was especially disastrous for the children, who caught many diseasesin the cellars. The
consequence was that, for the second time, we sent as many children
as possible to safer places, 75,000 in less than six weeks. The municipality paid two-thirds of the boarding expenses; the relief agencies
made up the rest, and the American Red Cross gave $20,000 for
clothing. The children stayed four months away from their ltomes.
This cooperation between the open air agencies and the municipality
will survive the war. Paris will send more children than ever to the
country. War has also helped to create a favorable atmosphere for
the egtablishment of a health ministry. Many efforts are rnade to cen-
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tralize etudy and action in the lines of medico-social questions, and at
this very moment an international conference is meeting to consider the
hygiene work related to reconstruction of the devastated areas. The
American Red Cross has organized in Cannes a meeting pf the committeee of the Allied Red Cross. Out of this meeting a lasting bene6t will accrue to mankind.
I do not want you to think that beeause of these benefits I like war;
yet one of the great benefits that r,far has brought to France is the
brotherly love of America, which is more evident to me from day to
day as I become familiar with your country. I ardently hope that our
countries will understand and help'each other better every day, that
more and more French people will come to thie country, where they
will find again the love of life and learn much. I hope that we shall
more and more exchange the children of our schools and the students
of our universities. I hope, indeed, that all the citizens of the future
will spend several years far away from their own homes. By that
means only will they learn to know other civilizations, to respect.other
ways of thinking. By that means only will they become more conacious of human solidarity.
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DAY NURSERYSTANDARDS
By bR. s. JoSEPHINEBAKER
Director, Division of Ghild Hygiene
Department oI Health, New YorL City

Day nurseries as conducted in the United States generally furnish
day care for babies and children from a few weeks to five or even six
years of age. The day nursery not only is a day home for infants, but,
because it also cares for the child of preschool age, frequently includes
a kindergarten as a prominent feature. As a rule, these nurseries are
under the auspices of private organizations, or are endowed by individuals. They exist almost entirely ag separate units and they may
be located in buildings erectgd for the purpose or they may occupy
rooms in a family dwelling or tenement house. Because of their di'
versity df location and control and the broad age group of the children
under supervision, it has seemed of distinct importance to establish
some method whereby their administration and maintenance might be
standardized and definite and responsible supervision maintained.
The purpose of this paper is not to trace the history of day nurseries,
nor, indeed, to discussthe extent to which they have been organized.
It is proper, however, to speak of their importance with relation to the
preschool age. It is well known that this age-from t'!vo tc six yearsis the neglected period of child life. Comprehensive public-health
programs have been formulated and carried out for the benefit of
infants and children of school age, but the child of preschool age has
had no such advantage. The possibilities of this age group in preventive health work are of vast importance, but they have attracted
little attention from public-health authorities. Even superGcial investigations and surveys, however, will show that not only does this age
period offer the best opportunity for constructive work in child health,
but it is also in itself the time of life where many of our common Ilre'
ventable diseases are most likely to occur,
It has been estimated that in the United States B I per cent of the
deaths from contagious diseasesand 85 per cent of the illnessesfrom
contagious diseases occur under five years of age. Physical examinations of children of this age group reveal a prevalence of physical defects from l0 to | 5 per cent in excess of those found in children of
school age. LJndernourishmenthas been found to be at least one-third
more prevalent in children between two and six than in children from
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six to fifteen years of age. These statements are a mere indication
of the necessity of competent health supervision at this time.
It cannot be claimed that the day nursery as at present constituted
is a predominant factor in the care of the preschool age child, but its
possibilities are almost unlimited. This has been recognized in England, particularly, where provision was made in l9 | 8 for the establishment of nursery schools under Section l9 of the Education Act, which
went into operation August 8 of that yeir. Carefully drawn and most
comprehensive standards are established by this act.
In the United States there are no universal standards at the present
time. In fact, very few of our States or cities have established any
standards at all and the day nursery, in a number of instances, has
come to be looked upon as a commercial proposition, maintained for
gain, and sometimes to the actual detriment of .the children who are
cared for.
Public-health authoiities should not lose this opportunity to reach
children of the preschool-age group. Day nurseries should be maintained under proper and competent superyision, which can best be
cbrried out by governmental authorities. For this reason all communities should include in their public-health laws provision that no nursery
shall be conducted without a permit therefor, issued by the local board
of health, or otherwise than in accordance with the terms of this permit
and with such regulations as the said board of health may issue from
time to time. This permit should specify the number of children that
may be received by the day nursery, and this number must not be exceeded in any instance.
Such supervision has been tried. ln New York City the enforcement
of such an order has resulted in standardizing the conduct of day
nurseries in that city, and they are at present an active and potent force
in the public'health program for child welfare.
Standards for day nurseries must take cognizance of the construction
and equipment of the building in which the day nursery is to be located;
the fiovision of the necessary rooms and their proper furnishing; general hygiene and maintenance of nursery routine; medical supervision
of the children for the purpose of controlling epidemic diseases,as well
as the prevention of disease in general and the correction of existing
physical defects; and general physical care, including rest, exercise, and
proper diet. In addition, the day nursery must offer to children of the
two-to-six age group some mental and social training.
aoo",ruction

'Wherever

and Equipment

a

it iE possible the day nursery should occupy a separate
building constructed for the purpose. It may be assumed that tlre location of these nurseries will always be where the need ia greatest, which
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generally means in the more crowded parts of communities. For this
reason separate buildings are rarely feasible or available and changes
in construction must be made in already existing tenements or dwellings. Frequently, day nurseries can be made part of community health
centers or social settlements, As parents have become accustomed to
these neighborhood houses, they are paiticularly desirable for this purpose, giving the mothets a senseof security *hen leaving their babies or
very young children,
Adequate space, fresh air, and sunshine are the main requisites to be
considered in the selection of day-nursery premises. If possible, outdoor space should be provided and outdoor life encouraged through
the greater part of the year. If yards are not available, roofs can often
be utilized.
Nccescary Rooms

The minimum requirements for rooms are:
(a) kindergarten or
playroom for childrgn from two to six years of age; (b) nursery with
cribs for children under two years of age ; (c) dining room ; (d) kitchen ;
(e) lavatory and bathroom; (f) cloakroom; and (g) isolation room.
Kindergarten.-The
kindergarten or playroom for the children from
two to six years of age should provide at least fifteen square feet
of foor space for each child.
Adequate ventilation, Iighting, and
heating should be provided.
Except in extremely cold weather, the
ventilation should be maintained by means of open windows. The
rooms should have the necessary kindergarten furniture, and, in addition, wooden or iron bed frames or bunks, so arranged that they
may be let down from the wall and form low, easy day beds for the
children.
Nursery for Children Under Two Years.-gsp61sgg iron beds or
cribs must be provided for each child. They should be so placed that
'there will be a space of two feet on all sides except where the head or
'woven
sides of a bed or crib touch the wall.
iron springs should be
provided over which a folded blanket, protected by a rubber or oilcloth sheeting, must be placed. Mattresses should never be allowed.
A minimum of two hundred cubic feet of air space for each child should
be provided.
Dining Room.-The
air and foor space requirements heretofore
mentioned must be maintained in the dining room, and adequate light
and ventilation are essential.
Kitchen.-The
standards in kitchen equipment relate to simplicity,
accessibility, cleanliness, and ease with which both utensils and equipment may be kept clean. The exact type of equipment does not need
to be standardized, but should be adapted to individual requirements.
order and cleanliness, howevel, must be insisted upon at all times.
Lavatory and Bathroom.-washbasins
should be sufficiently low to
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be easily used by the children. Running water should be provided,
and each child should have for his exclusive use a towel, toothbrush,
drinking-cup, and comb. The toilets should be of a child size so that
they may be used by the children without assistance. They should be
of modern type, easily flushe{, and in the ratio of one toilet to each
twenty childrEn. The use of common washcloths, towels, combs, and
hair brushes should bei pr<ihibited.
well-ventilated room for children's outer garments
Cloakroom.-A
In this room the clothing removed from the chil'
must be provided.
dren in the morning must be placed, and unless all clothing worn by
the child on admission is clean, it should be changed for clothing
belonging to the day nursery, or a suitable overapron, the property of
the day nursery, should be worn through the day and each individual
apron marked for identification unless a clean apron is provided daily'
isolation room fbr cases of suspected
Isolation Room.-An
contagious disease slrould be provided in each day nursery.
General Hygiene and Maintenance

of Nursery

Routine

The purpose of the day nursery is not merely to provide a shelter for
children during the daytime. Its ideal must be further, to afford them
complete protection from disease and to establish necessary health
habits. The health control, therefore, resolves itself into several parts:
l. The control of contagious diseases. Such procedure should be:

I

II

I

(")
The department of health and the nursery physician
should be notified immediately by telephone of any suspicious
rash or illnbss occuring among the children at any time, and children so affected should be placed at once in the isolation room'
(b)
The matron must make daily inquiry of each mother or
other person bringing a child as to whether or not any sickness
exists in the child's home, and if suspicion is aroused as to the
possibility of such home sickness being of'an infectious nature, the
child should be extluded and the department of health notified.
(")
Each child as it enters the nursery must be inspected by
a competent person, either the matron or the nurse.
(d)
The physician of the day nursery must make a systematic
examination of every regularly attending child at least twice a
month, such examinations to be made at least two weeks apart.
(.)
When any child who has not previously attended the day
nursery applies for admission the physician should examine such
child at once and exclude it from attendance at the nursery if any
suspicioussigns of infectious diseaseare present. If no infectious
disease is found to exist, the matron in charge of the nursery
should be given a certificate to that effect and the child admitted.

I

I
I

L.
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(f)
Whenever, in the case of female children, there is evidence of any vaginal diacharge on the clothing, a smear for bacteriological diagnosis should be made and examined to determine
the presence of gonorrheal vaginitis.
2. Medical inspection and health supervision:
(")
There should be on file in the office of the nursery an
original certificate of health, signed by the nursery physician, for
each child who is a regular attendant.
(b)
There should be on file in the office of the nursery a
record for each child regularly attending, showing that it has
been examined by the nursery physician at least twice a month,
such examinations being at least two weeks apart.
'Whenever,
(")
upon examination, a child is found to be suffering from any physical defect or abnormality or from any condition which requires health supervision of instruction, the case
should be referred to the nurse, whose duty it should be to supervise the health care of the child until proper treatment has been
obtained.
3. A nurse should be attached to each.such nursery whose duty
it should be:
(")
To assist the doctor in the physical examinations;
(b)
To make daily visits to the nursery to treat minor ailments, make regular health inspection of the children, and give
health advice or aid when indicated;
(")
To be responsible for the cleanlinessof the children and
the maintenance of the health regulations of the board of health
with regard to sanitation, hygiene, and health care;
(d)
To visit the homes of the children at regular intervals,
instructing the families as to the individual needs of the children,
with reference to home hygiene, feeding, and physical care.
4. Care of infants:
(u)
Adequate care must be taken of the milk, bottles, and
nipples used in infant feeding.
(b)
Individual formulae should be prescribed for each child
after examination by the nursery physician.
(.)
Proper infant care and hygiene must be maintained at all
times.
(d)
Each infant on admission must have its clothing removed,
be given a bath, redressed in fresh clothing belonging to the
nursery, and kept in such clothing during the d:y.
(.)
All diapers that may become soiled during the day must
be immediately placed in water and thereafter thoroughly washed
and boiled. No diapers in an unclean condition should be removecl fionr the Dremises.

I
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Care of children from two to six years of age:
(a)
Each child from two to six years of age should receive one
hot meal in the middle of the day. This meal should include
one hot meat or vegetable dish, with soup, and cocoa or milk.
Bread, fruit, and eggs should be included in the dietary.
(b)
Each child should have a morning lunch at eleven o'clock
and an afternooh lunch at four o'clock, consisting of a glass of
milk and bread and butter.
(")
The total amount of milk supplied to children between
two and six years of age should not be less than three pints per
capita per day. Part of this may be given to the child in the form
of soups, custards, or other types of food.
(d)
Each child should have a suitable rest period at a reguIar time each day. Experience in the open-air classeshas seemed
to prove that the morning rest hour is the most desirable. Children may be .given their morning lunch at eleven o'clock and
then required to lie on the cot beds which, when not in use, fold
up against the wall. They should be encouraged to sleep durin3
this period, and sitting up or talking should not be allowed.
(.)
Regular and systematic exercise is essential. Group
games, simple setting-up exercises, or unrestricted play may be
allowed. Biologically, children of this age need much activity
and opportunity for free action. Lesson periods, therefore, should
be short, and children should not be required to sit still for more
than a few minutes at a time. Chairs should be movable, and
the child's interest shor-lld be kept up through the type of educational games which allow free movement and free interpretation. Whenever exercises such as deep-breathing drills, settingup exercises, or other vigorous forms of physical exertion are
practiced, the windows of the playroom should be open, except in
'Whenever
possible, the exseverely cold or stormy weather.
ercises mentioned should be taken out of doors. either in the
yard or on the roof. In warm weather, practically all the classroom work should be done in the open air.
(f)
Children must be kept clean at all times and particular
attention should be paid to the condition of the hair.

During the past few years it has become evident in some of our
large cities that the work of the day nursery must be extended to
provide a certain amount of night care in emergency cases or for short
periods of time. Health visitors have long felt the need of some place
where little children might be temporarily cared for, day and night,
while the mother was temporarily incapacitated by illness or necessary
absence from home. In New York City appeal wag made to the day
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nurseries to meet this problem, with the result that several of them set'
aside one room for a night nursery. A nurse was placed in charge
and children were kept at the nursery, day and night, for periods not to
exceed one month.
The possibility of thus utilizing the nursery plant is a valuable addition to our program for child health. Such use, however, needs careful supervision. If unrestricted, it may gasily lead to making the day
nursery an institution taking entire care of children for long periods of
time. lt would thus, in great measure, defeat its own Purpose by deProperly retaching the child wholly from its home environment'
stricted and supervised, however, the need for temporary night care
of children can be met by utilizing the day nursery plant at a time when
it is generally idle. No such work, however, should be carried on
without a special permit which indicates the purpose and the extent to
which such care may be given.
The development of properly supervised day nurseries or nursery
schools for children under six years of age may well be considered as
an important contribution to the solution of our present problem an to .
how to care for the child of preschool age.
DISCUSSION
Dr. Mulorr (War Department, France) : I should like to aay that the day nurs"ry
will be a aimple failure, and worse than any bad conditions in the families, if it is
And not only that, but it must
not placed under the supervision of a physician.
bc under the supervision of a nurse, and a sufnciently paid nurse, We had a long
e:perience with those things in France; and if we had not changed conditions in
our day nurseries w" would still have, as we formerly had, a very high mortality
in those institutions.
Mias Myrn Brockett (Mary Crane Nursery, Chicago) : The standards outlined
by Dr. Baker present a bagis for care of children, which, if adopted and practiced
in day nureeries and other institutions caring for children, would mean much in
thc lives of the children under such care.
The entrance physical examination should result not only in the exclusion from
the nursery of children with communicable affections, but also in the formulation
of a health program for each child, the nursery assuming the responsibility for
carrying out the plans. This involves intimate and more or less individual attention to the diet of the children, which, in day nurseries, makes necessary also a
knowledge of the home diets. lf surgical or hospital care is advisable, the nurscry
There should be also, as the test of effective treatehould see that it is provided.
rnent,' the monthly weighing and measuring of each child, with careful note of
gaine or losges and provision for corrective treatment when needed. The children
whose physical examinations result in their exclusion from the nursery should
When an infant-welfare station
be referred to the proper agencies for treatment.
ia available, it is an excellent plan to register the nursery children of suitable age
and to cooperate with the infant-welfare nurses in carrying out the health plan.
Dr. Baker's recommendation of home visiting is a recognition of the fact that
efiective service to the child must be based upon a knowledge of his home environ-
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rment and that the lamily rather than thc individual child must be made the unit
Such a plan, in my opinion, involvea the assumption by the nursery of
of efrort,
lf the nursory accePtr thc young
the care of the older children of the family.
children of a family, thus releasing the mother from the home, and doea not acccpt
the reeponaibility of the care of the older children, its social contribution is likely
to rcsult in more harm than good to the general family situation, becausc rt
deprives thc older children of the mother's care and also of their interest and
responsibility in thc care of their younger brothers and sisterg and leaves them
In a nursery which has
to the dangerous influences of the streets and alleye.
been planned for the care of young children only, this work Presents a diffrcult
problem but one which the nursery can and should accept' '
The contact with the home and family, besides furnishing a baeis for nurscry
effort, ghould also make clear the financial situation of the family, so that if the
income of the working mother is cut off by illness of herself or of a child' the
rclicf-giving agency will be prepared with data at hand to formulate a definito
plan for relief, if necessary' during the period of diatress.
The object of day-nursery effort is fundamentally to raise the standard of Lome
and family life, and follow-up visits to the home will readily reveal whethcr or not
thc nursery service is helping to accomplish thie result.
Any adequate service to a normal child must include a plan for his mcntal dc'
. velopment through suitable occupations and play.
Most of the day nurseries
of good standing provide a brief kindergarten period for children of preschool
The day nursery,
age, either at the nursery or at a near-by school or settlement'
however, offers a most excellent opportunity for the enlargement of thc kindergarten plan to include the activities of the child for the entire day. The program for
the day should be carefully planned under the advice of exPerts in. the various
lines of nursery service. The kindergarten teacher, the food economist, thc nursc,
and thc physician should all be coneulted in determining the plana for the hours
of sleep, the mealtimes, diets, playtimes, and the character of thc occupational
work and of the play.
of the child in the work involved in his care ia of great inThe participation
The enlargement of the dayterest to him and is valuable educational material.
giving the children
nursery ideal to include that of the all-day kindergarten,
opportunity to express themselveg in pleasurable and helpful activities, should be
accomplished under the direction of the trained child teacher and with definite
setting, serving,
The technique of the child'e activitie-thc
educational intent.
and clearing of the tables; the washing, drying, and setting-away of the dishes;
be as carefully worked out as is the rhythm, circle,
the toilets and baths-should
and table work of the short-time kindergarten session, Such a plan requires the
Further, if this worL
all-day services of a kindergarten teacher of a high type.
can be conducted under the inspiration and supervision of a good kindergarten
college, it is of great value to the nursery and offers to the kindergarten studentE
for the most advanced type of kindergarten experience in their
an opportunity
work as cadets. For the past two years the National Kindergarten and Elemenout
tary College and the Mary Crane Nursery of Chicago have been workinf
such a plan with most gratifying results for both the college and the nursery.
The organization of day nurseries has usually been the result of the efforts of
a group of philanthropic women who have sought, by providing daytime ere for
children, to enable mothers who must work outside the home to keep their children
The initial cfforts have been
with them rather than place them in institutions.
conducted as a rule on a small scale, an old house or apattment being adapted.
The
to the purpose, with cquipment partaking of ihe same makeshift character.
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gratifying returns .in child welfare and happiness have had a tendency to make
these makeshifts acceptable, and the need of a better type of housing and furnishing has often been lost sight of. A careful study of ideal housing and equipment
for day nurseries would be most helpful in making a differentiation between expediencies and ideals and would be a great help in the work of standardization.
A similar condition has existed in regard to the nursery staff.
The opportunity for intimate and effective service to the families under nursery care is guite
worth the efforts of the best-trained women.
There should be a capable graduate
nurse to supervise the carrying out of the health programs and other matters pertaining to nursing and hygiene; a child educator with ability for creative work
to develop and standardize an all-day program for the nursery child; a trained
household economist to direct the selection and preparation of food, the buying
of furnishings and equipment, and thc general household plans; and, further, a
trained social worker to bring about effective cooperation between the nursery
and home life. To secure such expert service a cooperative plan might be worked
out by a group of nurseries.
With the exception of the kindergarten teacher,
part-time work would seem to be sufFcient for the other services. This group
work would also have a tendency toward consonancy of day-nursery effort, the
supervision of the educational work of the group by the kindergarten
college
accomplishing a similar result along that line.
These expert workers might be
affiliated with a central organization of day nurseries, acting under the direction
of a general supervisor or secretary, who would ioordinate their work and interpret it to the members of the governing boards of the various nurseries and to
the central organization.
There has been in day-nursery work the whole-hearted purpose of bringing
happiness to the child in kindly, loving service. At the same time there has been
a proneness to isolation and a too great reliance upon sentiment for guidance. in
methods.
The past few years, however, have marked a distinct progress along
this line and have resulted in a more cooperative and intelligent effort to bring
real happiness to the child through a broad interpretation of his needs in terms
of the highest etandards of child welfare.
Mrs. Eleanor Barton (Women's Cooperative Guild, England) : I am gorng to
take an entirely opposite point of view from that which has been given you this
evening.
I am absolutely opposed to day nurseries.
I think that day nurseries
are part of the great industrial problem.
I wonder, if we asked each person
in this room what is the greatest need of a'child, how many varieties of answerc
we should have.
I think we could all agree upon one thing, that the child
needs most of all its mother; and that is the position I take.
Dr. Baker did
mention that the day nurseries in New York had been especially helpful during the influenza epidemic.
I will bow to that statement; I think that is right.
I think there ought to be some provision for those women in the workingclass homes, where the mother is everything-work-mate,
washerwoman, cooL,
and everything combined; when she is stricken down, there should be some
provision for the care of her children.
But if that means that we are to take care of children whose mothers go into
industry for someone else to make a pro6t out of them, then I am totally opposed
to it. With all the troubles we had in England during the war, with all the women
in industry, I consistently took this stand,
I took this stand, not because
I am afraid of women going out to worL.
I am a suffragist.
I believe a woman
ahould do the work she is best 6tted for.
But Dr. Mulon has told us of the difference between the industrial mother and the other mother.
I want to see
the industrial mother more like the other mother, and in regard to the welfare of
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her child, it seems to me that she is not becoming so through the setting up of
day nurseries.
We had during the war rathcr an interesting experiment in the town that I
came from.
We have a very progressive medical off,cer of health, with hic
staff, and a very good welfare center for the children, where the babies are
weighed, where they .are inspected, where their mothers arc advised ae to the
feeding of the children, and so on. The children are weighed each weels, and their
progress watched.

center, wherc
This town is a large munition-manufacturing
many of the women worked.
A day nursery was established there, in a good
house, with an adequate number of attendants for the number of children, and
so on,
They carried on the eame experimente that we do in our child-welfare centera;
But
they weighed the children, and adviged with ug as to the food, and so on.
those children, in epite of being well cared for in this well-equipped day nursery,
did not make the same progress as did the children of the mothers from our poorest
quarters who brought their children to our welfare center. So we were forced
to the conclusion that, even though the child wae being cared for in the day nursery, with fresh air and baths and all the proper care, there was something that
was lacking; it did not come up to the game standard as the child in its own
lt
home and under the child-welfare direction of our medical ofHcer of health.
is not only the fresh air and the cleanliness that the child needs; there is something else, and that something else the mother alonc can give.
When we coneider them wc
I wondcr if we have considercd thcsc things?
ought to go down as deep as we oan, becausc there is no doubt that tho work of
this conference will carry great wcight in the States. We have all aorts of opinion
'We
here.
have really intellectual opinion, and people are going to watch what
we. do, I do not want to malcc a falsc stcp, if it is possible for us to do otherwise. lt seems to me that we must consider kecping the mother and the child together.
To separate them during the war might have been allowed, from the
fact that our rromen were wanted in industry-lhough
I never was convinced of
that, beause I found many \^/omen, who had no children, that might have been out
in industry.
They could have helped the mothers to stay at home and attend to
We are setting up
their children.
But now we have no longer war conditions.
ideals precede practice.
So let
new standards, and we are having new ideals-and
us get our ideals right, and the practice will be right; let us not separato motherc
and children.
Some people will say, "lt will help industry."
They told us that in the early
days, when very young children were going to work in the cotton millg; and
when we tried to raise the age of the children, the cotton rnanufacturera opposed
rt". They said: "We must have these children in the cotton manufactories, beWell, we succeeded
cause their frngers are more supple than those of adultg."
in taking our children out of the mills; we did not listen to what the cotton manufacturers had to say; we took the children out, and the cotton mills are notr flourishing, The very same people who made that complaint have made their fortunes,
and others have made their fortunes, out of cotton mills.
The same will apply
very largely if we take women out of industry.
I arn very certain, at least, that
we have no teaaon to force mothers into industry,
Now, if you are going to have day nurseries, what sort are you going to bavel
lf you are going to have them, you must have the very best. None of ur, cvcn
if we were eonvinced that day nurseries are necessary, would approve of anything
not the very best possible. You must have them under public-health authority;
you must have gardens, and bathg, and everything that will make them thoroughly
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In addition to that, the people who attend the children must be well
oguippcd.
trained.
And with regard to the health visitors, it is not only training that is
Now
important; it io thcir oympathy and their way of approaching the family.
that all means money; you must have money to set up your day nurseries, and
Well'
you must have money to train the people who take care of the children'
Why not give it to the mother, and
why not cpend your money on the mother)
We in England at the present time are discussing
let her stay in her own home)
romc of these problema.
We are discussing family endowment, which, it seems to
me, will colve thc problem of thesc children.And it seem! to me that if we have found during thc war that it was good to
givc thc mother an allowance for herself and an allowance for each child, and if
we arc ablc to provc, a! we are able to prove, that during the war children
havc been better kcpt and better fed, and morc healthily nourished, and have
had morc working ability, and that peoplc have been able to send their children
from the elementary schools to the secondary schools through this allowance, why
not continue this allowancc in peacc timea?
I am against day nurseries, bccauso I do not think we should send our women
out of their homee to go into industry.
I am not against day nurseries when
they are necessary. But I do agree with Dr, Mulon as to the great difference betwecn the industrial mother and the other mother.
The other mother may go
out to work if she is a doctor or a teacher; but ghe h* her own time each day.
Thc working-class mother has not. And I know that all the country will bene6t,
and thc children will bene6t also, if the women do not go out into industry.
Do
not let ug advocate. thingr that will be detrimental to the children of the future.
Dr. Mulon (War Departmcnt, France) : Perhaps we are too timid in France, but
wo ncvcr Put in the aame room a nursing baby and an older child, because
wc are very anxious to preveDt contagious disease; and if we put the two classes of
children together contagious digeases would spread.
For the same reason we
keep apart thc baby that is bottle-fed and the baby of the eame age that is breastfed, because we very often.6id
that they are not of the same standard; a baby
that is bottle-fed gctc contagious diseasea more easily.
ln the day nursery that
I ahould like to have, we should have many rooms-rooms
for bottle-fed babies,
nureing babieg, babies between two and three years, and so on.
Every room
ehould be dif[6;6n1-1hs
personnel, the food, and the education, if we can talk of
education for such young babies. And education has to begin from the first.
I perfectly agrec with Mrs. Barton that mother and child must not be parted,
And it is for that reason that we have nursing rooms. But if the mother is obliged
to work, what can we do)
You say: "Do not spend the money on the day nursery;
givc it to the mother."
Well, the day nursery may cost a great deal, but the
moncy would not be enough for the mother; it would be only enough to keep her
from starvation.
So if a mother is not supported by her husband, she must
chooac between the best for herself and the best for her child.
There is only
one other thing that ehe may do. She may send the child away to a peasanr
homct and in 50 per cent of the times she will have no chance to see it again.
We have nursing rooms not only for our factory workers, but for thc shop
girle. We havc a charming nursing room now in one of our biggest shops, on
the roof, and the babies there are beautiful.
Before it was established, those girle
wcre obligcd to cend away their babieg and the babies died. A large portion of
the babics sent away to boarding homea died, But all these children are very
beautiful; and their nursing at those rooma meana not to separate the mother from
her children,
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This relates to our big industrial
Mre. Barton:
I have just one other point.
In the cotton mills they go out
centcrs, where our women are going out to work.
It is notorious that in those northern towns of ours,
at six o'clock in tho morning'
whore married women go out to work, there is a heavier infantile death rate
And it is not only that the death rate is very
than in any other part of England.
And I remember that a gen'
high, but a number of the children are weaLened.
tleman living in the South of'England said to me, "Do you know what impressed
He said,
me most when I first went to the North)"
I said, "No, what was it?"
"How do you account for itl" I asked; and
"The emall stature of your people."
he said. "lt is their mill life"; and I said, "Yes, because their mothers were
not able to give them what they needed in their child life."
By putting day nurseries in the munition centers, what is going to happen?
In the cotton mills, it was
The hours are even worse than in the cotton mills.
from six in the morning to five-thirty in the evening; but in the munition factories
thore are three shifts; and the woman would be taking the child to the day nursery
at five in the morning, and taking it home at two; or taking it to the nursery at
two and taking it home at teni or taking it to the nurs6ry at six in the evening,
A suggestion was made by Dr' Balter
and getting it back the next morning.
Of
that the day nurseries talcc children for the night, as well as for the day.
But our women have
couracr Dr, Baker said that should be limited to one month.
bcen working that way for nearly 6ve years.
this also: I think Di. Mulon said that the French
You will have to ,"-"-t",
women could not work more than seven or eight months on war worL without
If
a breakdown.
Think of -orrr.n working under those arduous conditionsl
a woman works those eight hours, she does not go home and rest; she goes first to
the day nursery and gets her baby, and then she has to go home and provide
a meal and take care of the baby until the next day, and so on.
If you will look into the matter, it is very pleasant to talk about the bath for the
children, and the kindergarten, and all those things. I agree with our friend from
Chicago; I think taking the older children off the streets is a good thing.
But it aeems to me that the people who are studying this question are too
timid.
If we think a thing is right, let us not consider
Let us not be nervous.
present manufacturing and industrial conditions; let'us have an ideal. If you do
not get your idcal, you will at least have the satisfaction of knowing that you yourrelf have worked the thing out in what you think is the right way; and if people do
not carry out your ideal, theirs is the blame, and not yours.
When we speak of the ideal, I
Dr. Mulon:
I should be glad to answer that.
agree with Mrs. Bartoni but I cannot foresee the future.
I live in this time, and I
speak only of our actual present conditions. I krow that it would be better to have
a very nice home, and that the mother should stay at home; but I speak only for
the mother that can not stay at home. However, the working of mothers at night
No woman must work at night, under any conmust be absolutely prohibited.
ditiona.
ln our country the mortality among the children of working mothers
ln all industries it is the same. About 80
is very high, just as in Mrs. Barton's.
yeara ago, around | 830, a man that had a factory in France, who was very genThat made conditions better
eroug, ingtalled a day-nursing room in his factory.
than they had been.
It is not my own opinion merely, it is the opinion of many doctors who have
the aupervision of factories, that the death rate among children in the industrial
cities where the mother is obliged to work, is appalling. One year the police board's
6gure waa 86 per cent among the babies whosc mothers had to go out to vyork and
leavo their children to be taken care of by some old woman.
But when thosc
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children went into nursing toomt' there was practically no mortality amoug them,
I have had no child that died eacopt one who died two months after having left
the guraing room.
Dr. Jcrica B. Pcixotto (Univereity of California) : I venture to speak becauge I
come from the State of California, which is, I think, one of the few States that
licenge day nureeries; and I am a member of the State board of charities and corCalifornia is not an industrial
rection, which has the power to do this licensing.
State in the strict scnse of the word; and yet ive have our industrial centers, and in
I take emphatically the pothoge centers day nurseriea have tended to grow'
sition of Mrs. Barton, and when I went on the State board of charities I resolved to
see that something was done co that day nureeries should not grow in our State.
If thc board of managemcnt of the nuraety really investigatea the family it frnds
often that the situation that sbems to require the mother to add to the income
can be worlced out in some other way than by separating her from her home and
her family.
Perhaps I am speaking for a more proEpcrous State, and for a lesg
crowded part of the country; California is not what the Atlantic coast is, I know.
But ordinarily it has been found that the people who eend their children to the
nurseries are following the traditional notion that if the income is at all weak
they must not 6ght to force up the man's income, but must see that the mother
ekes out the family income and that every child who can be pushed into industry
also ekec out the income,
Ag an entering wedge between the practice of kindly, friendly' cordial care of
other people's children, which is the ideal of the day nursery, and the idea which I
share with Mrs. Barton of abolishing the day nursery as fast as possible, it seems
to me that it would be of great benefrt to require every case in a day nursery to
be treated exactly as a case in any other type of relief. That is, a definite inquiry
into home conditions should be made, and a plan devised for improving the family
conditions so that an adequate living wage is received.
The responaibility is put upon a board of managera, and, if they ate the kind
of people that are running nurseries in our part of the world, they will face it.
It may
And facing it, they will reduce the population of nurseries wonderfully.
be that in other parts of the world more crowded conditions will not permit early
adoption of thie plan.
In that case it seems to me that every worker for children
ought to join the fight for a living wage for men, and to see that the women do
not go into industry.
Thus the children of this country may at. least have a
potential

home through an income which is reasonable.
Our children's agencies 6ght the nurseries, because they say that they definitely
The little children coming together touch
bring about increased infant nortality.
each other, play with each other; the children cannot be examined every day.
So the
The theory of nurseries is good, but the practice does not work out.
best agencies think that the nurseries are a mistake, and do not place their children
in them.
In San Francisco we have a widow's pension system, which gives $12 for each
Even if thero are four or 6ve
child, $12 for overhead, and $12 for the mother.
cbildren, the family is taken care of out of county and State funds; there arb
county lunds for deserted women'
We have been told about contagious diseases, and that it is not
Dr. Mulon:
poosible to prevent them, because when the child goes home he ig in contact
with hic brother or his sister, or the rest of his family, and so gets contagiou!
That
That is perfectly true.
diaeases which he may bring to the day nursery.
But it is a
ie thc greatest danger of the nureing homes and the day nurseries'
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point on which I aak permiasion to insist, that if you have tho proPer personnel
you will not have that condition,
Every morning thc child must be inspected
In thc intervat when he ia undressed, when the
before entering the nursery.
nurae! aee him completely, they can examine him. We have never had a case of
And because my nurses were very
trancmigsion of contagion in my little home.
well traincd, they have been able to discover diseases in the children coming
to the home which a mothir would never have secn or asked for medical advice
compromiged all the
about.
And some of them werc diseages that could'have
I am very eorry that I
future of the child, So that the children need supervision.
cannot ahow you my childrcn;

I think that would be the best argument'

My ex'
Mier Julia C. Corcoran (Factory Inspection Departmcnt, Connccticut):,
perience has becn very similar to that of Dr. Baker, because I work with working
women.
And I would like to ask when you would congidcr a day nursety not a
I would consider it not a day nurscry when it ic a room in a factory
day nursery?
And I think that
sct apart for the care of the children of the working mothers.
pensions.
public sentiment should get bacL of the movement
for
mothera'
I have investigated a g;eat many cases of what were auppoaed to be worthy
widows, and just as Mrs, Barton said, they have their housework to do, and
the war I pleaded with
is neglected.
During
of course their housework
many men and women who wanted to put money into day nurseries, to put
In
the money into these different families and keep the mothers at home.
looking up the family budgets, we found in many caser the income was
But the pressure for these war workers
ample to tceep the mothers at home.
waa so great, and is still Eo great' that now we have our industrial day nurseries
supported by our rnanufacturers; and I am afraid they have come to stay. And
aa Mrs. Barton said as
I am afraid that is what the manufacturers want-just
to the textile industries.
If there is still a need for the married mothers to entcr industry, a viaiting
housekeeper should be employed to cook their food and keep their homes in
orderi the mothers must not be obliged to go home and do their housework.
I am very much opposed to the industrial nursery, although I am afraid it has
come to stay, unless you work to aecure motherg'pensions or State aid for widowe;
and even then there may be day nurseries, because there may be women who will
In Connecticut provision for
not accept the pension, but will go out to work.
such State aid for widowed mothdrs who can give good care to their children
became a law at the last session of the legislature.
Miss Lydia Burcklin (Friendship House, Washington, D. C.) : I think the fact
that we have had practically no standards for our day-nursery work in this
country is giving somc worth-while work a bad name.
I have been connected
with a day nursery for ten years, We have never taken a child from its home
We cooperate with every agency
when there was any other possible plan.
that we have, and we believe that the best place for the child is in the home.
We have no mothers' pensions; but in a case where a mother can give good care
to the child, we take that child away only temporarily, or while we are working
out somc plans so that the mother can remain in the home.
I feel that it is too bad that there should be nurseries connectcd with industries.
That is all wrong.
I have visited nurseries in many cities, and I have
been heartsick over thc conditiong I have found in somc of them.
Their one
idea seems to be how many children thcy can take care of. They have no idea of
proper supervision, physical or moral.
Now, that is not the kind of nuracries wc
should hav..
The best possible examination should be made, and the thing should
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bc donc that seeme to bc best for the child and for the family.
I am corry to
cay that day nureerier are a neccssary evil in our present atatc of eocial devolopmeDt.
Miss Brockett:
I wonder whether the conditions cited by previoua apeakera
would hold true in a nursery operated on the plan which Dr. Baker gave usl
I ohould like to ask Mrs. Barton whether the etatement which she made in regard
to the health of the day-nurgery children as compared with children in their homer
teferred to children over nine months of age, which is accepted ag the minimum
age of nursery children in this country)
Mrs, Barton:
I could not say what the ages were, but at any rate, the agee of
both clacseg compared werc alike. Children visiting the child-welfare center were
compared with children of the same age who went to the day nursery.
Everything
was done in an impartial way; and, although I was against day nureeries, I war
rurprised at the result.
I am against day nurseries, becausc I think they are at the center of cvery,
t[ing that is wrong.
It cecmg to me that it is not the socialists who are going
to break up the homes, but it is industry which is going to break up the homcc.
It was with that point of, view that I was watching thc result of thc eomparison,
and I was very much aurprised to 6nd what it was. The people who conducted
the tegt were very impartial; they took children of the came ages in each caacMirs Brockett:
I thoroughly agree with you about children under nine months
old; and I do not know but that t would put the age at a year.
But t cannot
believe, from my own experience at least, that it is true of oider children, or of
children over one year old, who receive nursery care; I believe the nursery children
over a year old are better children than the average children cared for in the
home-at

least, that is truc in our city.

Mrc, Bartou:
a well-equipped

That may be truc as to childrcn
nursery.

rcceiving

thc bcgt of carc in

lVe can comparc only the child that is boarding out and the child in
Dr. Mulon:
thc factory nurring room.
I think cverybody
is of the same opinion, that thc
home is auperior to any other solution.
But wc muat bow to the necessity for thc
mother to worL: and decide whcther it is better for her to have the child boarding
out, or to have the child in the day nursery.
If you can give the mother a aufGcient allowaace, that is very vrell-so
that the baby will bc in a beautiful houre,
with a bath, and under hygienic conditions; then I am aure that thc baby will bo
bctter off than in the nurring room.
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DENTAL CLINICS
.Bv MAJOR LEWIS TERMAN
Leland Stanford

Junior University

I was especially impressed by one of Dr. Winslow's remarks, that
America has progressed not nearly as far along certain lines of socialized medicine and hygiene as some other countries in the world. I am
afraid that is true. In regard to dental clinics, before the war the
promise was that before very long we would be among the leading nations in the world. I understand that the tremendous expenses along
other lines, the large amount of energy that had to go to other things,
have, for the time'being, prevented further developments in dental
clinics, and in some cases even lost us some of the clinics which had
been established. I hope that everyone. here will make it a point to
use his influence to restore that kind of worlc and to bring about its
increase.
Perhaps many of you remember from your childhood reading of Don
Quixote, that the author in telling about one of the hero's unfortunate
adventures, in which he lost a number of teeth, put into his mouth these
words, "Alas, a tooth is more precious than a diamond."
I suppose
Cervantes meant that as a humorous exaggeration, and doubtless we
so tooh it when we read it, but after all these years of development
along lines of preventivb medicine, we can now hardly take it as exaggeration. I am sure that no one here would exchange his thirty-two
teeth for an equal number of precious diamonds.
You may rdnember, too, that a few years ago Dr. Osler stated that
in his opinion the evils which came from neglect of dental hygiene were
more serious in the long run than the evils produced by alcohol. That,
too, we probably took as a pleasant exaggeration by that prince of all
jokers, Dr. Osler, and I am not sure whether Dr. Osler himself meant it
literally. When we think of it, however, it does not seem ao unreasonable, because the affections of the teeth concern practically ninety per
cent of the population, while the evils of alcohol afFect immediately
perhaps only a fourth, or a fifth, or a tenth of that number. Dental
caries at any rate is said to be, by the best authorities, the most widespread of human diseases,one from which probably ninety per cent of
the people sufier. At least, extensive iniestigations in our schools have'
shown that ninety per cent of school children have one or more decav"
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ing teeth. More than that, these investigations have ehown that something like twenty per cent of all the teeth of school children are in a
more or less serious state of decay. That is a very serious, humiliating
admission that we have to make, considering the progress which scientific medicine has made; especially humiliating since dental caries is a
disease the cause of which is perfectly well known.
We know that it is theoretically a preventable disease. We know
that a clean tooth, a tooth that is kept clean, cannot decay. We
know that probably something like forty or fifty millions of dollars
would put all the teeth of all the children in order as nearly as dental
'or
science is able to do it. We know that something.like twenty-five
be suffithirty millions per year-it
might run a little higher-weuld
cient to keep them in order. And yet the conditions which I mention
still exist, although of course cities here and .there have done and are
doing a good deal to better the conditions.
I shall not spend time in enlarging or in emphasizing the evils which
are produced by decaying teeth. You know the facts as well as I. But
I would like to emphasize the fact that dental caries is a diseab'ewhich
afiects predominantly children and youths. Teeth which are kept clean
and sound until the individual is 25 years old are likely to remain
sound until a good old age. Teeth which are neglected until the age of
20 ot 25 ate very often past salvage. I think there is nowhere else
another case in which an ounce of prevention will come as neat literally
being worth a ton of cure.
Besides dental caries I want to emphasize ulcerated teeth because
we are likely to overlook the seriousnessof that disease, and especially
its fiequency. Of course we know how serious it is in a way. We know
that it is the cause of a very great deal of rheumatism, heart disease,
and many other ailments. We know that by this condition children are
freguently kept in a chronic state of ill health, and their very lives even
jeopardized. We do not as a rule know so well how common it is.
In two or three school surveys I found (many others have found the
same thing) that approximately one child in a hundred at any one
time in an ordinary school has an ulcerated tooth. It may not be an
acute ulceration at the time but it is one which involves a condition
present that is productive of injury.
The only way I know to get the teeth of all the children put in order
is to do it in connection with the schools. If there were any other way
I should not in the least hesitate to champion it. I am not one to urge
the schools to take up duties which could just as well be performed by
some other institution or means. The plain fact is that in the very best
communities as a rule something like 60 to 75 per cent of the school
children have never gone to a dentist. This, in addition to the fact that
approximately 20 per cent of all the teeth of our school children are at
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least in initial decay, is sufficient argument for the exteneion of dental
clinicg.
Then how different is the problem of getting the work done in a
dental clinic from that of persuading parents to hunt up a dentist, and
have the work done at their own expense. Probably 20 to 40 Per cent
of the families in the Uni.ted States really can not afford the services of
a good dentist. Having school nurses go over and over again to the
home to persuade the parents to take appropriate action, involves an
almost inconceivable amount of lost motion. It can all be done in the
schools with a fraction of the expenditure of energy and at no very great
expenditure of money. The time will unquestionably come when the
school dentist will be considered just as necessary a Part of the school
system as the school principal himself. The work can be carried on in
the schools wholesale and therefore very cheaply compared to the
price that must be paid the private practitioner.
I want to protest, too, against the custom which is common in a good
many cities of putting the matter on a charity basis; having the asso'
ciated charities, for example, investigate a family before the children
are allowed to go to the school dentist, ind thereby branding the
parents as paupers if they cannot afford to secure the services of a private practitioner. There is absolutely no justi6cation for this, and in a
good many cities an entirely different method is adopted. The dentists
are employed, and all children who want to go to them are encouraged
to go.
was very comOf course there are people who will say even yet-it
this is an undue interference
mon for it to be said ten yearn ago-that
with the rights of a great profession, the profession of dentistry; that
dentists have spent a great deal of money in their education and deserve
an opportunity to make a living from the profession for which they
have prepared. Of course the same argument once was brought against
free schools. There were many private teachers who had invested a
good deal of money in private schools, and education at public expense
was in a way a transgression on their chosen profession. Of course we
'!7e
will not consider
no longer consider that argument for a moment.
it for a moment in connection with dentistry or even medicine, when
we have once put the question in some such form as this. And I would
Iike you to put it this way in your thinking, namely, Is disease a tesource
to be conserved for the benefit of a profession, or is it an evil to be
gotten rid of ?
There is one other point I want to make, namely, that in our school
dental work we ought, wherever we are unable to take care of all the
teeth of all the children, to emphasize especially the work with the
younger children. It is too bad that we have to neglect any, but if
the schools in the city cannot afford to take care of all, they ought 6ret
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to take care of the teeth of the children in the first two or thr6e grades.
Thug after a while the task will have been pretty well accomplished for
all children.

DlscussloN
(Late Principal Medical Officer, Local Government
Ncwrholmc
Sir,Arthur
Board, England) : I should like to express my hearty endorsement of what Ma'
jor Terman has said as to the extreme importance of the public dental services.
I am sure those would be best established in most instances in connection with our
dental school service,
I happen to have been a member of a departmental committee dealing with
the queetion of dentistry in the United Kingdom, and I would like to read to you
two sentences from the report made by it. The first sentence runs as followe:
"The evidence before the committee as to the condition of the teeth of
most of the people presents a picture of almost hopeless neglect, except in
so far as it is relieved by dental work established'by grants from the Board
of Education and the Local Govcrnment Board."
ln rcgard to those grants I should eay the Board of Education have been doing
It is only a
a large amount of work in the treatment of teeth in the school child.
In
srnall fraction of what needs to bc done, but rapid progress has been made.
addition, there are grants to public-health authorities of half the total expenditure
for the dental treatment of expectant mothers who attend prenatal clinics and lor
the dental treatment of the young child in the preschool period; and these three
services are being linked up together so as to provide something towards a public
dental service.
In that conncction I will read you another recommendation of this committce
which is far-reaching and which I think will show to you how far we are advancing
towards the socialization of medical service in Great Britain.
The recommendation is as follows:
"The provision of adequatc dental service to meet the existing needs is
impossible at present, owing to the shortage of dentists, but your committeo
are strongly of opinion that simultaneously with the enforcement of prohibition of the practice of dentistry by unqualified persons, the nucleus of
a public dental service should be set up, and dental treatment for such service
should be available frce of charge for persons needing it. We think that
service should be established as a definite branch of public-health work and
should be entrusted to the public-health authorities."
Dr. H. J. Gerstcnberger (Babies' Dispensary and Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio) :
Major Terman, in his address, emphasized the importance of cleanliness in preventing caries in teeth. I should Iike to call attention to the very great importance of
the etate of nutrition of the child, I believe that the dental work, that is the curative work, is going to be reduced more by the protection of the proper nutrition in
the child than by the cleaning of the teeth. I think that if we will prevent rickets,
wc shall reduce dental cariea to a minimum.
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Bv DR' WILLIAM R. P. EMERSON
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All children of preschool and school age may be divided for the
sake of discussion into three groups: the sick, the well, and the malnourished. The sick are cared for at home and in the hospitals. The
well are inspected and receive a ceftain amount of preventive cate
from school physicians. The malnourished, about a third of all,
receive no treatment for their malnutrition as such because they are
considered well by both private and school physicians. These underpar children make it impossible for the schools to reach reasonable
standards of achievement. At the same tiitre the system of school
organization compels the teacher to attempt to crowd the pupils
through the various grades at high pressure, thus adding to the burden
of the under-developed and delicate chifd. As a result 20 to 40 per
cent of those graduating from elementary schools are physically unfit.
It is remarkable that trhis group of children has received so little
medical attention. They pass through hospital clinics unnoticed be'
cause malnutrition among older children is not considered a pathological condition'
weighing and Measuring
The simple procedure of weighing and measuring each child will
identify all but the border-line cases. All children habitually 7 per
cent or more underweight for their height are not only undernourished
but malnourished, retarded in both weight and height from one to
four years.
Nutrition

Clinicg

The object of the nutrition clinic is to identify this group of children,
and then on the basis of physical, mental, and social examinations to
make a diagnosis of the cause of the malnutrition, thus leading to its
proper treatment. It is of as much importance to make this accurate
diagnosis in malnutrition as it is in other illnesses. It would be absurd
for a physician to ask a group of nurses to care for a ward filled with
patients affected with varioug diseases witrhout inforrrirg them of the
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diagnosis in each case, Yet we are asking school nurseE, health
workers, and parents to carry out general directions with practically
no attempt at diagnosis, resulting in an enormous waste of time, energy,
and expense. The nutrition clinic corrects all this by determining the
cause of the malnutrition.in each instance and then indicating measures
for its treatment.
Physical and Mental Examinations.-The
physical examination reveals an average of more than five defects in each child. When defects
interfering with nutrition, especially obstructions to breathing, are
corrected, the child is considered free to gain. The mental examination is made in most instances during the course of the physical eramination, when it is determined whether there is any question of
mental deficiency or retardation.
An essential part of the mental
examination is to learn the child's disposition and reaction to his
environment.
Social Examination.-The
home life of the child is investigated
by a 48-hour record of his program, which includes a list of food
taken during that time, his hours of sleep, of work, of play, time in
the open air, and in fact all his various activities.
Simple causes, such as the following, ir€ found adequate to explain
malnutrition of the most severe type: fast eating, insufficient food, the
use of tea and coffee, late hours, closed windows at night, too little
time in the open air, poor hygiene, over-pressure and long hours in
school. Such definite diagnoses are essential tci,successful treatment.
Nutrition

Clastoa

Having then found the causes of the malnutrition by means of these
physical, mental, and social examinations, it requires the cooperation
of the child, physician, teacher, and parent to remove them and at the
same time to secure for the child the essentials of health. These
essentials are the removing of physical and mental causes of poor
nutrition, getting the children to take suftcient and proper food at
frequent intervals, securing fresh air by day and night, preventing overfatigue, and establishing sufficient home control to insure good food
and health habits. If these results are accomplished, the child should
rapidly gain weight and become well and strong, because of a powerful force in nature that makes for health.
Preparation for the Class.-Cooperation for the essentials of health
is best obtained by means of nutrition classes of not more than twenty
children in each. The nutrition worker prepares for the class by the
weekly weighing of each child and the recording of this weight on a
chart. The chart shows the average weight line, corresponding to the
child's height, and also his actual weight line as he gains or loses.
The worker also checks up the diet lists which are carefully kept by
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pupil or parent in a small record book for two consecutive daye of
each week. On these days each article of food taken is recorded;
the amounts are indicated in tablespoonfuls or ounces' At this time
errora in diet should be corrected and helpful suggestions made, especially hr regard to taking milk and cereals. The 24-hour amount
should be large enough for gain, usually 2,000 or more units (calories).
A blue star is given for rest periods and a red star for lunches, if each
has been taken every day of the preceding \^/eek. In case of failure
to gain, personal conferences are held with each pupil in order to
discover an adequate cause, which always exists, and therefore should
be found by either the nutrition worker or the physician.
charts having thus been prepared, the children
Class Conduct.-The
are assembled by the nutrition worker in a room by themselves where
'each
row. The child
two rows of seats are arranged, ten seats to
gaining most is given a gold star and is placed at the head of the class.
The other children are atranged in order of their gain. The weight
chart of each child is hung opposite his place in the class. The nutri'
tion worker keeps a history and record 'card of each child which
contains the doctor's directions and her own follow-up notes. These
cards are used by him in considering each child.
When the class is in order the doctor conducts tlG exercise in such
manner as to leave a clear idea in the mind of each child as to what
he ie to do the following week that he may gain. The room should
be quiet and free from interruptions. Parents should occupy the back
seats, but the teacher and nutrition worker should be seated in front
where they may show by their attention lively interest in each child's
progress. The physician praises the children who have gained, but it
is his special duty to discover the causes for loss in those who have
not gained. These causes are usually failure to take regular lunches
or rest periods, overtime, Iate hours, etc. This gives an opportunity
to show the importance of these factors in the gain or loss of the
particular child. A half hour is sufficient time for the physician to take
for this exercise. The nutrition worker makes notes and explains
the recommendations to each child or parent. Usually the child losing
one week is at the head of the class the following week. Where there
is complete cooperation and the essentials of health can be wholly
obtained, the child should reach his own normal standard of weight
in ten or twelve weeks. From 5 to l0 per cent of the children present
serious medical problems requiring most careful study by the physician.
Even in these cases, however, the class method provides the most
satisfactory method of treatment.
nutrition worker ehould vieit
Cooperation with the Home.-The
the child in his home in order to gain the cooperation of his parents
and to leam his health habits, especially with reference to eating and
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sleeping. Plans should be made for open windows at night and for
plenty of time in the fresh air by day.
the period of treatment the
Prevention of Over-fatigue.-During
children should be placed in open-air or at least open-window classes
and school pre$ure should be reduced. Some children will need only
sufncient additional time for rest and lunch periods; many will work
to best advantage on a half-day schedrrle; a few will need to be reduced
to two hours a day, while certain cases cannot profrtably attend school
at all for a time. One rest period of at least half an hour should be
taken before the midday meal. The child should lie fat on his back,
thus correcting his usual fatigue position of stooping shoulders, retracted chest, and prominent abdomen. In the mid-afternoon a similar
rest period should be taken but for a longer time.
and afternoon lunches should contain about
Food.-Mid'forenoon
250 units of such fooil as will not destroy the appetite for the following
meal. Sweets should be avoided at this time. Children gain faster
on less food taken in small amounts five times a day than when a
Iarger amount of food is taken in three meals'
class method appeals to the
Authority of the Class Method.-The
imagination of the child and makes him do for himself what no one
else can do for him. It teaches and inspires him to "train for health"
in the same way he trains to be a boy scout or a good athlete. There'
fore ask him what you will and he will do it cheerfully if he is conThe boy of seven or eight years steals off
vinced it is good "dope."
by himself, wraps up in his blanket, and takes his rest periods, or
teaches himself to take and to like foods to which previously he had an
aversion. He stops drinking tea and coffee, goes to bed early, prepares his bed with hot water jug and papers between blankets, that
he may sleep with his window open on the coldest night. All this he
does that he may see his weight line go up each week and the stars
registered on his chart.
Successful treatment in the majority of cases is both easy and sure,
provided either the physician, nutrition worker, or teacher has sufncient
vision to paint true pictures in the child's imagination, thus securing
his complete cooperation.
THESESON NUTRITION CLINICSAND CLASSES
l.
In the present organization of hospital clinics, school medical
inspection and child-helping agencies there is little provision made for
one-third
the care of a large group of malnourished children-fully
are not sufficiently sick to require hospital care nor are
of all-who
they "well," although they are reported as such because their true
condition is so little understood.
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2. The work of these nutrition clinics and classes, although fundamentally medical, is for the most part educational. They furnigh a
medium for the inspection, examination, and treatment of children in
thd echools, and should be an integral part of school organization.
3. These clinics and classes are especially adapted to mahe better
use of the resources of the family and afiord a means of giving training
to mothers by teaching them how the child may become well.
4. All children found to be seven per cent underweight for their
height require special consideration and treatment. This rule does not
identify all casesof malnutrition, but it furnishes the best single standard
of selection which we have been able to formulate.
5. The 6rst step is the identification of the members of this group.
This can best be done in the schools where all children should be
weighed and measured periodically.
6. Tlrose children,who are found to be seven per cent underweight
for their height should be given special treatment and relieved for the
time from a part of the usual school pressure.
7. To each of these children should be given an intensive examination' This examination should be made in so far as possible in the
presence of the child's parents.l All clothing should be removed at
least to the waist in order that no defects may be overlooked.
8. The data coming from this examination should be put in form so
that they can be used by the specialists to whom the child *"y bu sent for
further examination and study. For the same reasons all data accumulaied by the specialists should be available in duplicate form for
the physician in charge of the nutrition clinic. The amount of time
required for these records will be found to be less rather than more
than that now used in reports and records which, on account of their
, lack of standardization and definiteness, are often of very little value.
9. The same plan should be followed with reference to the records
growing out of the mental and social examinations and the agencies
which these have brought into the case. No defect of any kind should
be considered in isolation.
| 0. An organization similar to that used for open-air classeswill be
found most serviceable in caring for the malnutrition group. Even from
the standpoint of the child's studies it will be found to be economical
to reduce the pressure of school responsibilities and work on a program which without delay will maL.e it possible for him to be brought
up to his own nonnal standard.
lln_England ao well as in our ctinics it hac bcen
found possible to secure ths
attendance of rnotherg at the greater number
u=.*-i""ti"""-."ri".iua
i" trrl
schools. lt is the tostimonv oT medical orfr.".""f i; th;;;;-;i;/-iilili"
,u",rrt"
of the prca-enccof the mothers are the m"sr i-pJ";t;ath"-;;i"i.r.Ho
ootcomeg of the work.
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I l.
It will be found that some children in this group will be able
to attend school both morning and afternoon, provided adequate arrangements are made for rest periods. In other casesan alternation can
be arranged placing one gioup in school mornings and another afternoons. Those who are excessively underweight cannot afford to attend
school for more than'two hours a day. Of course individuals may
need to be removed from all school pressure for a time.
12. Children should be made free to gain by having all necessary
medical and surgical attention given to them promptly. This should
include the removal of diseased tonsils and adenoids, the proper care
of the teeth, et cetera.
13. From 20 to 40 per cent of the children of school and preschool age will be found to be in the seven per cent underweight for
their height group.
14. It will be found that a reasonable program such as we have outlined will make it pbssible for the greater part of this group to return
to their regular work in from three months to half a year, and that
practically all will come up to their own norrnal standards by the end
of the school year.
15. The open-air class organization will serve best as a clearing
house for the various types of health-need cases. It will accomplish
more as a station in which these special needs can be met than as a
more or less permanent retreat for chronic cases.
| 6. A certain number of problem cases will require a special station for diagnosis in which they can be under constant observation.
17. Special consideration should be given to children who are convalescing from any attack of severe illness so that it may become a
custom in the school to help such children reach a state of complete
recovery before they are allowed to return to the heavy pressure of
the regular classroom work.
18. Relations should be established with summer camps to avoid
children being sent to them without diagnosis.
19. It is desirable to keep the responsibility for improving the
growth conditions of the child upon the parents. Permanent results require control by the forces nearest to the situation.
20. Under conditions of sympathetic cooperation between the
members of the clinic staff, the school corps, and the other agencies
involved, it should be possible to do som6 valuable experimental work
with reference to the most favorable hours for school work, the length
of school sessions,the conditions of recess periods, the value of school
lunches, training in hygiene, et cetera.
2 l.
Many of the conditions of the nutrition clinic are especially favorable for the work to be accomplished in the examinations given
for working certificates. The most serious problems met at this stage
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of a child's life are those of growth. The more the resulis secured at
this period are interpreted in terms of school life, the better will the
echool be able to work out an economical and efficient program.
to be done with chil22. There are many reasons why the\ork
dren of the preschool age should be in the hands of those agencies
which have had charge. of the period of infancy. Much of the waste
met in the school years could be eliminated during these earlier years
by means of more adequate provision for this most neglected period of
growth. It is not infrequent to 6nd serious casesat the school age who
have excellent records with reference to nourishment and growth when
they were infants. It is important that there should be close cooperation
between those who are working with members of the school and preschool groups. It is especially desirable that the latter group should
not have a third set of agencies built up to compete in its demands
upon the time of t}re mother with those already caring for the needs
of the school childrert and the infants.
23. The nutrition clinic is especially well adapted to care for dependent, delinquent, and defective children. Nutrition classesfor State
wards having foster mothers have proved to be remarkably effective.

DISCUSSION
I
Dr. David Mitchcll (Bureau of Educational Experiments, New York City):
do not like to be pessimistic about nutrition classes in public schoolc, but, having
been connected with the bureau which has been responsible for the New York
nutrition classes, I should like to present several facts which I think it is well
During this past year we have had approximately ninety
for us to think about.
children in four nutrition classes; two of them were open-air
two, regular grade classes,

classes, the otLer

One of the open-air classes is composed almost entirely of children who wcrc
included in our nutrition classes last year. They had the instruction and the care
which was given to all those children during approximately
nineteen weelcs.
Of twenty-three children who were in last year's nulrition
classes, eleven havc
failed to increase as much as the average child in the ordinary school groupa. Taking the results for all the children of the class, we 6nd that they have increased
about seventeen per cent faster than was expected.
For the children who made
gains in excess of the normal or expected gain, the average increase in excess of
per cent.
normal was about thirty-two
These children Lave few of the socalled physical handicaps.
AII for whom it waa recommended, have had operations for the removal of enlarged tonsils or adenoids. But they are still a problem
for us; they are still almost as much underweight as they were when the classes
were 6rst organized.
Here is another fact: During the last weelc of September, I 9 | 8, we weighed and
measured approximately one hundred and twenty-five fifth grade childen. At that
time we found that thirty-nine or approximately thirty per cent were aeven per cerit
or more underweight for their height, Owing to the conditions in the school systcm
and to the epidemic of infuenza, it war impossible to organizc nutlition
claarcr
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At thc timc of the 6rat rescion of thc clasa, thcse
lor a poriod of revcn wceLa.
thirty-ninc children wcrc again weighed and measored and we found that twentytwo had comc up to within 8even per cent of the average weight for their height.
Some of thcsc children had come up to within one and two per cent of the average
This result came about without any training, without
weight for their height.
any attention to removal of physical defects, and without any instruction in health
In other words, we did not need to do anything with these
habita and hygiene.
children to make them what we call fairly well nourished children.
Thig led us to the question as to what w-e ehould do in order to find out which
It seems to me extremely important
of our school children are undernourished.
that groups of children ehould be weighed and measured frequently, weekly if
possible, monthly if weekly weighings are not feasible, and the amount of variation
It is now about
which these children undergo in weight should be determined.
twenty-three weekg since the classeg were organized and in that time those children have not increased more rapidly, in fact have increased less rapidly, than
they did during the geven weeks between the original
ing of the nutrition clasges.

weighing and the first meet-

One child, who was considerably
There are exceptions to this g"neral rulc'
underweight in the beginning, has made almost a continuous and rapid increase in
weight.
He ig now as much overweight as he was underweight at the beginning
of the class. This result has come about despite the fact that he ras consistently
He has ref''sed to rest, he
ignored practically all the recommendations made.
has refuscd to give up the use of tea and coffee, he has refused to go to bed early
cnough to get what we consider a rcquisite amount of sleep, he has refused to have
defcctive tccth rcmoved or treated, and in general disregarded all the questions
of tlow eating, of not using water to wash down the unmaeticated food, and reThe one thing which he has done is to
maining seatcd during the meal hour.
It is one of the cases where more food seemed to be the
increasc the caloric intake.
of nourishment he was able
essential requirement; and having that greateramount
to ovcrcome all the handicapa of physical defects, bad habits, and bad environm9nt.
The gencral condition cannot, howevcr, bc dealt with in this superficial man'
ner. Too many chitdren arc underweight, and constantly so, for us to be satis6ed with any special cases such as this. We must seek a reason for the failure
The 6rst condition which we may conof thcse children to increase in weight.
sider aa an crplanation for this failure is that of a possible biological variation
We have assumed that the
which has rpt yet been completely understood.
Certain inis
seven
child
possible
a
normal
for
variation
maximum
Per cent.
dividual cases lead us to suapect, however, that a normal variation of considerably
It may be that some children are biologically much
morc than thir is porsible.
lighter in weight for their height than other children'
Other considerations arc thoce of emotional disturbances and the unusual stress
which leads us to
Ve have information
of ccrtain periods of the school life.
Cannon
believe that emotional disturbances influencc the processes of nutrition.
has shown that the emotions of fear and anger are attended by a cessation of
the churning movement of the atomach and the cessation of flow of the gastric
juice.
In our classes we had childrcn whose failure to gain in weight we thought
We may also consider tLe stress
might be due to the operation of these factors,
At the time when promotions were being considered
of tho promotion period.
While the majority of the
in this group, the failure to gain wa3 very marked,
children had gained in the carly weeks, during the week previous to promotion and
thc wcelc of promotion, very few of the children showed any increase in weight.
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Finally, we must consider the influence of physical defect or failure in phyeiologi'
cal functioning.
Concerning certain of the defecta, we are fairly well convinoed
that they are important detrimental factors. The removal of diseased tonsils and
The defect
adenoids has frequently been followed by marked increases in weight.
We have cases where the
in physiological functioning may be the more important,
ordinary physical defects have been removed and where the instruction in health
These may be
habitg seems to be followed but in which little progress is noted.
On the other hand, information as to the metabolism
cases of biological variation.
of nutrition is still meager and, in order to decide whether some of these children
are functioning
sary.

normally,

prolonged

and intense experimentation

will be neces-

Despite all these facts, I would strongly recommend the inauguration and the
It may be that we are
oontinuance of nutrition classes for health education'
not able to solve the problem in this generation by this particular method, but
The children
certain results indicate the far-reaching effect of the procedure.
who are thus being taught the desirability of regularity of habits and the necessity of eating proper food and the necessity of eliminating harmful stimulants,
guch as tea and coffee, will undoubtedly influence the nutrition of the next generation.
How well they will do this may be indicated by the following illustration:
Onc of the boys in the class came to the teacher with the remark that he had been
trying to persu .d" his mother that "an ounce of prevention is worth a pound
The teacher did not get the significance of the comment at first and
of eure."
asked the boy what he had been trying to do. His reply was that he had been
He had been reading about nutrition and had come
interested in the class work.
He concluded, " I tried for two hours to show my mother
across this statement.
what that heant, and at the end of th" time she did not know a thing about it."
If attempts at the education of parents are made in this way, what may we not
hope for in the education of children? We may not cure malnutrition by education, but we can develop habits and methods of living which will have a decided
ineuence for good with our next generation.
Child Welfare ComMrc. Andrew Wilson (State Chairman, West Virginia
mittee) l Dr. Lu"k tells us that milk is essential' Dr. Emerson also had tea in his
dietary lists, but Dr. Lusk, with some of the rest of us, thinks that tea and coffee
If we could correlate those facts I should like to hear the exarc better left out.
planation,
Dr. Emerson:
In the 6rst breakfast was the list of food as brought by the child'
Tea and
in which he was having tea. My correction was to substitute cocoa.
In
cofiee are, I think, perhaps the most important single cause of malnutrition.
our group to which Dr. Mitchell has just referred, in New York, over 80 per cent
That is the first thing
were taking tea and coffee. It raises havoc with growth.
to stop. And the children stop it when they see that it interferes with their gain'
The question of diet in the family, in the home, is a very dif6cult one. My idea
If the father likes certain things and
is to work along lines of least resistance'
you upset him he resents it. So I do not make changes except when necessary.
These children will usually gain if we bring the 24-hour amount of food above
2,000 calories. So that about the only suggestion I mgke is that they use cereal
If we get
and milk, and make sure that they have the proper amount of milk.
their two-day list and make theee changes, that seems to be enough to cover the
guestion of diet so tbat w€ can go on with other things which are often of greater
value,
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I want to say in rcgard to Dr, Mitchell's problems.-we
havc been working togethor*that
in Public School 64 we have a group of children coming il without
their motherc, whose presenee is very essential
They are over 90 per cent
Hebrcw, and many of the mothera are at work in storer.
The problem ie most
complicated when we have not the necessary control day and night.
You can
worL your heart out during the day with the children, bdt when they are away
from you, you can not tell what happens.
On the question of going to bed,
for instance, a little fellow said, "l have been better since I came to the clagg about
going to bed."
I said, "What time do you go?"
He said, "l go at l0 o'clock."
"What time did you go before?"
"l used to go at 12." When neither parent ia
present at our classes to learn and then to carry out instructions at homc, the
element of overfatigue may upset all our calculations.
A Member:

Is it safe to take cocoa each day?

Is it not too atimulating)

Dr. Emcreon:
cocoa is likely to he too sweet, especially if taken without other
food.
I try to limit cocoa to oncc or twice a day, and be careful to have them
make their cocoa weak, simply using it as a flavoring for milk.

-z
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HEALTH EXA,MINATIONS AND THE SCHOOL NURSE
By DR. THOMAS D. WOOD

chairman''"ilT:::i::":.T':1'E:::'.il:inEducation
The conservation and the cultivation of the child's health are recognized today as fundamental and essential factors in the program of
public education. Practice, however, lags far behind accepted principles in this as in other phases of education and of life. Enough experimentation and demonstration have been accomplished in the field
of child health to convince sensitive, tender, and socially-minded citizens of the health nelds of children and the responsibility of community, state, and nation regarding these crying needs.
The war has shown us with dramatic illumination the weakness of
the nation's young manhood, dependent in vital measure upon the
neglect of childhood and youth. A stunning indictment of our democracy is involved in the fact that the tragedy of a world war was needed
to reveal such a vital eource of national peril and weakness. The
statistics of the draft showed that one-third of the young men at the
age of the flower of manhood were unfit for first-class service in the
defense of the country in time of war. But it has been iinown by
some, for years, that three-fourths of the 22,000,000 school children
in the United States have health defects which are actually or potentially injurious to them as prospective citizens of the republic. E{forts
in this health program for school children have so far been desultory,
spasmodic, and uncoordinated. National standards are needed today
for genuine constructive progress in this branch of the great program
of child welfare.
The health examination of school children involves two distinct
phases of inspection and administration:
(a) The daily health inspection.
(b) The annual (or if required in individuals, more frequent)
health examination.
The daily inspection and supervisiqn are necessary to determine the
child's fitness for attendance upon school, which fitness is dependent
upon the absence of signs of health disturbance. Such signs may
denote the pupil's personal unfitness for school that day, and such signs
may also represent the preliminary symptoms of definite communicable disease. The possession of these signs may render the child a
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source and center of infection for his fellow pupils' For the best inat
terests of himself and of his school companions he should be kept
before
home under such circumstances, and thus excluded from school
the recogthese indications of health disorders have developed into
its very
by
is
school
The
disease.
of
symptoms
nizable and distinctive
and
assembling
for
agency
an
as
serve
to
nature perfectly adapted
all
too
and
community'
the
throughout
diseases
distributing
"hiidr.rr'"
just
what occurs.
frequently this is
physiThe best knowledge and'skill of parents, teachers' nurses'
satisfaca
cians, and even of thl children'themselves are requisite for
reasonablv
is
there
If
life.
child
of
diseases
tof minimizing of these
and agenintelligent and conscientious cooperation of the individuals
school
the
and
schools'
in
cies involved, there need be no epidemics
center'
will be made in this vital respect a real health
disease'
No child should ever knowingly be exposed to contagious
contagious
The older the child is before being exposed by accident to
having
is
before
child
a
older
The
it.
to
catch
is
disease the less apt he
it
average,
the
on
severe,
the
less
childhood,
a contagious disease of
is likely to be.
for
The following are indications of health disorders in children
keep children at home and notify the school:
which parents
"hould
Nausea or vomiting; chill; convulsions (fits); dizziness' faintness'
nose;
or unusual pallor; eruption (rash) of any kind; fever; running
glands;
swollen
acutely
red or running eyes; Eore or infamed throat;
cough; failure to eat the usual breakfast; any distinct or disturbing
from usual appearance or conduct of the child'
"h.rrg"
for
The foregoing signs should be used also by teachers as a-basis
dishave
signs
the
until
or
day,
the
for
school
excluding pupils from
or until the proper health o6cer has authorized the return
.pp..r"J,
developing
pupil to school. Children may be taught-lvithout
"6in.
abovethe
notice
deceive-to
to
disturbing fears, or attempts
help
thus
and
companions,
their
or
in
mentioned signs in themselves
of
these
detection
The
disease.
to protect the school from contagious
of health disturbance at home, by the parent or the child,
fir"t
"igrr"
before the child starts for school, is of especial importance in the country, where the longer trip to school with greater physical exertion,
sometimes in bad weather, would be particularly injurious to a child at
the beginning of an illness. In caseg of contagious disease among
the length of time of exclusion from school must be
school
"hildr"rr,
determined by the health and the school authorities'
The second phase of the health examination of school children includes the investigation to agcertain the health status of the child, and
the presence of the more pennanent health defects and tendencies.
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At leaet one per cent, or 200,000 of the 22,000,000 school childron
in the United States, are mentally defective.
Over one per cent, or 250,000, at leaet, are handicapped by organic
heart diseaee.
At least five per cent, or 1,000,000, have now, or have had, tuberculosis, a danger often to others as well as to themselves.
Five per cent, or 1,000,000, have defective hearing which, unrecognized, gives many the undeserved reputation of being mentally defective.
Twenty-five per cent, or 5,000,000, have defective eyes. All but
a small percentage of these can be corrected, and yet a majority of
them have received no attention.
Twenty per cent at least, or 4,500,000, are suffering from malnutrition. Every child who is l0 per cent or more below weight for his
height and age is suffering from malnutrition, and persistent efiorts
by cooperation of sclrool, home, and community should be made to
correct this. Poverty is not the most important cause of this serious
barrier to health development.
From fifteen to twenty-five per cent, 3,000,000 to 5,000,000, h v:
adenoide, diseased tonsils, or other glandular defects.
From ten to twenty per cent, or from 2,000,000 to 4,000,000, have
weak foot arches, weak spines, or other joint defects.
From fifty to seventy-five per cent, or from I 1,000,000 to 16,000,000, of our school children (and in many communities as high as 98
per cent) have defective teeth, and all defective teeth are more or less
injurious to health. Some of these defective teeth are deadly menaces
to their owners. This is the greatest problem, from the standpoint of
its seriousnessand from the standpoint of itg enforcement, that we have.
The teeth of the children of America can never be brought into proper
shape without a social program to provide for the payment of tremendous bills. May I ask you to remember that Sir William Osler,
our greatest living English-speaking medical authority, said ten years
ago that more national physical deficiency in Great Britain was due to
defective teettr than to alcohol.
Every school child should have a health examination once a year.
More freguent examination should be provided for individual pupils
who need special attention. AII health examinations and health care
in rural and in city schools should be under the supervision of regularly
'
appointed school physicians thoroughly trained for their work. Every
State should have a State health inspector of schools who should give
special attention to the health work of the rural schools.
The routine tests of vision and hearing can best be made by the
teachers, as these tests involve, to an unusual extent, mental and educa,
tional as well ag health factors and require knowledge of the pupils,
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possessed by the teacher, as well as simple methods of examination
which all capable teachers can easily learn. I am referring of course
only to the routine tests of vision of all the children, not the examination of those found to be defective. In the rural schools the general
health examinations can often be done most advantageously by the
school nurse with the help of the teacher.
There should be for every child a health as well as a scholarship
record which accompanies him through- his school career. And this,
let me say, should be a continuation of the record started when the
child was born, which is handed down to the school when the child
enters school. What has been said about the care of children during
the preschool age will of course apply here. This should be a part
of the record of the school which the child is attending. The following
form or blank has been tested sufficiently in rural as well as city schools
to prove its practical value:
HEALTH RECORD
Nam"..

.. Born in.....

Nationalityof Father.
.....
... Adults.
Number in family.
Historyof
of birth.
.....
Diphtheria
fever,.
. Pneumonia
Date of 6rst examination...

. . . . . ' o n ( d a t e )'
.. Mother'
... Children

Number
....
Scarlet
Measle"
... Whooping cough.
Influenza,...
....'
. . . i n s c h o o l. . . . . '

-YEAR
123456
t.
2.
).

Age and year.. .
Grade .
Class .
4. Revaccinations
5 . Diseases during year. . . .
6 . Date of examinations. . . .
7. Height

8. Weieht
9,
10.
I t.
12.
I 3.
l4;
I 5.
16,
17.
18,
| 9.
20,
21.
22.

Nutrition
Anemia
Enlarged gland" .
Nervous diseases
Cardiac diseasei
Pulmonary diseases.'...
Skin diseases
Orthopedic defect
Defect of vision.
Defect of hearing.
Defect of nasal breathing
Defect of palate.
Defect of teeth.
Hernia
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
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H y p . t t o p h i e d and
diceased tonsils..
Adenoids
Mentality
Conduct
Effort
ProFciency
Treatment n e c e s E a r y . . . . .

The eyes of children who wear glasses should be tested with the
glasses,and if found normal should be so recorded. The following
method should be used:
Hang the snellen test letters in a good, clear light (side light preferred) on a level with the head, and so placed that the child does not
face a strong light. Place the child 20 feet from the letters. cover
one eye with a card held firmly against the nose, without pressing on
the covered eye, and.have him read aloud, from left to right, the
smallest letters he can see on the card. Make a record of the result.
children who have not learned their letters, obviousry, cannot be
given this eyesight test until after they have l6arned them. pupils who
cannot read may, however, be tested by a chart with pictures of
familiar objects designed for this purpose.
There is a number over each line of the test letters which shows the
distance in feet at which these letters should be read by a normal
eye. From top to bottom the lines on the card are numbered, respectively, 50, 40, 30, and 20. At a distance of 20 feet, the average
normal eye should read the letters on the 20 toot line, and if this is
done correctly, or with a mistake of one or two letters, the vision may
be noted as 20/20 or normal. In this fraction the numerator is the
distance in feet at which the letters are read, and the denominator is
the number over the smallest line of letters read. If the smallest letters
which can be read are on the 30 foot line, the vision will be noted as
20/30; if the letters on the 40 foot line are the smallest that can
be
read, the record will be 20/40. If the letters on the 50 foot line are
the smallest that can be read, the record will be 20/50.
If the child can not see the largest letters (those on the 50 foot line),
have him approach slowly until the distance is found from which they
can be seen. If 5 is the nearest distance from which the 50 foot letters
can be read, the record will be 5i50 (l/10 of normal).
Test the second eye, the first being covered with the card, and note
the result as before. with the second eye, have the child read the letters from right to left to avoid memorizing. To prevent reading from
memory' a hole | /2 inches square may be cut in a piece of cardboard,
which may be held against the test letters so as to show only one letter
et a time, and which may be moved about so as to show the tetterg in
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irregular ordor. A mietake of two letters on the 20 ot 30 foot Iine
and of one letter on the 40 or 50 foot line may be allowed'
Parents should be notified if :
(a) Vision in eitrher eye is 20/40 or less;
(b) Child habitually holds head too near book (less than l2
inches);
(c) child frequently complainr of headache, especially in the latter
portion of school hours;
(d) Either eye deviates even temporarily from normal position'
In testing hearing, if it is possible, one person should make the examination for an entire school in order to insure an even method. The
person selected should be one possessed of normal hearing'
The examination should be made with the whispered voice; the
child should repeat what he hears, and the distance at which words
can be heard distinctly should be noted. The two ears should be
tested separately. The test should consist of numbers, I to 100, and
short sentences. To avoid imitation, it is best that but one pupil at a
time be allowed in the room. For very young children a fair idea of
the hearing may be obtained by picking out the backward or inattentive pupils and those that seem to watch the teacher's lips, placing them
with their backs to the examiner and asking them to perform some
unusual movement of the hand or other act.
Physical defects should be reported to the homes, and all possible
cfforts should be made by teachers, superintendents, school nurses
and school doctors to persuade the parents to obtain for the child the
care necessary for correction of all defects that it is possible to remedy.
Facilities should be made available for the health reconstruction of
all the school children.
It is vitally necessary that the best available efforts of official agencies, national, state, and local, shall be supplemented and reinforced
by the cooperation of voluntary service of individuals and organizations enlisted for this essential form of social service, expressing results
in the conservation and improvement of the nation's most vital and
most neglected assets, the health and welfare of the children.
I would like to pay tribute'to such organizations as the Child Health
Organization, with headquarters in New York, which has given very
striking support and cooperation to this movement for the correction of malnutrition, as a part of the general program for the health
of the school children of America: to the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund of Chicago, and to the Bureau of Educational Experiments
in New York, as types of voluntier organizations necessary to insure
these standards of health examination and health care.
Magnificent provisions have been made for the health care of our
soldiers in war. Shall not the children, drafted by compulsory educa-
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tion into our schools, be assured of as skillful and satisfactory care as
If health and physical efrciency are
the eoldiers in camp and trench)
so important for the country as a whole, all of the necessary forces,
both governmental and voluntary, must be marshaled for the task of
protecting and developing the physical fitness of the young. The principle of universal training must, in a manner consonant with the spirit
and methods of democracy, be interpreted and applied in the universal,
compulsory health and physical care and training of all the children
of the nation.
Physicians, surgeons, nurses, hospitals, dental and general clinics,
and health centers of requisite type must be available to meet the needs
of the defective children in the schools.
Health ofrcers who supervise this program must have special and
thorough training in modern educational principles and practice, in
addition to medical education and experience, to qualify them for
their work. Teachers and other school officials require adequate training in health principles and methods to enable them to cooperate most
successfully. The curricula of training in all normal schools and in
other institutions for the preparation of teachers must be broadened
and modified to include the essential instruction in school health work
before the structure of national education can be recognized as giving
evidence of rational wholeness or soundness. Special teachers and
supervisors of health and physical education, if properly trained, may
render invaluable service in the health examinations, supervision, and
health education of pupils.
Registered nurses employed as district and school nurses, or giving
their time when necessary exclusively to the schools, have already
demonstrated the extraordinary value of their professional services in
this program of health examination and care of the school children.
It is essential, however, that they should be firmly grounded in educational ideas and in special teaching methods, and possess the skill
reguisite for their highest usefulness.
It is apparent to careful students of this school health work that the
teacher should have the benefit of the social and community methods
of the best hospitals, clinics, and social workers; while it is equally
necessary that school physicians and nurses should have the benefit of
the best special training made available for teachers in universities, colleges, and normal schools.
There should be a school nurse for every 1,000 to 3,000 school children, according to geographical distribution and the presence or
absence of cooperating agents for the health work.
The work of the school nurse may be briefy outlined as follows:
Routine class inspections to detect cases to be excluded from echool
and referied to phyaicians.
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Firet aid in emergency case!.
' Acaisting in health examinations and keeping records.
Inatructing pupils in various details of hygiene.
Advising parents of children found in health examinations to require
remedial treatment.
Convincing parents of necessity of treatment.
Making adjustments for needed treatment.
Instructing children and parents in- personal and home health.
Making arrangements for treatment of needy children.
Securing medicines, eye-glasses,etc., through philanthropic agencies.
Taking children to clinics and persuading them to accept the treatment advised; obtaining necessary data for the clinics.
The duties of the school nurse vary with the needs and tesources
of the community and may include in addition to the general activities
here indicated special work with truants and with classes of physically
handicapped children, such as the cripples, tuberculous, anemic, etc.
Without the nurse, the statistics show that corrective work is done in
l5 to 25 per cent of the cases reported and recommended. With the
nurse, it is shown that from 75 to 90 per cent of the children receive
the follow-up work and attention which has been urged.
The possibilities of vital accomplishment with a standardized national program of health examination and care of school children seem
not only fundamental for national safety but limitless for national progress. The significance and necessity of the work to be done make the
demand for constructive advancement imperative. No factor relating
to essentialsin public education or promotion of national welfare seems
more important or more promising.
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THE NUTRITIONOF ADOLESCENCE,
By DR. CRAHAM LUSK
Cornell Univ'ersityMedicalCollege,New York City
An adequate food supply is the requisite of national existence. If
too little food is available the first to suffer are the old people, and
then the children, though these are often fed with the food designed
for the mother, who sacrifices herself for the well-being of her offspring.
Before the war great numbers of people were habitually in a state
of undernutrition.
This reduces the working capacity and diminishes
the resistance to diseases, especially to tuberculosis. Such a condition
gradually undermining the welfare of a nation, may be exemplified
by a description of the food conditions in Germany, a knowledge of
which has lately become available.
It is stated by Rubner' that food difficulties first arose in the middle
of l9l 6. One important article of food after another disappeared
from the market or could be obtained only in homeopathic doses.
Thus, the available amounts of meat, eggs, milk, and butter became
less and less. During the winter of l9 | 6- I 7, the failure of the potato
crop of l9 | 6 led to the substitution of turnips in the diet, both in the
cities and in the industrial centerg. From the effects of this diet the
people never recovered. There was insufrcient milk for the children.
The censorship of the press prevented the true condition from being
generally known, and people were taught to congratulate themselves
upon their loss in weight.
A secret inquiry, made at the end of l9 | 7, Ied Rubner to report to
the Imperial Ministry of Health how widespread the evil e{fect of the
war diet had been upon the welfare of the people. The psychology
of the nation had changed. The only thought was to obtain a sufficient
quantity of food, albeit devoid of flavor; there was no initiative, only
unproductive depression. Children forgot how to laugh, to cry, or to
play.
Information reached London early in | 918 that the insurance companies of Germany had secretly warned the government as to the
failing health of the people, which was reported to be more disastrous
in loss of life than were the military operations. This now appears
as an undoubted reflection from the meeting described by Rubner.
I Rubner, M., Berliner klinische Wochenschrift

(1919),

LVL

2.
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The latter states that certain high-placed individuals forbade a further
prosecution of the inquiry.
Kraus describes how hunger forms an excellent background for
disease, and that anti-bodies are not produced as when adequate nutrition is possible. Hence, the tuberculosis death rate doubled during
the war and is now at the height prevailing twenty-five years ago. He
relatesl that the food conditions affected women in such a way as to
produce cessation of the menses, sterility, and a reduction in the
quantity of milk of the nursing mothers, which milk was also poor in
fat. The average weight of children at birth fell off. Cows' milk o[
inferior quality was given to children, for there was no longer any
hygienic control. The evil efiects of the one-sided diet on the older
children became more pronounced the longer it was continued. A
diet made up essenti'ally of bread and potatoes proved injurious to
children. There was a deficiency in protein, fat, and in vitamines,
which led to scurvJr, tuberculosis, rickets, and anemia. Nervous diseaseswere aggravated and constitutional anomalies intensified.
Reports have also come out of Germany showing how an absence
of butter fat led to stunted growth and the affiiction of xerophthalmia,
a disease of the eye, both of which symptoms can be experimentally
produced in young rats in the absence of the fat soluble vitamine con'
tained in butter fat. These stories are not German propaganda. An
American medical commission conducted an investigation into the
condition of the children of Treves after its occupation by the American army and found a retardation in growth of two years' children
of fourteen having the physical development of those of twelve.
In the Bohemian city of Prague a widespread presence of infantile
scurvy as existing in the early summer of I 9 18 is bitterly described
by Epstein.' Almost every preparation for the welfare of the sick
child had disappeared from the market, the rich buying at high prices
the "last bottle" of such material from the apothecary. Milk was
very scarce at a time when the farmers were freely using half their
milk, a food so necessary for sick children, in the preparation of butter.
It is well known that this kind of profiteering had long been prevented
in England.
These details are cited in order to emphasize the necessity of such
an organization of agriculture or of food supply that the national welfare of a country be maintained. That such an organization is incompatible with industrial disorder is a self-evident proposition.
Both the quality and the quantity of food should be considered.
Children should receive a diet containing a sufficient quantity of
vitamines. Of fundamental importance for growth and good health
l Kraus, Berliner klinische wochenschrift (1919), l,vl, 3; czerny, lbid., p. 4.
rEpstein, Jahrbuch fiir Kinderheilkunde (1918), tXXXVlll,
237.
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is the butter fat contained in milk or taken separately in the form of
cream or butter. This has been eet forth above. Stunted rats which
have been long deprived of this substance grow to normal size when
it is added to an otherwise adequate diet, so that it may be presumed
that with the administration of butter fat to children whose growth
has been retarded norr.nal growth will be obtained. Vegetable oils,
like olive oil, and pork fat do not contain the fat soluble vitamine and
cannot take the place of milk. Beef frat, eggs, liver, and lridneys are,,
however, quite rich in this material, and it is present in spinach, lettuce,
beet tops, and the like. Olive oil taken with lettuce or beet tops
may take the place of milk in the diet of adults. Through eating the
green substances of the field the cow gains for her milk this growthpromoting, life-preserving vitamine.
It follows from this that the
the fields will be of higher
on
clover
from
of
a
cow
nourished
milk
nutritive value than that of one fed with corn ensilage. The cows in
Great Britain have more vitamines in their milh than cows in America
because pasturage is better there.
If a food be given which consigts mainly of highly polished rice, ot
highly milled grains, beri-beri, a profound nervous disorder, results.
Beri-beri can be cured by administering the aqueous extract of peas or
of rice polishings or of the evaporated galts of milk. This diseasehas not
appeared in war time in the European nations because wheat has been
milled at about 85 per cent or more, so that a large proportion of the
bran, which contains the water-soluble vitamine, has remained in the
bread. When a child can receive an ordinary mixed diet there is no
danger in partaking of white bread.
Scurvy appears when t}e diet contains no anti-scorbutic vitamines,
such as are found in fruits, fresh vegetables, and tubers such as pota,
toes. The cure is found in lemon juice, orange juice, fresh vegetablee,
potatoes, germinated peas, beans, and lentils, and in canned tomatoes.
Hess 6nds that the younger and more tender the green vegetable, the
greater its vitamine content,. hence an instinctive dietetic preference.
The question of vitamines for the welfare of the children is bound
up in the development of dairy farming, fruit culture, and the production of fresh vegetabies.
Furthermore, milk contains salts for the growth and repair of the
bones, protein for the growth and repair of the muscles and other
organs of the body, tggether with fat and sugar which give fuel for
the maintenance of the human machine. Very few people realize
that the cost of milk per 1,000 calories is usually only one-half the cost
of beef. Thus, in Paris on September I, 19 | 8, 1,000 calories cost as
milk 98 centimes (equal to | 7 cents), as beef 175 centimes (egual to
3l cents) ; and in New York on January |, 1919, as milk 24 cents and
as beef 45 cents. In Paris beef was 82 per cent more costly than milk
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and in New York it was 87 per cent more costly. The controlled
London market does not lend itself for comparison. on account of
the great value and lesser cost of milh the writer has urged that a
family of 6ve should not buy meat until it has purchased three quarts
of milk daily.
Milk is wanting in iron and hence children should be given green
substances which contain this elbment, especially spinach, which contains a considerable quantity. The yolks of eggs also contain it, as
do, of course, beef and beef juice.
The curse of the ignorant and poorer classes is the giving of tea
This is done in
and cofiee to their children instead of milk.
is not sufncient
There
purchased.
regularly
families in which meat is
and well-nigh
a
cheap
is
milk
that
education for the parents to realize
give to chilto
desirable
is
not
It
indispensable body-building food.
with
compatible
protein
quantity
of
dren or to adults the minimal
the
of
excess
a
certain
protein
in
existence, but it is safer to allow
Rubner
it.
with
filled
actual needs in order that the tissue cells be
has called such material an "improvement quota" of protein, and
there is evidence that this descriptive terminology is justified. This,
however, does not warrant the eating by any man of a pound or more
of beef a day, meat which costs five times as much fodder to produce
as does a similar food value in milk.
with regard to a sufficiency in the guantity of a diet the question
becomes involved in the number of calories necessary for the maintenance of the living organism at various ages. Below are presented
the relative physiological needs of food, in the frrst column as estimated
by Atwater, and in the second column as adopted by the Inter-Allied
Scientific Food Commission of | 9 | 8.
Inter-Allied
Age in years

chitd
child
child
Boy.. .
Gi;l ..
Boy..
B"i' ...
ci;l ..
Men ..
Women

.. ..l0 to 12..
.....l0 to 14
.....12 to 14..
. . . . 1 4 t o 1 6 ..
.....14 to 16

Atwater

Scientific
FoodCommission

. . 0 . 6 . .. . . ' . . . . 0 . 8 3
...0.83
....0.6.
. . 0 . 8 .' . . . . . . . . 0 . 8 3
. . 0 . 9 .. . . . . . . . . 1 . 0 0
....0.83
....0.7
..1.0..........1.00
..0.8...'.... '.0'83

The British Food Committee of the Royal Society had computed
t}iat an average man doing an average day's work required 3,000
calories, as ingested, ot 3,300 when ttre supply was considered from
the national standpoint and allowed for waste. When later it com'
puted the quantity of food avaiiable for their whole population in the
6vo year prewar period, | 909- I 3, dividing it among the population in
accordance with the relative values adopted by the Inter-Allied Scien'
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tific Food Commission, it was found that 3,4t0 calories had bcen
available per man per day. With increased care in the use of food
a national stock of 3,300 calories per "man" per day appearlt ample.
The earlier statement that a nation could live on what it wasted before
the war has been abundantly refuted.
The study of stand4rds of metabolism has occupied much time duling recent lrears. At the time of the establishment of the Russell Sage
Institute respiration calorimeter in Bellevue Hospital satisfactory stand.
ards for the determination of what constituted normal metabolism
From the work of Du Bois and hig associates it
were non-existent.
has been firmly established that the well nourished, normal adult man,
when resting in bed before breakfast, produces 40 calories per hour
per square meter of surface within an error limit of about -i- | 0 pet
cent. This is known as the basal metabolism. Du Bois found that
the metabolism of boysbetween l2 and l3 years old was 50 calorieg
per square meter of surface, or 25 per cent higher than in adult men.
At this time, before the onset of puberty, the intensihcation of thc
growth impulse is accompanied by a greatly increased metabolism
when height and weight are regarded. Furthermore, Du Bois investi'
gated the metabolism of these same boys two years later under identical
experimental conditions. The metabolism per square meter of surface
had fallen so that it was only I I per cent above the average for adult
men. In the three youngest boys the metaboligm was actually greater
in calories produced during the twelfth year than during the fourteenth
year, although the boys showed gains in weight of between 35 and 50
per cent. It is well known that a normal boy is extremely active at
this period of his life. Investigations by Gephart have shown that
American boys in St. Paul's School partook. of as much as 5,000
Sir Henry Thompson, prior to his death on an Irish
calories daily.
passenger steamer sunk by a German submarine in the summer of l9 | 8,
collected data which showed an average consumption of 3,500 calories
daily by English school boys, even in the dificult days of the winter
of | 9 | 8. At Eton and Harrow the spirit of patriotism at one timc
certainly caused too great a voluntary restriction upon the quantity of
food taken and many boys lost in weight, often to the detriment of their
health.
It has been reported from Berlinl that, in an asylum for foundlings
in the third year of the war an attempt was made to nourish t{rree boys
between six and eight years old with food containing 1,000 calories,
and four other boys between eleven and fourteen with 1,334 calories.
This may be calculated as being less than the basal metabolism of
the children and the result was what was to have been enticipated, a
l Fuhge, Jahrbuch fur Kinderhcillcunde, (1918), lJ(XXVlll,

43.
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loss in weight and in body protein of all these children, who were
not only under height for their age but under weight for their height.
Five thousand calories daily certainly appears to be an extravagant
quantity of food to furnish a boy. It is 20 per cent more than the
amount consumed by a soldier at hard drill' It would be very interesting to investigate the econornic ef6ciency of the muscles of the grow'
ing boy. Since his basil metabolism is higher than that of a man, it is
not at all unlikely that his muscular efliciency is on a lower plane, that
is to say, that he may require more energy to walk or to move a bicycle
a given distance than would an adult of similar height and weight.
This point has never been investigated.
The accompanying chart shows the food requirements of boys frorr
birth to sixteen years of age, as calculated from all the material avail
able a year ago.1 To this have been added:
(|)
The requirements prescribed by the Inter-Allied Scientif;c
iood Commission (blue line).
(2)
The requirements calculated by Atwater (green line).
(3)
The actual consumption of food by rather inactive school
boys, investigated by Carl Tigerstedt in 1912, reports of which have
just reached this country (red dotted line).
(4)
The reported food intake of American and English school
boys and of English school girls (red solid lines).
In addition to this it may be noted that Pfaundler's2 suggested corrections of the erratic, oftcial dietary for the children of Munich, as
of January l, l9lB, are in full accord with the recomrnendations of the
Inter-Allied Scientific Food Commission from the end of the first year
to the tenth year of age.
On reading the evidence it appears that much knowledge is lacking,
much is needed to fill in the picture. There is now ample food in the
country. Twelve thousand million dollars per annum, or one-quarter
of the incorqe of the working population, is paid for it by our people.
Housewives are not organized politically, but the time is coming when
the importance of a more thorough understanding of the science of
nutrition will be realized in the land.
1Lusk, G., Journal of the American Medical Assoclation, (1918)'
The literature references are given here,
2 Pfaundler, Mi.inchener Medizinische Wochenschrift
( I 9 | 8) ' LXV'

LXX'

821.

| 73.
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THE NEED FOR SEX EDUCATION
- By ROBERTD. LEIGH
United

States Public

Health

Service

The inclusion of the subject of sex education in a conference addressing itself to the task of 6xing minimum standards for child welfare
is something of a novelty. It may be an indication that to some extent
this very important phase of child welfare is passing over from the
period of unregulated, unorganized experimentation into that of partial
standardization.
In dealing with either children or adults it is difficult to get away
from the problems of sex education. The ofrcial agencies dealing
with the health and morale of the soldiers and sailors during the war
started out with the aim of reducing the incidence of venereal diseases.
Before going far they arrived at sex education among civilians also,
as one of the most important means to the attainment of the original,
single-minded military aim. In organizing a comprehensive program
for prevention and control of the venereal diseasesamong the civilian
population of the United States the public health agencies of nation,
state, and city have come to place emphasis on this same fundamental
means of prevention.
We know that venereal diseases are spread largely through promiscuous sex intercourse. If these contacts could be eliminated syphilis
and gonorrhea would rapidly diminish as a communicable disease problem. We know, too, that these contacts through irregular sex intercourse are not outside the control of the individual or personally unavoidable as are the contacts with germs of some other communicable
diseases. We know that the individual exposes himself by a conscious
act which serves no social purpose. It is, therefore, theoretically possible to eliminate these contacts by the proper education of the individual. Every rational anti-venereal-disease program rnust include the
promotion of all kinds and types of training which will educate m.en
and women to refrain from promiscuous sexual intercourse.
Let it be made clear that the term sex education as a preventive of
venereal diseases is meant here in its broadest sense. It includes all
influences, all types of training arid habit forming, all kinds of instruction and activities which lead the individual to set up for himself a
socially valuable sex life.
Much talk has been wasted at conferenc.es in arguing that sex in-
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shusiien-the
imparting of facts concerning sex physiologf, venereal
diseases, etc.-cannot itself prevent venereal diseases or lead the individual into the right sort of sex life. This is setting up a straw man
to knock it down. Those who are today advocating sex instruction are
extremely humble in their claims. Their work is only an item of the
large social program of sex education and prevention. There is practical agreement among them that sex instruction is only a small part of
the set of influences which go to m'ake up the education of the individual on matters of sex.
All of them would agree that moral training or character building
in the home, by personal example, by religion, or by other agencies
is of great importance in the individual prevention of venereal diseases
All would agree 'that a rich recreational
and of sexual irregularity.
life with wholesome, out-door exercise and abundant motor activity
is of the greatest importance in long-circuiting the sex impulse in ado'
lescence and in protnoting a normal sex life. AII would agree that
social intercourse between the young people of both sexes under favorable circumstances is a valuable means of sublimating the sex
impulse and directing it into right channels. All would agree that the
personal acquisition of absorbing interests or hobbies, compelling enthusiasms, and ambitions are of great value in directing those same
impulses along socially useful channels.
All would agree that the reduction by all means possible of the
stimuli leading to abnormal sex thoughts, and the elimination of direct
temptations to commercialized vice are of value in promoting a sound
sex life. Everything advocated at this conference, for instance, which
will develop the recreational life of childhood and youth, or which will
furnish better home life, is helping to meet the need for sex education.
There is, however, a need for the giving of facts, for proper instruction
in matters of sex. And its value is not inconsiderabtre.
One of the most extensive campaigns for sex instruction ever carried
on anywhere was adopted in the army and navy during the war
through the agency of the Surgeon Generals' offices, the Commissions
on Training Camp Activities, the Y. M. C. A., and other cooperating
agencies. This work was only part of a large scheme of prevention
by various means and it was emergency work under the handicaps of
limited time and rapidly changing locations of troops. But it was
surprisingly successful. Although it is impossible to gauge statistically
the results of army social hygiene education on the sex habits of the
rnen, it is demonstrated statistically that the effects of law enforcement, instruction, and recreation employed simultaneously with speci6c groups of men materially reduced the prophylaxis rate. And the
prophylaxis rate is quite an accurate gauge of the rate of irregular
sexual relations.
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But although statistics are not available for the effect of sex instruction alone, case histories obtained informally by the many social
hygiene sergeants who had charge of the instruction work in the army
camps gave unmistakable evidence of the value of this method of
prevention of venereal diseases. In case after case the simple, scientific
statements concerning. sex hygiene or venereal diseases removed a
Ioad of worry which had been weighing a young man down for years
and gave him ambition to lead a better sex life.
These personal testimonies reveal strikingly that sex education once
undertaken has effects much more inclusive than the prevention of
venereal disease. It has a direct bearing on the problem of illegitimacy and on the happiness rate of marriage relations. It also has a
distinct and easily traceable relation to the happiness and mental
normality of childhood and adolescence. From no other cause so
much as ignorance of simple facts concerning sex do the fears, the
worries, the broodirtgs, the misunderstandings, so common in adolescence arise. Nothing, on the other hand, can rnake the period of youth
sr much a golden age of happiness and pleasure in life as accurate
linowledge and normal attitude in matters of sex,
If there were no other matters involved, if it were possible to keep
the child from proper instruction at the school ages and re-educate
him or her later in college or adult life to normal habits and points of
view, the worries and doubts and broodings imposed on boys and
girls of the adolescent period as a result of lack of simple knowledge
is a cruelty on the part of any society that is able to furnish that instruction. For the immediate happiness of the adolescent boy and girl,
sex instruction is a clear duty. Modern psychplogical research, moreover, is revealing the destructive mental and physical consequences in
adult life of the neglect to give the proper direction to the adolescqrt
impulse.
Studies made of childhood and adolescent sex experiences bring out
clearly this need of early and adequate sex instruction. A number of
years ago Dr. M. J. Exner of the Y. M. C. A. obtained answers to
questions concerning sex experience from 948 college men in the East,
Central West, and Far West. These answers were obtained under
circumstances favorable to accuracy and tending to understatement
rather than to overstatement. The summary of the inforrnation obtained has been in print for some time. The only criticism made of
its conclusions by those familiar with American boys at first hand is
that they are too conservative. The conclusions are, in short, that the
age at which most boys receive their first permanent sex impressions
is 9/2 years and that these impressions, received from improper and
unreliable sources, usually have a bad effect; that the age at which
most boys are likely to begin some form of sexual practice is before
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puberty; that the age at which most boys receive sex instruction from
well meaning sources is l5t/2 years; and that the efiects of this instruction, however crude, are in almost every case good.
These answers show vividly that the recent generations of school
boys coming from homes well above the average have been getting
the wrong sort of sex education, that its effect is bad, and that the right
sort of instruction comes six years too late.
No such extensive studies of the sex life of girls have been published.
It is probable that within a short time similar studies of girls will be
made available.
More limited investigations, however, point to a
situation fully as serious as among boys. Dr. Richards, of philadelphia, questioning the 36 girls of one of her high school classes,found
that most of them received their first sex information at the age of | | yz
years from unreliable sources and that they received their first reliable
information at the age of 15.
A study of 50 young women, 25 of whom were college graduates,
reported in Social Hygiene, indicates that many girls of the more
protected life received no adequate instruction regarding sex matters
and venereal diseases until late adolescence and that the effect on
those receiving at a late date information regarding the abnormal
manifestations of sex was decidedly harmful. on the other hand, it
indicates that those who received information on normal sex matters
early in adolescence from mothers or teachers seemed not to have ill
effects from hearing about prostitution and venereal diseases when it
was given them at a later date.
From these studies as well as from the day-to-day experience of
Iecturers, teachers, and workers with boys and girls, it seems definitely
established that sex instruction for boys and girls at the school ages
is a crying need and that proper sex instruction has highly'beneficial
effects.
Various methods of meeting this need for sex instruction of the
young are already developed and more are developing.
The methods and matter for the education of the child before puberty are fairly well established. The child at this period is interested
in reproduction as in anything else going on about him and questions
his parents for the satisfaction of his general curiosity. Sex instruction
during these years consists mainly in giving truthful answers to these
questions and in establishing confidence between parent and child.
Aside from these questions and answers certain elementary instruction with regard to cleanliness of the sex organs is needed. These
questions and this advice orr hygiene belong to the home. No school
method could be devised for taking over the task from the parents.
There is practical agreement that all efiorts should be directed toward
encouraging the proper education of parents for this instruction.
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is not one of adding another course or another teacher. lt consists
in removing deletions in several subjects.
Realizing the need for reorganization of the high-school course
, to include the sex facts in their proper places, the Bureau of Education
and the Public Health Service have for the last year been cooperating
in work among high-school teachers. A series of ten conferences of
high-school teachers has been held in various eastern states. They
will be extended in the course of another year to all parts of the country. In these conferences it has become evident that there is general
agreement among teachers and experts that sex instruction should be
given and given in connection with the courses rnentioned above. It
has also become knowu that such instruction is being given successfully
in several high schools.
There are many variations of method and arrangement of such
courses. But always the facts with regard to reproduction, the hygiene
of sex organs, the vbnereal diseases, and prostitution are given in their
proper and natural setting as a part of all life, of general hygiene, and
of communicable diseases. It is not so important to have these matters
presented in any one of the three or four suitable courses as it is to have
the course giving the instruction compulsory.
The training of teachers is also being taken up by these cooperating
governmental agencies. Through the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene
Board colleges are being encouraged to train teachers in physical education and other subjects r,r'ho will have the background and personality for giving the necessary instruction. The Bureau of Education and
the Public Health Service, through their joint organization, are trying
to centralize information covering experiments in teaching these subjects and are norv issuing a series of monographs to thousands of high
school teachers, presenting reports of successful experiments. Teachers themselves do not need to be convinced of the need of this sex
instruction; they are too close to individual boys and girls. They do
need training, however, and they ask for guidance and methods.
The fact that many students are graduating frorn high schools without this necessary instruction, together with the\ignorance of rnany
more who are not in school, constitutes an educational emergency.
Fortunately sex instruction can be brought to boys concisely and attractively as a part of a personal physical-fitness program. The Public
Health Service, in cooperation with the Bureau of Education, has prepared exhibits, lantern slides, and pamphlets presenting the material
arranged in this form. This year in more than thirty States the high
school boys of the two upper years are being reached systematically
with this material. Several groups are presenting the same material
to out-of-school boys. Much w-ork is yet to be done in bringing these
facts to the boy who cannot be reached through the normal groupings
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of school, club, or industry. This instruction to out-of-school adolescents, therefore, as well as to parents, needs for its success the full
cooperation of all public and private agencies touching such groups.
The education of a draft army reaching all groups and kinds of
young men has given us a new conception for the extension of sex
'We
have come to see such instruction as the right of every
instruction.
young man and every young woman in America. We have come to
set standards. We have come to insist-that every parent shall answer
his child's questions truthfully and that every growing boy and girl be
prepared with the necessary facts, at least, to help in meeting the problems that arise from the existence of the sex impulse in its many
manifesiations.
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In the following pages an attempt is made to summarize the history
and present extent of official and organized voluntary work directed
to secure the welfare of mothers and their infants. For fuller particulars
it will be necessary to consult the reports of medical officers of health
of our chief towns during the last thirty years, and the official reports
issued by the Medical Departments of the Local Government Board
and of the Board of Education.
The subject of c}ild welfare, in its chief developments, cannot be
separated from that of public health, of which it forms a constituent
purt. I do not ignore the fact that child welfare is largely dependent
.lro on the extent to which child labor is exploited, and to which exextrapectant and nursing mothers-as also other mothers-obtain
itself'
home
the
gain
within
tomestic employment, or employment for
which involves neglect of young children.
Improvement in child welfare has occurred as the sanitary progress
of thl country has advanced. This is not the time for writing the
history of sanitation in England, but i13 sff6s1-and the effect of the
shown in
concurrent improvement in social conditions generally-is
the fact that whereas in the decade lBTl-80, when money began to
be spent more freely on elementary sanitary reform, the expectation
of life ol mean after-lifetime at birth of males was 41.4 years and of
females was 44.6 years; in the years l910-12 these had increased to
51.5 and 55.4 years respectively. The greater part of the saving of
life implied in this addition of ten years to the average duration of
life was the result of reduced mortality in children under 5 years of age.
The special infiuence of sanitation may b,e further illustrated by the
statement that in 1871, 12,709 deaths from enteric fever were regisrered in a popularion of 22 4/5 millions, while in 1916, in a population
of 34yz millions, the deaths from this disease only numbered 1,137.
The first direct steps towards the reduction of infant mortality were
Medical
probably directed against epidemic or summer diarrhea'
to
reports
annual
in
their
required
been
always
have
om".r" of h.^lth
a
more
1905
since
and
districts;
their
of
statistics
vital
summarize the
detailed statement of infant mortality during each part of infancy has
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been required. Annually, therefore, as weil as when they received the
weekly returns of deaths from the local registrars, there was forced
upon their attention the fact that deaths of infants under one year of
age formed a high proportion of total deaths at all ages ( 12.9 per
cent in l9l7), and that of these infantile deaths a large proportion
were caused by diarrhea, the number varying rvith the temperature
and the deficiency of rainfall in the summer months. In l9l 2, a year
of relatively small mortality from diarrhea, it caused 8. I per cent of
all deaths under one year of age.
For many years past it has been custornary for medical officers of
health to issue warnings as to summer diarrhea, to arrange for the
distribution of leaflets of advice concerning this disease, and to urge
the necessity of more thorough cleanliness, both municipal and domestic, during the summer months. Even before the early notification of births became obligatory, in many areas the addresses of infants were obtained from the registrars of births and special visits
were made to the mothers of infants during the months of June and
July and especially to the mothers of those infants known to be artificially fed.
The reports of medical officers of health of many of the large towns
from | 890 onward show that much valuable r-ork was being accomplished, and the way was being prepared for more general rneasures
against infant mortality.
The importance of municipal sanitation in the elirnination of
diarrheal mortality is shown in the experience of rnany towns, and
strikingly by the comparative experience of Leicester and Nottingham.
The chief difference between the sanitary condition of the two towns
was that in Nottingham in 1909 pail closets still served more than half
the houses, while Leicester had abandoned this system entirely, substituting water-closets. Between lBB9-93 and 1909 the diarrheal
mortality in Leicester had deciined 52 per cent; in Nottingham it had
declined only 4 per cent.
Diarrhea is not the only disease of infancy which can be greatly
diminished by improved public health administration.
Tubercuiosis
and whooping cough and measles figure largely in the infantile death
returns. Over 2 | per cent of the total deaths in infancy are due to
these three diseases and to diarrhea. The amount of syphilis appearing in the death-returns is smail; br-it its actual arnount is much greater
than this. If pneumonia and bronchitis, which account for l9 per cent
of the deaths in infancy be regarded-ss thsy should be-as infective
diseases, then it may be said that the problem of saving child life and
of securing the correlative improvement in the standard of health of
survivors to higher ages, consists very largely in the prevention of
infectious, including diarrheal, diseasesand acute respiratoiy diseases.

---/
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It follows from thie that even if the limited and erroneous view be
taken that sanitary authorities are concerned only with the Plevention
of infectious disease, tfie reduction of infant mortality is a duty devolving on these authorities, and cannot be efiectively carried out
failing their cooperation. Voluntary effort must therefore always, in
large measure, be directed towards stimulating local authorities to
perform their duties.
The influence.of diarrheal summ'er mortality on the progress of
child-welfare work is further shown by the fact that among the earliest
efforts were those to provide pure cows' milk to infants. In England,
official milk depots for this purpose never were numerous; and but
Iittle voluntary effort went in this direction, There now remain very
few such milk depots, but rnany local authorities provide milk, more
particularly dried milk, to infants for whom it.is specially prescribed at
infant consultations. Early investigations at Brighton and elsewhere
showed that the mortality of infants fed on condensed milk-chiefly
even greater than that of infants fed
of the sweetened variety-was
attention to the supreme importance
directed
and
on fresh cows' milft;
prevention
of summer diarrhea. The
the
in
of domestic cleanliness
purer cows' milk served
for
agitation
milk depots and the concurrent
the cowd milk ordiyet
that
said
be
a useful purpose; though it cannot
clean.
narily supplied in England is satisfactorily
It became evident ere long that the broadcast distribution of instructions as to how cows' milk might safely be stored and prepared
for infants was liable to be misinterpreted by mothers, as an encouragement to abandon breast-feeding; and there is reason to believe that
these instructions did sometimes have this effect. Hence the importdnce
of the work initiated by the late Dr. Sykes at the St. Pancras School
for Mothers, which brought into relief the importance of encouraging
breast-feeding by every possible means. In towns in which the aided
supply of milk was continued, advice as to its use was also initiated;
and thus gradually infant consultations-in which the main element was
the giving of individual advice and treatment as requirsd-5ups15sdgl
milk depots, and were established in yery large numbers where rnilk
depots had never been started. These had educational value as well as
medical and hygienic activities; and there need be no dispute as to
the relative value of these two aspects of the worft of infant consultations (also known as schools for mothers, child-welfare centres, baby
weighings, mothers' welcomes, etc. ) ; for whether advice and instruction are given to the individual mother or to mothers collectivelyor as is advisable, in both ways-it should be exactly the advice which
a physiciau skilled in the hygiene of infancy as well as in the treatment
of infantile complaints would give to his individual patient. In thie
sense it remains true, as Professor Budin, the distinguished founder of
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infant consultations, said: "An infant consultation is worth precisely
as much as the presiding physician." This is true whether it is possible
to arrange for a physician to be present at each meeting of a child,
welfare centre; or whether, as has happened during the Great War
in England, nurses or health visitors trained under such a physician
have given hygienic advice in his absence.
Notification

of Births

For many years before the Notification of Births Act was passed,
it had been customary, especially in towns, to arrange for inquiry by
a sanitary inspector or female visitor into deaths occurring under one
year of age, and in many instances for the giving of systematic advice
to mothers concerning their infants. More than 20 years ago the
Manchester and salford Sanitary Association had initiated a system of
home visitation by volunteer ladies and by women workers paid by
'went
the association, who
from house to house, gave elementary
sanitary advice, and reported serious defects to the sanitary authority.
The city council, at an early stage, showed its appreciation of the importance of this work by giving grants towards the expenditure
incurred.
In order to enable early visits to be made, the town council of
Salford had begun as early as 1899 a system of voluntary notification
of births by midwives.
It should be mentioned at this stage that prior to the period *,hen
early notifications of births were obtained, the medical officer . of
health was dependent for his information on the registration of births,
for which an interval of six weetr<safter birth was permitted before
it became compulsory. During this interval a large proportion of the
total mortality of infancy had occurred-approximately
one-6fth of
the total deaths in the first year after birth occur in the frrst week, and
one-third in the 6rst month af1s1 li11h-and
the possibility of successfully infuencing the mother to continue breast-feedirrg had gone. The
action of the town of Huddersfield in 1906 in obtaining Parliamentary
power to secure the cornpulsory notification of births within 36 hours
of birth, represented a rapid growth of opinion based on experience
in that and other towns to the effect that, in the absence of early information of birth, the necessary sanitary precautions and counsel as
to personal hygiene could not be given with the greatest prospect of
success. This local pioneer lvork doubtless facilitated the passing of
the Notification of Births Act in 1907.
This act was "adoptive," each local authority deciding whether it
wished to obtain early information as to births or not. At the middle
of l9 | 4, the act had been adopted or put into operaiion in each rnetropolitan borough; in 75 out of 80 county boroughs, representing 97.A
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per cent of their total population; in 104 out of 243 other boroughs,
representing 67.0 per cent of their population; and for 35'7 per cent
of the rest of the population of England and Wales.
Much important work followed the nctification of births. Home
visits to the mother were regarded and continue to be regarded as
the most important pArt of this work; but there also grew up rapidly
the present system of Infant Consult4tions and similar organizations.
As the Notification of Births Acts form the basis of child-welfare
work, it is convenient to give here the purport of the Notifrcation of
Births (Extension) Act, 1915, which made the enforcement of this
act universal, and empowered each local authority administering the
act to exercise any powers which a sanitary authority possessesunder
the Public Health Acts "for the purpose of the care of expectant
In drawing the attenmothers, nursing mothers, and young children;"
tion of local authorities to the terms of the act the Local Government
Board, as earlier in the war, deprecated false economy. They said:
!'At a time like the present the urgent need for taking all possible stePs to
secure the health of mothers and children and to diminish ante-natal and postnatal infant mortality is obvious, and the Board are con6dent that they can rely
on them."
upon local authorities making the fullest uue of the Powers
"onferred

The Board in the same circular laid stress on "the importance of
linking up this work with the other medical and sanitary services provided by local authorities under the Public Health and other Acts."
The act enjoined that the powers of the act should be exercised by
a committee which shall include women and may comprise, if it is
The
thought fit, persons who are not members of the authority.
passing of this act has been followed, as will be shown shortly, bf an
increasingly rapid development of maternity and child-lvelfare work.
For England the Notificatic,n of Births Act had only empowered local
authorities to undertake such work as is authorized by the Public
Health Acts; whereas, in Scotiand, more general power had been given
to carry out any work necessary for the welfare of young children.
The technical doubt as to their legal powers had been an excuse for
inaction on the part of some Iocal authorities; and to remove this doubt
the Maternity and Child Welfare Act was passed in August, l918. This
act made it obligatory on each council exercising powers under the
act to appoint a maternity and child welfare committee, which must
include at least two rvomen, and may include persons specially qualifiqd by training or experience in subjects relating to health and maternity who are not members of the council. In the circular letter sent
out to local authoriiies explaining the new act, the Local Government
Board reemphasized its previously stated views that child welfare
work was second only in importance to direct vrar work' and was
really a "measure of war emergency," and added:
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"Although we have enjoined upon local authoritiee the necessity of the etricteet
ecobomy In public expenditure, we have urged increased activity in worlc which
hae for its object the preservation of infant life and health.
We are glad to notc
that the great majority of local authoritiee have realized the value of continuing
and extending their eForts for child welfare at the present t;me."
Tire Course of Child Mortality

It is convenient at this point to give a brief outline of the course of
infant mortality in England and Wales and to discuss how far the
experienced reduction in this mortality is ascribable to the special work
undertaken by voluntary agencies and by official authorities.
The general course of mortality in the 6rst five years of life during a
series of years is shown in the follon'ing figures: Comparing the period
l9f l-f 5 with the period 1871-75, the death rate in infants under one
year declined 39 per cent; in the second year of life the death rate declined 4l per cent; iir the third year, 50 per cent; in the fourth year,
53 per cent; and in the fifth year, 50 per cent.
No consistent and continuous decline had taken place in infant
mortality prior to 1900, although there had already been marked
reduction of mortality in each of the next four years of life. This
difference corresponds in the rnain with the fact that greater success
had been achieved in the general measures of sanitation and in the
reduction of the prevalence of and mortaiity from such infectious diseases as scarlet fever, diphtheria, and enteric fever, than in respect of
the special causes of mortality in infancy. These causesmayte placed
under three headings: First, infections-acute
respiratory diseases,
melsles, whooping cough, syphilis, tuberculosis, and diarrhea; second,
errors of nutrition, due largely to poverty, to mismanagement, and to
imperfect provision of facilities for healthy family life; and third, developmental conditions present at the birth of the infant. LInder none
of these headings had marked successbeen achieved prior to 1900,
though the steady work devoted to the subject of diarrhea had already
begun to bear fruit.
The statistics of infant mortalitv m a y b e s t a t e d a s f o l l o w s :

Period
8 9 6 -I 9 0 0 .
90t-t905.
906-t9t0.
9tl

912
ot?

914
915
916
9t7
9t8

Deaths of Infants
ljnder I Year
Per 1.000 Births

156
t3B
tt7
110
95
t08
t05
il0
9t
96
97
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The foregoing are the crude rates, when the infantile death rate is
stated by the usual method per 1,000 births during the same year.
Owing to the great decline of births during the war, this method overstates the infant mortality in recent years. In a table given in the
Registrar General's annual report for 19 | 7, this unusual source of
error is corrected. When this is done, and the infantile deaths are
stated "per 1,000 of population aged 0-1," the rates for the years
1912-17, inclusive, in successive years become respectively 104,
l17, 113, 11l, 98, and 94. In other words, there has been a steady
and uninterrupted decline in the death rate of infants during the
war.
This decline has followed similar declines in preceding years, and it
is to be noted that these declines occurred in part during the period
when the hygienic work affecting child welfare was confined to general
public-health measu"res, and that the declines anticipated the more
direct and active measures adopted by voluntary societies and by local
authorities for the prevention of infant mortality. Comparing the fiveyear periods I 896- | 900 and 190 | -05, a decreasein the infantile death
r a t e o f 1 2 p e r c e n t . i ss e e n ; c o m p a r i n g l 9 0 l - 0 5 w i t h 1 9 0 6 - 1 0 a d e c l i n e
of l5 per cent occurred; comparing 1906-1 0 with the average experience of the three years I 9 | 1-13 infantile mortality declined 5 per cent;
comparing these three years with the average experience of the five
years l9l4-lB, during which war conditions prevailed more or less, a
reduction of 9 per cent was experienced. The actual reduction during
war time is greater than is indicated by these percentages, when allowance is made for the statistical error indicated above. The experience
of the year l9 I I illustrates one of the chief sourcesof error in forming
conclusions on the experience of a single year. In this year the summer was excessiveiy hot, and summer diarrhea prevailed to an exceptional extent. The illustration is importarit, as serving to remind
us of the limitations of the value of statistical tests and of the fact that
increase of good wori< tending to improve child life may be associated
temporarily with increase of total infant rnortality.
School Medical

Inspection

ln the developrnent of child-welfare work in England important
place must be given to the system of medical inspection of school children initiated in 1907. The nurnerous physical defects found in school
children have led to the beginning of measures for remedial action,
confined in some areas (in addition to advice given to consult private
doctors or to resort to hospitals) to measures for securing greater
cleanliness and the treatment of minor skin diseases; but extending
in other areas to such measures as the remedial treatment of adenoids,
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the cure of ringworm, the correction of errors of refraction, and the
provision of dental treatment. Perhaps the chief value of the system
of medical inspection of school children has been the fact that it has
demonstrated the extent to which children, when they first come to
school, are already suffering from physical disease which might have
been prevented or miriimized by attention in the preschool period.
The information thus accumulated has had much influence in encouraging the institution of infant consultations, with a vierv to the
early discovery of disease or of tendency to disease.
Statistical

Studies

The intensive study of our national and of local vital statistics has
also had a most important bearing on the further development of
maternity and child-welfare work. In successive official reports it has
been shown that infant mortality varies greatly in different parts of the
country, irrespective of climatic conditions; that it varies greatly in
different parts of the same town, in accordance with variations in
respect of industrial and housing conditions, of local sanitation, of
poverty, and of alcoholism; that the variations extend to different
portions of infant life, the death-rate in infants under a week, or under
a month in age, for instance, being two or three times as high in some
areas as in others; and that the distribution of special diseasesin infancy
similarly varies greatly. Intensive studies of infant mortality on these
and other Iines have pointed plainly the direction in which preventive
work is especially called for, and have incidentally demonstrated the
fundamental value of accurate statistics of births and of deaths in the
child welfare campaign. Surveys of local conditions, both statistical
and based on actual local observations form an indispensable preliminary to and concomitant of good child-welfare work, and it is such
work which has rendered possible the improvement of recent years.
To act helpfully we must know thoroughly the summation of conditions which form the evil to be attacked.
One important result of investigations such as those already mentioned has been to bring more clearly into relief the fasl-in
the past
partially neglected-that
child-welfare work can only succeed in so
far as the welfare of the mother is also maintained. This may imply
extensions of work in which serious economic considerations are involved; but apart from such possibilities and apart from questions of
housing, and of provision of additional domestic facilities 6o1 2"sisting
the overworked mother, there is ample evidence that medical and
hygienic measures by themselves can do rnuch to relieve the excessive
strain on the mother which childbearing under present conditions
often involves.
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The Courseof Mortality frorn Childbearing
The general course of mortality from childbearing (including deaths
ascribable to pregnancy) in England and Wales is shown in the following table:
AverageO"""t,r?;:,!Rates Per | 00'000

Period
5 years,1902-06.
5 'vye" a
u rr Js ,. 1 9 0 7 - l|
l9l2-l4
3
2 y e a r s ,1 9 1 5 - 1 6 .

Puerperal
Septic
Diseiases
185
152
148
l5l

Other Diseases
of Pregnancy
and Childbirth

228
215
233
239

It will be noted that although there has been a marked decline of
deaths from puerperal sepsis, the death rate from other complications
of childbearing has not declined. The decline in puerperal sepsis is
general throughout the country, and evidences of greater care in midwifery both on the part of doctors and of midwives. The administration of the Midwives Act, 1902, has doubtless done much to secure
this. The death rate from conditions other than puerperal fever continues to differ greatly throughout the oountry. It is highest in Weish
'Westmoreland,
Lancashire, and Cheshire coming next in order
counties,
of unfavorable portion; in many industrial, including textile, towns it
is also excessive. The general conclusion reached by the wtiter in an
elaborate official report on the subject is that "the quality and avail'
ability of skilled assistance before, during, and after childbirth are
probably the most important factors in determining the remarkabie
and serious differences in respect of mortality from childbearing shown
in the report. The differences are caused in the main by differences in
availability of skilled assistancewhen needed in pregnancy, and at and
after childbirth."
The MidwivesAct, 1902
This act forbade any woman after April lst, 1905, who wa.s not
certified under the act, from using the title of midwife or any similar
description of herself. It forbade after April lst, 19 | 0, any such
woman from "habitually and for gain attending women in childbirth,
except under the direction of a qualified medical practitioner"; and it
forbade any certified midwife to use an uncertified person as her substitute. The act defined the limits of function of the midwife bv
stating that it did not confer upon her any title to give certificates of
death or of siillbirth, or to take charge of any abnormality or disease
in connection with parturition.
The act set up the Central Midwives Board, giving it special disciplinary powers over midwives. It also imposed on county councils and
the councils of county boroughs the duty of supervising the work of
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midwives.
For further details the act itself and the rules of the
Central Midwives Board made under the act should be consulted,
The Midwives Act, l918, gave further powers to the Central Midwives Board and to local supervising authorities, and made it the duty
of the latter to pay the fee of a doctor called in by a midwife in any
of the emergencies for which rules are made by the Central Midwives
Board. The fee paid is to be in accordance with a scale prescribed by
the Local Government Board.
As at least three-fourths of the total births in England and Wales
are attended by midwives with or without the assistance of doctors,
their work is of great importance in relation to the reduction of rnaternal disablement and mortality and to the prevention of early infant
mortality, and it is of happy augury that they are being enlisted more
and more in official work for safeguarding the health of the mother
and of her unborn or recently delivered infant. An important recent
addition has been made to the rules of the Central Midwives Board,
which makes it obligatory on the midwife to notify the medical officer
of health of any instance, while the patient is under her charge, in which
for any reason breast feeding has been discontinued.
Largely through the machinery provided by the Midwives Act and
the Noti6cation of Births Act a system of supervision of maternity and
child welfare has been organized in every county and county borough,
which has been responsible for a large share of the improvement experienced in recent years. The character and extent of development
of the work varies greatly in different centres; and as a rule the work
is more fully developed in county boroughs than in counties. In county
districts it has been found possible and often desirable to unite the
offices of assistant inspector of midwives, infant visitor, and tuberculosis
visitor in one adequately trained health visitor, thus saving time in
travelling, by enabling the visitor to have a smaller district allotted to
her than if she undertook only one branch of work. In some counties
the school nurse's work is also undertaken by the health visitor. In
some country areas arrangements have been made for infant visiting
to be carried out by district nurses who are also midwives.
Much of the success so far achieved in improving the health conditions of infancy and childhood has been secured by cooperation
between voluntary and official health visitors. Excellent work has
been done by local and other societies, particularly during the last ten
years, in educating public opinion and in direct assistance to mothers
and their infants. It is essential that such voluntary work should have a
nucleus of highly trained and well-paid workers; but given this condition, a large amount of good work can be accomplished by voluntary aid.
The main work has been that of health visiting. The details of this
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wor[, the conditions of qualification of workers, the number of visits
which it is deeirable to make, and the character of the advice intended
to be given at theee visits, are set out in an official memorandum of the
Medical Oftcer of the Local Government Board, and it is unnecessary
to repeat this information in these pages.
A similar remark applies to the next most important development
of work, the institution of maternity and'child-welfare centres' The
conditions of work of these institutions are set out in the same
document,
The following additional facts are taken from my annual report to
the Local Government Board for | 9 | 7- I 8 and will serve to supplement
the information already given.
Up to the end of 1917,542 centres for maternity and infant welfare work had
been established by local authorities, and 551 by voluntary societies. At the end
of June, 1918, the numbers were 700 and 578, respectively.
On June lst, 1918, there were 751 whole-time health visitors, 760 part'time
health visitors, and 1,044 district nurses, engaged by local authorities in maternal
and child welfare work, in addition to 320 health visitors in the employment of
voluntary societies. The district nurses emplo5red as health visitors are almost
An increasing number of voluntary
entirely engaged under ccunty schemes.
societies su(fer from deficiency of funds, and in many instances help has been
given to them by local authorities, either financial or in the form of staff. The
Board repay half the approved expenditure for assistance g:anted in this way.
It is important that the aame persons should act as health visitors and as inspectors under the Children Act, | 908, and advice to this effect has been given
to boards of guardians and sanitary authorities.
In many areas the worlc of inspection of midwives continues to be relatively
This is the more regrettable as in some of the most populous
unsatisfactory.
counties and urban districts half or more than half of the midwives are bona
6de practitioners, having been placed on the roll because they were practising
before 1901. The best inspector of midwives is a medical practitioner, but under
The appointment of the superpresent circumstances this is seldom practicable.
intendent of the county nursing association to act under the control of the county
medical oficer has proved satisfactory when she is qualified and experienced.
This arrangement is economical of traveling expenses and tirne, as she can also
supervise district nurse midwives, the number of which, who are also acting as
health visitors, is |,044 at present.
Very satisfactory progress has been made during the year in the provision of
midwives in districts in which there were none or the number was insuffrcient'
The urgency of this provision has increased, owing to the demands on the time
of medical practitioners, many of whom cannot afford time to attend normal
confinements.
This provision has usually been made by county councils working
through the medium of county nursing associations.
The
The provision of additional trained midwives is a pressing problem.
increased cost of living, longer training required, and the rapid development of
less laborious and more lucrative occupations, have made it di(ficult to secure
women to train as midwives, or to continue to practise in this capacity aftet
qualification.
In many industrial areas the older bona fide midwife is preferred,
although it is the almost universal experience that the trained midwife more
quickly detects conditions endangering the life of the mother or'infantr and sende
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for medical help.
In order to encourage fqrther the supply of practising midwives, the Board are allowing to ranl< for grant increased remuneration given to
midwives newly appointed by local authorities, suficient to recoup them in the
The Board have
course of a few years' service for the cost of their training.
also allowed the cost of providing outfrts for midwives subsidized by local authorities to rank for grant.
It remains the fact that.at a recent date, of som" 30,543 trained midwives on
the Roll, only 6,754 were returned as being in actual practise as such.
ln order to make midwives available fo1 all women needing them, the Bodrd
repay to local authorities and voluntary associations half the cost of the provision of a midwife for necessitous women.
In various forms a woman may
receive considerable assistance in her confinement; for in addition to the above( | ) If she is the wife of an insured person, or if she herself is insured, she
received under the conditions of the National (Health) Insurance Act 30s,
in cash, or if she is insured and the wife of an insured person, 60s. in cash.
(2) If she is the wife of a soldier or sailor and not entitled to maternity
benefit she receives from | 0s. per week up to 32 irom the Local Pensions
Committee.
(3) If she is a munition worker she rnay be aided under a scheme provided under the Ministry of Munitions.
(4) She also may obtain priority for the supply of milk, or obtain free
milk, or milk at cost price under the Board's Food Control Order, No. l,
1918, empowering local authorities to supply milk and food and an extra
ration under the Food Controller's Order.
ln addition, after confinement
she has available the ration apportioned to the infant and its allowance of
milk under the priority scheme.
There is evidently need for simpliGcation and unification of effort in the above
cases.
In many instances maternity nursing is required.
The midwife may have too
many patients to be able to give this during the ten days in which she is in charge
of the patient; and even when she carries out her duty in this respect in accordance with the rules of the Central Midwives Board, additional help is requireC
in the feeding and care of the mother and infant and in the care of the household.
Often nursing is also required for both mother and infant for a considerable
period be]'ond the ten days. For these reasons the Board are now prepared to
give grants for matelnity nursing and for "home helps."
Even when all the above requirements are or can be fulfilled, there remain a
Iarge number of cases of pregnant and parturient women, and especially of unmarried women, who cannot be satisfactorily confined at home, either because of
soci.l or sanitary circumstances, or because abnormal or complicated childbirth
is expected, For such cases hospital provision is needed. This is one of the most
urgent requirementa of the present time.
Most local authorities have not yet
appreciated the great need for institutional provision for complicated midwifery
and for a certain number of normal cases, though some are already taking steps
to meet it. Other local authorities have been deterred by the doubtful position
of the law as to their powers to provide institutions for normal midwifery.
This
doubt is now removed.
Present provision, as I pointed out in nry last annual report, is much more
adequate in the metropolis than in the rest of the country; and I connected with
this fact the exceptionally low mortality in childbearing in London due to causes
other than puerpcral sepsis.

|-
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Under present conditions, institutional lying-in prcvision is chieey voluntary
in character; and the Board are advising local authorities to contract for its
use, rather than wait for the erection of special hospitals. In other instanceg
houses are being taken and adapted as maternity homes.
For some years hospital provision for complicated midwifery has been made
by the local sanitary authority in Birmingham, St, Helens, and Bradford; and
at the present time similar provision is being arranged at Batley, Bournemouth,
Burnley, Blackpool, Croydon, Dudley, Huil, Leeds, Nottingham, Rochdale, Smethwick, Southend-on-Sea, Stockton-on-Tees, Swindon, York, and other towns, Ln
nearly all these instances it is proposed to utilize existing hospitals or to convert
existing premises into hospitals.
Official assistance for the profision
of medical assistance has been greatly
developed during | 9 | 7, many county councils and county and metropolitan
boroughs having made arrangements for this purpose. The Board have expressed
their willingness to approve a scale of fees recommended by the British Medical
Association in 1915, It is hoped that ere lcng the payment of such fees to
medical practitioners called in by midwives will be made obligatory on local
authorities.
The progress made in, the organization of antenatal work is slow for reasons
which are fairly obvious.
There is dificulty in securing assistance from doctors
and midwives, and medical practitioners have no time for the work at the centres.
There is the well-known difrculty as to noiification of pregnancy, whi"h the
Board have not encouraged, except when the definite consent of the mother has
been previously obtained.
The facilities for help provided at the centre have
in some areas succeeded in attracting patients; and health visitors and midwives
have done much in other areas to persuade mothers of the advisability of safeguarding themselves against possible complications, as well as of securing adequate preparation for the lying'in period.
This subject is closely associated with that of abortions, stillbirths, and deaths
in the 6rst two weeks after birth.
One of the most promlsing rnethods for
securing the sound development of antenatal work consists in the investigation
of stillbirths and
infant mortality.
At these inquiries mothers can br'
"a.ly
induced to obtain medical advice not only at the time, but also in the event of a
subsequent pregnancy,
The investigation at the patient's home of all such
cases and assistance in prevention of recurrence of unnecessary antenatal, natal,
and early postnatal deaths have as great an importance as the building up of a
successful antenatal clinic.
The anti-syphilis work now being carried on will
help greatly in this direction.
There has been a large extension of dental assistance at centres, for expectant
and for nursing mothers, and for children, especially in the metropolis and
its vicinity.
The Board has lately extended its grant to cover dentures for
mothers who are nursing or pregnant, if the medical officer of the centre is
satisfied that the woman's health will Lre materially improveC by the denture,
and that she is unable to provide it for herself.
The increased calling up of doctors for the Army and Navy has caused increasing dificulty
in obtaining medical advice at maternity and infant w..lfare
centres, and without this the utility and popularity of the centre must necessarily
suffer. The assistance of judicious voluntary workers, the promotion of social
clubs, the development of self-constituted and self-regulated clubs or guilds,
with a social propaganda for the improvement of themselves and their fellow
workers, friends, and neighbors, in some instances are having marked effect.
It is noteworthy that at many centres the poorest women and those for whom
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help ie most needed are those least often in attcndaDce, and these wome! are also
the most skilled in avoiding visits of healtb visitors.
The formation of guilds
and institutes will do much to increase the ocope of prescnt work.
Creches and day nurgerieg may be expected to exercise influence .in educating
mothers in the care of their children.
For this purpose it is very desirable to
have the creche attached to or near an infaat welfare centre,
The Local Government Board, as well as the Ministry of Munitions, are empowered to assist
creches by grants,
These creches, unless manage! with the most rigid standard of medical and
general cleanliness, are very apt to spread infectious diseases; not merely such
diseases as whooping cough, measles, and chicken pox, but also catarrhal and
diarrheal diseases. In the prevention of all of these the enforcement of thc
strictest cleanliness is essential, especially during the summer months for the
Iast named diseases. For the prevention of catarrhal infections, it is essential
that the creche should be conducted, so far as practicable, on strict open-air
lines. Open-air creches give admirable occasional relief to mothers; even when
these do not go out to work,
The "toddler's playground"
is a blessing to all
concerned, but the indoor creche may be, and often is, mischievous.
The rislis
are greatly reduced by.insisting on open-air conditions and by not allowing
large groups of children to come together.
Srnaller groups mean greatly decreased possibility of croes-infection.
At infant welfare centres infants are not infrequently seen who fail to rnake
progress while living at home, and who yet ale not ill enough to be sent to a
hospital.
This especially applies to cases of defective nutrition.
For these cases
beds in connection with centres have been found to be necessary for observation
purposes and to initiate further treatment.
In some instances, especially for
failure of breast feeding, it is advisable to admit the mother with the infant.
During the year, representatives of the chief children's hospitals in London, of
general hospitals having children's departments, and of infant welfare centres,
conferred with the ofEcers of the Board, and it was generally agreed that there
was need for further accommodation in hospital beds as indicated above, There
is no doubt that after the war such accommodation will be provided to a greater
extent in the larger hospitals; meanwhile, both in London and the provinces,
such beds are now being provided almost entirely at voluntary centres. Tho
Board have drawn up the following rules for the guidance of those providing
such beds:
l.
Acute caaes of illness, such as would ordinarily be admitted to existing
hospitals, and cases of infectious disease should not be treated in cots at
a centre.
The centre should, if practicable, be associated with a general
hospital or a children's hospital, with a view to prompt admission of acute
or serious cases of illness,
2,
The experiment of providing cots at centres should be on a small
scale, with not more than two wards with four cots in each, and the Gttings
and furniture should be as simple and inexpensive as possible.
3,
A whole-time nurse should be in charge by day and one by night,
and the nursing staff should, as a rule, be distinct from the staff engaged in
the ordinary work of the centre.
4.
If a medical ofEcer is not resident on the premises, there should be
arrangements
for securing his prompt attendance when required.
The
Board would welcome arrangements of the treatment of mothers, with their
infants. when breast feeding fails,
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Nursing
An increasing number of local a u t h o r i t i e s a l e n o w p r o v i d i n g o r a r r a n g i n g
t o p r o v i d e n u r s e s a t t h e p a t i e n t ' s home for cases of measles, whooping cough,
ophthalmia neonatorum, and acute diarrhea in children under 6ve years of age;
also for women after confinement, and for cases of puerperal fever, especially
w h e r e h o s p i t a l a c c o m m o d a t i o n i s unava ilable.
New Work
The Board have recently been authorized to assistby grants new work comprised
under the following headings:
Hospital treatment for children up to 6ve years of age;
Lying-in homes;
Home helps;
Creches and day nurseries.
Also,
For

the provision of food for expectant and nursing mothers and for
children under five years of age;
For convalescent homes for nursins mothers and for children under five
years or age;
For homes for children of widowed and deserted mothers and for illegitimate children; and
For experimental work for the health of expectant and nursing mothers
and for children under five years of age,
Government.A,id

for Child Welfare Work

A beginning in grants for child welfare work was made by the
Board of Education for the establishment of schools for mothers and
similar institutions in rvhich collective instruction to mothers was given
and some degree of regularity of attendance of the mothers was
secured.
On July 30th, l9 | 4, the Local Covernment Board sent a circular
letter and covering memorandum by their Medical Officer which may
be claimed to have initiated maternity and child welfare work on a
larger scale, more generally distributed throughout the country, and
more completely covering the whole sphere of medical and hygienic
v/ork for this purpose than had previously been envisaged. Although
the country at that time might be said to be already under the shadow
of war, these documents had been previously prepared, and their
appearance four da5's before the declaration of war was a coincidence.
The chief burden of the additional w-ork to which local authorities
were urged was that.there should be continuity in dealing with the
whoie period from before birth until the time when the child is entered
upon a school register; and the memorandum contemplated that
"medical advice and, where necessary, treatment should be continuously and systematically available for expectant mothers and for
children till they are entered on a school register, and that arrangements should be made for home visitation throughout this period."
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It was added that "the work of home visitation is one to which the
Board attach very great importance and in promoting schemes laid
down in the accompanying memorandum the Grst step should be the
appointment of an adequate stafi of health visitors."
The memorandum was as follows:
Maternity

and Child

Welfare

A complete scheme would comprise the- following elements, each of wlich
will, in this connection, be organized in its direct bearing on infantile health.
l.

2.

Arrangements

for the local supervision of midwives,

Arrangements

for:

(|)
(2)
(3)

An antenatal clinic for expectant mothers.
The home visiting of expectant mothers.
z
A maternity hospital- or beds at a hospital, in which complicated
F
z cases of pregnancy can receive treatment.

fF

4

1

Arrangements for!
|

(|)

Such assistance as may be needed to ensure the mother

having

J lskilled and prompt attendance during confinement at home,

3
F

|

(2)

The confinement of sick women, including wonen having contracted

z llelvis or suffering from any other condition involving danger to the mother

/

infant, at a hospital.
lor
Arrangements for.:
( l)
The treatment in a hospital of complications arising after parturi|
Ition, whether in the mother or in the infant,
(2)
The provision of systematic advice and treatment for infants at a
|
J
clinic or infant dispensary.
l
b
a
b
y
F
(3)
The continuance of these clinics and dispensaries, so as to be availz|
F lal:le for children up to the age when they are entered on a school register,
o
e., the register of a public elementary school, nursery school, creche, day
li.
lnursery, school for mothers, or other school.
(4)
The systematic home visitation of infants and of children not on a
|
lschool register as above de6ned.

Grants were promised to local authorities or to voluntary agencies
for work done under the scheme set out amounting to one-half of the
total approved expenditure. About the same time a circular was sent
out by the Board of Education promising similar grants for schools for
mothers. The grants to voluntary agencies were made conditional
on the work being coordinated so far as practicable with the public
health work of the local sanitary authority and the school medical
service of the local education authority.
The increased work since that date may be gathered from the following table, which shows the increase each year in the grants given
on the 50 per cent basis by the Local Government Board and the
Board of Education.
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AMOUNT OF GRANTS IN EACH FINANCIAL YEAR TO LOCAL AUTHORI.
TIES AND VOLUNTARY ACENCIES,ON THE BASISOF 50 PER
CENT OF TOTAL APPROVED LOCAL EXPENDITURE

Financial Year

t9l4-15. ..... .. .:
t9t5-t6
t9t6-t7
f9f7-t8
l9l8-|9 (estimated)

Grants of
Local Government
Board
(Pounds Sterling)

| 1,488
41,466
67,961
t22,285
209,000

Crants of
Board of
Education
(Pounds Sterling)

I q830
|5,334
19,023
24,1l0
44,000

These grants do not cover the entire scope of child-welfare work
carried out throughout the country, and their amount must not be
taken as a complete indication of the extent of this work.
The increase during the war period has been very great, and this can
be attributed to the desire to do everything praeticable for mothers and
children, especially for those belonging to soldiers and sailors who
were risking their lives for the country; and to the increased realization
of the importance of preserving and improving our chief national
asset, which consists in a healthy population. During this period there
was a great increase in the industrial employment of women, including
married women, in factories, including munitions and other works.
This increase it is believed amounted to a million and a half workers.
The Ministry of Munitions took an active part in arranging for welfare
work in the establishments for which it was responsible; and this work
included, in some instances, special care for pregnant women and for
nursing mothers.
Notwithstanding the many adverse influences, to which must be
added great overcrowding in many industrial areas, especially those
in which new industries were hurriedly started, and the increasing cost
of food and especially of milk with a scarcity of supply, it has been
seen that infant mortality remained low and on the whole declined
during the entire period of the war.
To what circumstances can this be ascribed?
It is unnecessary to assume that this result was entirely due to the
active measures favorable to maternity and child welfare which were
taken, on an unexampled scale, though these measures can claim an
important share in the result.
A number of contributory factors were at work:
(|)
In none of the years in question did the summer weather
favor an excess of diarrheal mortality.
When this factor, however, is eliminated the infant mortality was lower each year than
in previous years.
(2)
Although so many husbands were away from home, in a
large proportion of cases the wife, in virtue of her separation
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allowance, was financially in a more favorable position than when
6he was dependent o'her husband's wage or such portion of it as
he allowed her for the support of the household,
(3)
In addition, every soldier became an insured person,
and his wife was therefore entitled to the maternity benefit of
30 shillings on the birth of a child, and an additionar 30 shillings if
she was herself an employed person.
(4)
There can be no reasonable doubt that the restrictions
on the consumption of alcoholic drinks and the limitations of
hours for opening public houses constituted a factor in improving
domestic welfare.
But, attaching full value to these and other similar factors which
undoubtedly were at work, chief place must,. I think, be given to
the awakening of the public conscienceon the subject, and tolh.
centration on the mother and her child which had been urged"o.rin
season and out of season, and which now becanre a fact. An indication of the public mind is given by the advice issued by the Local
Government Board in August, l9 18, which is quoted on page 27 4.
The special measures carried out during the war for whi"h the grants
are payable to local authorities or local voluntary agencies to the extent of half the total approved expenditure are enumerated in the following extract from the regulations issued by the Local Government
Board in August, l918.
Regulations under which grants not exceeding one-harf of approved
net expenditure will be payable by the Local Government Board
to local authorities and
to voluntary agencies in respect of arrangements for attending to
the health of
expectant mothers and nursing mothers and of children under 6ve years
of age.
l.
The Local Government Board wirl pay grants during each financial year,
commencing on April lst, in respect to the following servrces:
(|)
(2)

The salaries and expenses of inspectors of midwiyes.
The salaries and expenses of health visitors and nurseg engaged in
maternity and child welfare work.
(3)
The provision of a midwife for necessitous women in confinemenr
and for areas which are insufficienctly supplied with this service.
(4)
The provision, for necessitous women, of a doctor for illnesi connected with pregnancy and for aid during the period of confinement
for
mother and child,
(5)
The expenses of a centre, i. e., an institution providing any or all
of the following activities:
Medical supervision rrrd .doi". for e:rpectant
and nursing mothers, and for children under 6ve years of age, and
medical
treatment at the centre for cases needing it.
(6)
Arrangements for instruction in the general hygiene of maternity
and childhood.
(7 )
Hospital treatment provided or contracted for by rocal authorities for complicatcd cases of con6nement or complications arising
after
parturition, or for cases in rvhich a woman to be confined suffers
frorrrillnerc
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or derormity' or for cases of women who, in the opinion of the medical offrcer
of health, cannot with safety be confrned i' their homes, or such other
provision for eecuring proper conditions for the confinement of neceesitous
women as may be approved by the medical o6cer of health.
(8)
Hospital treatment provided or contracted for by local authorities
for children under 6ve years of age found to need in-patient treatment,
(9)
The cost of food provided for expectant mothers and nursing
mothers and for children under 6ve years of age, where such provision is
certified by the medical offrcer of the certtre or by the medical o6cer of
health to be necessary and where the case is necessitous.
(10)
Expenses of creches and day nurseries and of other arrangements
for attending to the health of children under 6ve years of age whose rnothers
go out to work,
(| |)
The provision of accommodation in convalescent homes for nursing
mothers and for children under five years of age.
(12)
The provision of homes and other arrangements for attending to
the health of children of widowed, deserted, and unmarried mothers, undeS
6ve years of age.
( l3)
Experimental work for the health of expectant and nursing
mothers and of infants and children under 6ve years of age carried out
by local authorities or voluntary agencies with the approval of the Board.
(14)
contributions
by the local authority to voluntary institutions
and agencies approved under the schbme.
2.

Grants will be paid to voluntary agencies aided by the Board on condition:
(|)
That the work of the agency is approved by the Board and coordinated as far as practicable with the public health work of the local
authority and the school medical service of the local education authority.
(2)
That the premises and work of the institution are subject to inspection by any of the Board's of6.cers of inspection.
(3)
That records of the work done by the agency are kept
satisfaction of the Board,
3.

An application for a grant must be made on a form supplied
4. The Board may exclude any items of expenditure which in
should be deducted for the purpose of assessing the grant, and if
arises as to the interpretation
of these regulations the decision
shall be final.

to the

by the Board.
their opinion
any question
of the Board

5, The grant paid in each financial year will be assessed on the basis
of the expenditure i'curred on the service referred to in Article I in the preceding Gnancial year, and rvill be, as a rule, at the rate of one-half of that expenditure where the services have been provided with the Board's approval and
are carried on to their satisfaction.
or withhold the grant.

The Board may, at their discretion, reduce

These regulations widen the provisions rrade for the giving of grants
for maternity and child-welfare work which have been in operation
since July, l914, the chief additional services for which the grant was
made available being:
Flospital treatment for children up to five years of age.
Lying-in homes.
Home helps.
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The provision of food for expectant and nursing mothers and
for children under 6ve years of age.
Creches and day nurseries.
Convalescent homes,
Homes for children of widowed and deserted mothers and for
illegitimate ehildren. .
Experimental work for the health of expectant and nursing
mothers and of infants and children'under five years of age.
The circular published by the Local Government Board on August
9th, I 9 lB (U. & C. W. 4), should be consulted for fuller details.
The Board of Education has during the war encouraged the further
teaching of mothercraft to girls over trvelve years of age in elementary
schools, as well as the establishment of day nurseries or creches for
whlch grants were payable as for institutions subsidized by the Local
Government Board.
The provision of *ilk for infants and young children became more
difificult during the war, and a priority scheme *as eventually put
forward which gave priority to expectant and nursing mothers and to
children under five. The order made in February, l9 | 8, under the
Defence of the Realm Act, enabled any local authority to arrange for
the supply of food and rnilk for expectant mothers and nursing mothers
and of milk for children under five years of age, and reqrrired them
to provide such a supply rr-hen instructed to do so by the Local Government Board. In necessitouscases on the certificate of a medical
officer the provision of food or milk free or below cost price was
authorized. These provisions vl'ere utilized to a considerable extent;
but there was no evidence of widespread suffering of infants or of
their mothers through lack of milk or other food. In a Iarge number
of instances dried milk was utilized to supplement local deficiencies
of supply, and the Ministry of Food made itself responsible for the
distribution of a large quantity of full cream dried milk. A congiderable nurnber of authorities supplied free dinners for expectant and
nursing mothers; but as the war progressed the additional earnings
of the ma.in mass of the population diminished the need for these. The
need was still further diminished by the separation allowances for
each soldier's or s:.ilor's wife. Thus a wife with four children drew
in October, 1914, 22 shillings a rveek; in March, | 9.|5, this was raised
t o 2 5 s h i l l i n g s ;i n J a n u a r y , 1 9 1 7 , t o 3 l s h i l l i n g s ,a n d i n O c t o b e r , l 9 | B ,
to 35 shillings a week.
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BELCIAN ORGANIZATION
BY DR. RENE SAND
University of Brussels, Belgium

You may be a little puzzled to see a medical man who a few months
ago was at a hospital in the front, stand before you and attempt to speak
upon child welfare, but it is perhaps not as preposterous as it seerns at
first sight.
It is quite true that I was in a big hospital at the Belgian front a few
rnonths ago, but near that hospital was a civilian population of about
10,000 people. The military authorities had-wanted them to go because we were only eight miles from the German trenches, but they refused to go. The civilian authorities had also rrvanted them to go, and
probably the Germans wanted them to go also-31 least they bombarded them, which was equal to manifesting their dssilg-lu1
the people did not want to go. And so as there were mothers among thern,
and as babies were born, the military hospital started a maternity and
babies' clinic. We considered it quite an unusual thing to do, but war
has done away with many prejudices.
Well, then, it has been shown what a good teacher is adversity.
\lthen the Belgian governrrrent had to leave the country the need for
some unofficial organization r,r'asfelt, So a few business men and political men of high standing came together and forrned a national
committee. This committee had no judges, no police, and no army to
enforce its decisions. Neverthelessthey were obeyed as the decisionsof
any regular government had never been. This committee had to
care for every rreed which could be helped, and had of course at first
to distribute the food and supplies which you so generously sent to
us. But it started a benefit relief organization, and in doing so it develcped a plan of which every government could have been proud.
It included many things.
First of all there were so many unernployed in Belgiurn. Almost
everyone was unemployed because to have worked would have been to
vrork for the Germans. So the national committee decided that courses
would be open not only for general education but also for vocational
training of all unemployed, but that they could not enforce because
the Germans fatly opposed it. The Germans did not want us to
emerge from the war more or less prepared.
So they started another scheme, a medical scheme. Of course a
289
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great majority of the population was more or less ruinsd-ig is now
almost completely; and they could no more pay for thei.r doctors or for
their medicines. So the national committee decided that every citizen
with a limited income would be entitled to free medical service. Specialists and maternity and hospital care were provided in the same way,
and for the first time a national medical service was instituted. Everyone had a right to chdose his own doctor, and the doctor was paid at
the per capita rate by the national cgmmission.
The national committee started also a war-orphan scheme and a
crippled-soldier scheme, and finally a child-welfare scheme.
We had before the war a child-weifare league in Belgium. lt was
under the presidency of our Queen whom you are always sure to find
wherever there is a need to placate or a sufferer to help. But the activity
of that league was like a drop in the cup of infantile mortality. Now,
war breaks out. The future of the race is imperilled. The necessity
of caring for the children becornes evident, and there springs up a
child-welfare organization which almost at once reaches the tiniest
villages in the country. Before the war we had only 60 babiei clinics
in Belgium. There are now more than 700, and they have distributed
your milk.
over one billion gallons of milk-mostly
In l9l4 two cities only had dinners for mothers; there are now 600
municipalities which have followed this example. The result came
Infantile mortality, instead of increasing, decreased
very quickly.
in Belgium during the war.
'We
have not been and we could not be as happy in our results with
the older children. Very precise figures have been communicated to
the Belgian Academy of Medicine, and they show that the average
Belgian child is, on account of the war, one full year behind his normal
development. The average Brussels schoolboy has lost three pounds
in four years, and the average Brussels school girl seven pounds, and
this applies to almost all classesof the population.
However, many means were employed in order that this evil should
not be greater. Every day two ounces of special bread made with
the best available wheat was distributed to every school child, and
this bread which was baked in individual lumps was such a treat compared to war bread that it became very soon known as school cakes.
One million two hundred thousand of such cakes were distributed daily
in the whole of Belgium, together with cocoa or milk. Those lunches
had to be taken in the schools under the supervision of the teachers,
because experience showed that many children were so self-sacrificing
that they took the cakes home in order to share them with older
brothers and sisters who were not entitled to receive them. Special
dinners were provided for anemic children, and day camps and colonies
were started for them. The children remained there for three weeks,
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and under the influence of fresh air and good diet they generally gained
four pounds and sometimes as much as ten or twelve pounds in that
very short time.
Besides this off,cial work, girls and women organized through the
whole of Belgium dinners and luncheons for the children between the
ages of 3 and 18. Those girls and mothers were quickly known under
the charming name of "Little Bees."
Now, all those activities, which are- really due to the war, will be
maintained and developed. A bill has been passed through the Belgian
Parliament in order to create a national children's bureau, which will
take care of the whole work of child welfare in Belgium. It will be
a semi-official organization. It will work under the patronage and supervision of the State, but it will be free from too much red tape and
from political intervention. It will have to see to it that in every city,
in every village, there will be organized at least <inebabies' clinic under
the care of a local committee, to which wiil also be entrusted the care
of the babies and of the children boarded out by their parents and
guardians. Besides this compulsory work the national children's bu'
reau will have also to provide for every kind of volunteer work.
This organization cannot stand quite alone. We cannot in the
hygiene, or in any social work, maintain a policy of enclosed 6elds.
Child welfare has to go hand in hand with mothers' welfare and
fathers' welfare and everybody's welfare. This we must yet plan and
develop. We have yet no program for that work, but we have a
slogan, and the slogan has been given to us this afternoon by Miss
It sounds quite
Lathrop.
She said "cooperation and education."
American, does it not)
It is given under your guidance, and I feel
certain it will lead us to success.
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A PHYSICAL CLASSIFICATIONOF CHILDREN
By PROFESSoRFABIO FRASSETTO,D. s., M. D.
Director,

Anthropological

Institute, University

of Bologna, Italy

The preservation of the child in perfect health and in equilibrium
with the natural and social environment during its growth is the supreme purpose toward which should be directed all the efiorts of
child-welfare workers.
The essential requirement for perfect health is perfect balance of
functions (whether direct or primary balance depending on perfect
proportion among the organs and the parts of the body, or secondary
or indirect balance, depending on the mutual'reaction by which those
functions may be compensated for a longer or shorter period for
modifications in related functions). But this ideal condition of equilibrium is rarely found in the human body. Most of the individuals
present an unstable lack of proportion in the development of their
organs, resulting in disturbances of functions, permanent, continuous,
or temporary, which disturbances are the 6rst step toward disease.
The lack of proportion among the organs which is called in medical
language predisposition has its natural origin in that combination of
organic and functional characteristics termed in medical language constitution. The less the functions, in their anomalies, are susceptible to
disturbances, the smaller is the predisposition and the greater the
resistance of the body to disease; and, vice versl, the more the func,
tions are susceptible to disturbances, the greater is the predisposition
and the lower the resistance of the body.
In the 6rst case it is said
that the constitution is strong; in the second case that it is rveak; and
these adjectives strong and weak do not refer to muscular force, as it
is generally thought, but to the harmony among the organs and to
equilibrium among the functions. It is necessary to clarify these conceptions of predisposition and constitution because of the uncertainty
in regard to this matter prevailing even among medical men. To this
should also be added that a good or bad constitution of an organ
or of a body is the main foundation for its health or its illness.
Our next step will be the discussion of the methods to follow in
the study of the constitution. According to the brilliant anatomical
investigations by Morgagni in ltaly, continued by Theophile Borden
and BishAt in France, the conception of constitution was based on
anatomy, while at present its bases are considered anatomy and
physiology combined; that is, morphology. The study of constitutions
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on the basis of morphology was 6rst introduced by De Giovanni in ltaly,
whose writings on the subject were first published about | 880, and
who founded the School of Italian Clinical Morphology.
This school
hae shown very clearly on the basis of the biological law of correlations
of development that the exterior constitution of the body reflects its
inner constitution; and that any defect in the morphology of the body,
whether external or internal, will result in a functional defect; the
school has also shown that the degrge of this defect represents the
degree of the predisposition to diseas3.1
Let us see now what kinds of constitutions there are in existence.
Even a very superficial and hasty examination allows us to distinguish
in the apparent kaleidoscope of varieties of size and form two types of
constitutions, well de6ned, with distinct contrasting characteristics, the
heavy physique and the slender constitution present in all times and
among all races, as illustrated by the accompanying plates.2
If we examine carefully these two extreme types shown in figures
I and 2, Plate I, we can easily see that they are in complete contrast
to each other, not only anthropometrically, but also functionally and
pathologically, since, as we gtated previously, there usually exists a
constant relation between the external morphology of the individual
and his internal visceral organs and between the condition of these
latter and disease.
The principal anthropological, physiological, and pathological characteristics of these two t5npesare listed below:
L

HEAVY PHYSIQUE (with predispositionto apoplexy)3
Habitus apoplecticus

A.

(macrosplanchnia)

Principal Anthropological Characteristics

l. Body (aoma).
Larger than normal (macrosomia).
(brachymorphous)
2. Morphological
type.
Brevilinear
of thc parts of the body like those of an infant,

with

the proportion

lAchille De Giovanni, for instance, has shown that when the handle of the
breast-bone is considerably too long in proportion to the body, it is accompanied
by congenital atrophy of the left ventricle and of the aorta.
Giacinto Viola has
shown by cliniel
experiments and anatomical observations that a considerably
insufficient development of the whole inedullary system and a very great shortening of that system after its removal from the vertebral canal are always accompanied by considerable nervous sufferings in the spinal region, and the stretch of
the armg is in such cases shorter than the length of the body.
Dr. Messedaglia
has shown a direct relation between the external size of the abdomen and the
development of the liver, the stomach, and the intestine.
The localization of
Pott's disease is confined to those places where there is a lack of proportion
among the parts of the vertebral column; and similarly many other diseases are
caused by the lack of proportion between the abdominal cavity and that of thc
thorax, betwcen the heart and the vascular system, between the extent of the
surfaco of the artcries and that of the veins, between the gize of the trunk and
that of the limbs.
(Cf. A. De Giovanni, Lavori dell' Istituto di Clinica medica
di Padova, Milano, Hoepli, 1907-1914.)
2Secpp. 299-302.
sSee 6gure l, Platc l, p.299.
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3. Hcight.
Lesa or equal to the gtretch of arms.
4. Trunk.
Larger with sagittal diameters exceeding the transverse diamcters;
abdomen larger and rounder than the thorax; thorax relatively deficient, having
the ahape of the inspiratory thorax, ae in children, with slight inclination of the
ribs in rclation to the vertebral column, and the shoulder line horizontal.
5. Limbs.
Short in relation to the trunk (brachyscelia).
Upper limb longcr
than lower one.
6. Skull.
Short antero-posterior
cephalia (large skull).

diameter,

with

tendency

to

thc

7. Neck,
Short, with circumference, both absolute and relative,
the normal,
8. Thyroid cartilage (pomum Adami) slightly prominent.

B.

brachy-

excceding

Principal Physiological and Pathological Characteristics

The system of vegetative life, repreaented by the organs of the trunk, prevails
over the system of life of relation, represented by the limbsl which fact is expressed by less agility and action (velocity) of the oiganism; hence the tendency
to redentary life,
The heart is in a very oblique position, almost horizontal.
Generally there ig
En exceas of development of the right heait and a deficient development of thc
left heart, which is freguently accompanied by a greater development of veins
and a relatively deficient development of arteries.
As a result there is a permanent state of slow circulation, and a tendency to venous stasis, and generally
to diseaseg of the circulatory system and especially to apoplexy.
Thc excessive development of the abdominal organs requires abundant nutrition, but, because of relative deficiency of the thorax and relatively small sizo
of the lungs and heart, there is less power of oxidation and less heart action,
Because of theee characteristics, and of the tendency to sedentary life, there is a
reduction of the metabolism of carbohydrates, and hence the predisposition of
the organism to polysarcia (corpulency)
when there is a deficient burning up
of fats, and to glycoauria in case of deficient metabolism, or combustion of sugar.
Moreover, such disproportion between the storing up of the energy and its expenditure explains morphologically
the constitutional
abnormalities
of metaLolism and the pathology of arthritism (gout, diabetes, urinary calculi).
Because of the excessive development of the lymphatic system and of the lescened heart action due to the underdevelopment of the left heart, there is a lack
of equilibrium
which produces stagnation of lymphatic
secretions followed by
glandular tumors, the formation of which is also aided by the tendency to venouE
stasis.
The skin is oily, that is, rich in sebaceous secretions with tendency to seborrhea,
and such condition cauees premature baldness. The subcutaneous fat is abundant.
Tbe nervous system is inactive, with torpor of physical and psychic life.
II.

SLENDER

CONSTITUTION

(with

Habitus phthisicus

A.

predisposition

ro tuberculosis)1

(microsplanchnia)

Principal AnthropologicalCharacterisrics

l. Body (coma).
Smaller than normal (microeomia).
2. Morphological
type.
(dolichomorphous)
Longilinear
with
of the parts of the body far different from those of an infant.

the proportion

lSec figure 2, Plate l, p.299.
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3. Height.
Greatcr in length than the stretch of armo.
4.
Small with transverse diameters exceeding the Eagittal diamcters;
Trunk,
abdomen poor and flat; thorax relatively larger, having the shapc of the expiratory thorax, with marked inctination of the ribs in relation to the vertebral
column, and thc shoulder line drooping.
Lower limb longer
5. Limbs. Long in relation to the trunk (macroscelia).
than the upper gne.
6. Skull. Long antero-posterior
(narrow skull).
7. Neck.
no rmal.
8.

Long,

Larynr

B.

with

(pomum

diameter, with tendency to the dolichocephalis

circumference,

Adami)

both

absolute

and

relative,

less than

very prominent.

Principal Physiological and Pathological Characteristics

The system of life of relation, tepresented by the limbs, prevails over the system
of vegetative life, represented by the organa of the trunk, which fact ie expresaed
(""lo.ity)
by great agility and aciior
of the organism, hence the tendency to
active life,
Thc heart is in a more vcrtical position and altogether
The lunga are relatively

small'

large.

The atomach haa a tendency to a vertical position'
Because of the deficient development of the abdominal organs' which cauges
a poor general nutrition, and of relatively large metabolic forces, these charac'
tcristics, with a tendency to an active life, produce a lack of eguilibrium between
As a result thero
the ingestion and elimination, with prevalence of the latter.
is a tendency of the organism to be of a delicate build, often very extreme organic
poverty, with very poor disease resistance,
The lymphatic system is chronically undernourished, therefore, for thig reason
also there is an insufficient nutrition of tissues. with inflammation and marked
vulnerability
toward pathogenic agents of whatever nature, such as chlorosis,
Generally there is a marked
neurasthenia, derangement of female genitals,
predisposition to diseases of lymphatic type' or to diseases which very easily
develop owing to such lymphatic substratum, for instance, scrofulosig, pulmonary
tubereulosis, lupus, cold abscesses, tumor albus of the joints, etc.
The skin is thin, transparent,

and dry, with poor subcutaneous fat.
excitability, physical and psychic,

The nervous system shows morbid
easily exhaustible.

and is

In order to avoid incorrect ideas about these two types I must state
that not all the characteristics specified belong to the two types exclu'
sively and constantly, as none of the diseases specified are limited to
one or the other constitution. We are merely speaking of the majority
of caseg. In reality factors of heredity and crossbreeding often modify
these two types in Buch a $'ay that the number of the kinds of constitutions is considerably increased, but not indefinitely, because the
lawe of interorganic correlations produce a limiting effect on that
number. After having combined among themselves the three kinde,
emall, medium, and large size of head, trunk, and limbs, I was able to
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ascertain through mathematical calculations the possibility of twenty.
seven morphological types distinctly different from each other.'
To return now to our two fundamental types, we must add that
they can be recognized not only among men as shown on plate II, but
also among women (Plate III), and not only among adults, but in all
ages; for instance, acqording to Viola, they have been recognized
among children eight and 6ve years old (plate IV); und I maintain
that they can be recognized also among the newly born. It would
be of the highest scientific interest and the greatest practical use to
follow the course of the various developments which may take place
in the cases of the individuals of the two types during the period of
growth, and which are connected with the particular phases o1 growth.
For example, it is not infrequent to find individuals of the srender type
who in their early childhood had slow dentition combined with sy*ptoms of rickets; in their second period of childhood sSrmptoms of
scrofula combined with irritability of the respiratory passages (bronchial catarrh) ; during puberty hemorrhages from the nose, blood
expectoration, and palpitation of the heart, and finally later pulmonary
tuberculosis
Having then established the possibilitv of crassifying morphologically the child and of tracing through the period of its growth various
lcinds of predisposition to definite morbid conditions, the Italian School
of clinical Morphology proposes through appropriate artificial means
to restore the proper balance of functions in the body.
Modifying
more or less, through food and exercise prescribed in accordance with
individual preventive hygiens-and
not general, as is now commonly
done-those functions which are in close relatior. with the organs and
p-a-rtsthreatened by disturbances in their development, we
will be
able to check, or at least to retard the beginning disturbance, which
if left to itself, would inevitably lead to disease. This program applied
to a growing body tends to re-establish the proportion among the parts ',
so that they may regain their balance in the course of time. When
the
efforts exerted on an individual, first in his chirdhood and then in his
adolescence, do not succeed in removing the danger and do not restore
the morphologic equilibrium of the body, and the tendencies toward
disease increase with maturity, preventive individual hygiene should
be advised to the person; he should be warned to taksgood c.r. of
those organs of his body which are especially vulnerable.
CONCLUSIONSAND PROPOSITION
But in order to obtain these results, the organizations available, although very useful, are not sufficient. The work now done by them
must be combined and coordinated in one harmonic whole by a new
lSee Appendix, p. 297
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ofrce, which I would name the International Child Survey, because of
the presence in America of many children belonging to different nationalities and because of the scientific and practical necessity of adopting an international plan of work, which would facilitate the collection, coordination, and comparison of data collected in the various
countries of America, Europe, and Asia. These data would allow us
to determine the general laws governing the normal and pathological
growth.
This new ofHce must ha'ire as its main purposes to study
the child morphologically, to distinguish the normal children from
those that are defective or delinquent, to watch their health during
the principal phases of their growth, and to order their physical and
mental work in such a way as to enable them in their maturity to use
their powers in the best way for their own bene6t and that of society.
This ofrce must contain a staff able to compute with the greatest accuracy those measurements of the body which, as we believe we have
demonstrated, are indispensable for a good morphological classification
of individuals.
,APPENDIX
Achille De Giovanni, on the basis of relative proportion among the
principal parts of the body, distinguishes three types of constitutions
which he calls "morphologic combinations."
Giacinto Viola, besides the data furnished by relative proportions'
considers, as does De Giovanni, his teacher, in addition also the total
bodilv size of the individual; he has established a relation between the
volume of the trunk and the length of the extremities and on the basis
of this distinguishes five types.
In the following table' rve give the two classifications:
TABLE I
VIOLA

DE GIOVANNI
t.

Morphologic

2.

Normal type.

).

Morphologic

4.

Morpholo gic combination.

5.

Not given in De Giovanni's
6cation.

combination.

combination.

classi-

l. Microsplanchnic individuals (small
trunk, long limbs).
2, Normosplanchnic individuals (well
proportioned).
3. Megalosplanchnic
individuals
(large trunk and short limbs).
4. Microsplanchnic individuals (well
proportioned).
5. Megalosplanchnic individuals (well
proportioned).

But in this classification we notice the absence of an element of
primary anthropological importansg-1hs hssd. Considering the sizes
of the head, small, medium, and large, and the corresponding sizes of
the trunk and limbs, we succeed by means of mathematical calculations in establishing twenty-seven morphological types, as given in the
1Prof. F. Frassetto, "Di una nuova classificazione antropometrica
vidualitd." D e r a n a t o m i a c h e A n z e i g e r , X X X V B a n d , 1 9 1 0 , p . 4 6 8 .

delle indi-
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table below, clearly distinct from each othcr, all equally probable, but
not all equally frequont.
TABLE

II 1

The Creek letters in the table indicate small sizee: a for a microcephalous htad;
F for a microsplanchnic trunk; p for micromeloug limbs'
The small l-tterc designate medium sizes: a for a normocephalous head; b for
trunk; m for normornelous limbs.
a normosplanchnic
Large letters indicate large sizes: A for a macrocephalous head; B for a
macro"planchnic trunk; M for micromelous limbs.

fP
o 1LM

l-
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PLATE I
Frcunr r
Heavy physique, with
predisposition to apoplexy
(Macrosplanchnia)

Frcunr z
Slender phyeique, with
predisposition to tuberculoeir
(Microsplanchnia)

Figure imitate da Viola e Fici (cf. A. De Giovanni, Lavori dell' Ietituto
di Clinica Medica di Padova, Milano, Hoepli, l9l4),
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PLATE
Frcunr r
Slender physique
(Longilinear type)
Figure

imitate

II

Frcunr z
Normal ordinary
tyPe

Frcune 3
Heavy physique
(Brevilinear type)

da Viola (cf. A. De Giovanni, Lavori dell' Istituto
Medica di Padova, Milano, Hoepli' l9l4).

di Clinica
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PLATE IV
GIRLSEIGHT YEARSOLD
FtcunB r
Slender physique
(Longilinear

type)

Frcurr z
Normal type
(Normal proportions)

Frcunr 3
Heavy physique
(Brevilinear type)

Figure imitate da Viola (cf. A. De Giovanni, Lavori dell' Istituto
Medica di Padova, Milano, Hoepli, r 9 r 4 ) .

di Clinica

/
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THE INTERNATIONALRED CROSSAND CHILD WELFARE
By LIVINGSTON FARRAND
Chairman

of the Central

Committee

of the American

Red Croca

One thing particularly impressed me at the conference at Cannes,
where medical experts from the five great allied nations were brought
together to formulate the broad principles upon which an international
organization of the Red Cross might be based and to advise the Red
Cross organizations of the world as to what particular fields of preventive medicine and public health such an organization might advantageously undertake. This was the fact that after the tuberculosis
experts and the mala'ria experts and the venereal disease experts and
the general public health experts and the infant mortality experts had
held their conferences and had reached unanimity upon certain general
principles, and had begun to unite upon general recommendations to
make ae to the International Red Cross, they all agreed that the first
and most important 6eld to be attacked and the one which offered
the greatest promise of immediately successful results, was the field
of the child and child welfare; that we could well afford to postpone
if necessary action in the other fields in order to attack promptly this
great problem of infant mortality and to increase the welfare of childhood throughout the world. Now that is exactly the history of every
public health movement in the world.
Those of us who have had
years of experience in this 6eld, who have been interested personally
in this or that particular phase, always come back to the child as the
essential feature.
Another conclueion which all those of us who have worked in
public health have reached very soon is that the responsibility for
public health, the reeponsibility for the welfare of mankind, is an o6cial responsibility. It is not a matter for private philanthropy.
Private philanthropy only takes it up because it has to. It must sometimes
take the first step and make tfie frrst demonstration. It must educate
the people. It must cteate a public sentiment. But the responsibility
after all ia a public and an official responsibility. And consequently we
are demanding that State and municipal health departments shall concern themselvee not only with certain obvious things, but shall accept
the entire responsibility for the protection of the public health. In
order that they may accept it and carr;r it through we must provide
for them the support of a public aentiment. Here, as I conceive it, is

,
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one of the chief functions of a great organization like the Red cross.
'We
are faced in the Red Cross today with a very grave responsibility' we have to effect the transition from a time of war to a time of
peace. We have to make certain very far-reaching decisions, So
far as I am concerned some of those decisions were not difficult to
make. I am certain that the Red cross is to be an active organization
in time of peace. It seems obvious to me that this sreat sentiment
which has been built up in time of *., for the welfuie of mankind,
for the relief of sufiering and distress, for the improvement of conditions generally, should be preserved so far as possible to solve the great
problems of peace, which after all are much more serious than the
problems of war. How much of it can be preserved depends, of course,
upon the wisdom and effectiveness of the peace program adopted and
carried out.
The beginnings of that transition have already taken place. The
international movement that I have spoken of has given the stamp
of approval to such activity not only for America but for the entire
world, and the plan is now included among the covenants of the League
of Nations and will have the force which that League will have, whatever that may be.
There is no difference of opinion as to the fact that the great factor
in the peace program of the Red Cross is going to be public health.
But I do not see the American Red cross as a great operating concern
to take 'ihe responsibility for carrying through the child welfare program of the United states, or the tuberculosis program, or the venereal
disease program, or any other, I do see it as the great cooperating
bodv in the united states that will enable you, the child werfare
workers, to get the results which you know are legitimate, and which
can be obtained if you have the proper audience and the proper aid.
We will give you that audience, but we will not attempt to absorb
you and attempt to operate your difierent activities. And what is
true in the field of child welfare will be true in the 6eld of tuberculosis and in the field of the other public health questions. we shall
demand that the responsibility for all of these problems shall be
assumed by the public authorities; we shall endeavor to cooperate
with the public authorities and with all other legitimate agencies in
furthering their particular aims. And thus we shall be able in various
ways to bring about certain very necessary coordinations, and to
give an impetus toward this great end of the prevention of disease and
the protection of public health, in which 6eld nothing rivals the problem of the child in importance.
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COMMITTEES
The following committees were appointed by the Washington conference to formulate minimum standards of child welfare:
l.
Committee to submit standards in regard to children entering
employment:
Owen R. Lovejoy, Secretary, National Child Labor Committee, New
YorkCity.
Dr. Jessica B. Peixotto, Professor of Social Economics, University
of California, Berkeley, California.
Miss Tracy Copp, Wisconsin Industrial Commission, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Dean S. P. Breckinridge, University of Chicago.
Miss Agnes Nestor, President, Women's Trade Union League,
Chicago.
Miss Grace Abbott, Children's Bureau.
2. Committees to submit standards for the protection of the health
of,children and mothers :
(u)
Committee on maternityDr. Mary Sherwood, Chairman,Baltimore, Maryland.
Dr. S. Josephine Baker, Director, Division of Child Hygiene, Department of Health, New YorL City.
Dr. Henry J. Gerstenberger, Babies' Dispensary and Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dr. Alan Brown, Toronto, Canada.
Dr. Anna E. Rude, Children's Bureau.
-.

.

(b)
Committee on infancy and the preschool childDr. H. L. K. Shaw, Chsirman,Division of Child Hygiene, State Board
of Health, New York.
Dr. Henry F. Helmholz, Attending Physician, Children's Memorial
Hospital, Chicago.
Dr. Louis I. Dublin, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New
York City.
Dr. William R. P. Emerson, Boston, Massachusetts,
Dr. Dorothy Reed Mendenhall, Children's Bureau.
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(")
Committee on the school child and the adolescent childDr, Charles V. Chapin, Chairman,Superintendent of Health, Providence, Rhode Island.
Dr. Ellen Stone, Strperintendent of Child Hvgiene, Health Department, Providence, Rhode Island.
Dr. George P. Barth, Director, School Hygiene Bureau, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
Dr. H. L. K. Shaw, Division of Child Hygiene, State Board of Health,
New York.
Dr. William R. P. Emerson, Boston, Massachusetts.
Dr. Dcirothy Reed Mendenhall, Children's Bureau.
3. Committee to submit standards for the protection of children
in need of special care:
Edmond J. Butler, Executive Secretary, Catholic Home Bureau for
Dependent Children, New York City.
Dr. C. Macfie Campbell, Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Phipps
Psychiatric Clinic, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland.
C. C. Carstens, Secretary, Massachusetts Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children, Boston, Massachusetts.
Judge Victor P. Arnold, Cook County Juvenile Court, Chicago.
J. Prentice Murphy, Genlral Secretary, Children's Aid Society, Boston, Massachusetts.
C. V. Williams, Director, Children's Welfare Department, Ohio
Board of State Charities, Columbus, Ohio.
Judge Kathryn Sellers, Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia.
Miss Emma O. Lundberg, Children's Bureau, Secretary.

i
I
i

At the close of the sessions, these committees submitted reports
which, after discussion and amendment, were accepted by the Washington conference for reference to the consideration of the regional
conferences to be held in Boston, New York, Cleveland, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Denver, San Francisco, and Seattle, and to the consideration of interested groups and citizens generally. An advisory committee to incorporate the suggestions for amendment thus offered and
further to develop standards was appointed. On the following pages
will be found the standards as submitted by the Washington conference.
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MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR CHILDREN ENTERING
EMPLOYMENT
.
AGE MINIMUM
An age minimum of l6 for .mployment in any occupation, except
that children between | 4 and l6 may be employed in agriculture and
domestic service during vacation periods.
An age minimum of l8 for employment in and about mines and
quarries.
An age minimum of 2l for night messenger service,
An age minimum of 2l for girls employed aa me$engers for telegraph and messenger companies.
Prohibition of the employment of minors in dangerous or hazardous occupations or at any work which will retard their proper physical
development.
EDUCATIONAL MINIMUM
All children shall be required to attend gchool for at least nine
months each year, either full time or part time, between the ages of
7 and 18.
Children between l6 and | 8 years of age who have completed tfie
eighth grade and are legally and regularly employed shall be required
to attend day continuation schools eight hours a week.
Children between | 6 and l8 who have not completed the eighth
grade or who are not regularly employed shall attend full-time school.
Vacation schools placing special emphaeis on healthful play and
leisure time activities, ehall be provided for all children.
PFrySICAL MINIMUM
A child shall rrot be allowed to go to work until he has had a physical
examination by a public-health physician or school physician and has
been found to be of normal development for a child of his age and physically 6t for the work at which he is to be employed.
There shall be periodical medical examination of all working children
who are under l8 years of age.
HOURS tr'EMPLCITMENT
No minor shall bo cnployed more than I hours a day, The maxinrum working day for children between | 6 and | 8 shall be shorter t{ran
the legal working day for adults.
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The hours spent at continuation schools by children under l8 yearc
of age ehall be counted ae part of the working day.
Nlght work for minorc ahall be prohibited between 6 p. m. and 7
a. m.
MINIMUM WAGE
Minors at work shall be paid at a rate of wages which for full-time
work shall yield not less than the minimum essential for the necessary
During a period of learning they may be rated
cost of proper living."
as learners and paid accordingly. The length of the learning period
should be 6xed on educational principles only.
PLACEMENT AND EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISION
There ehall be a central agency which shall deal with all juvenile
employment problems. Adequate provision shall be made for advising children when they leave school of the employment opportunities
open to them, for assisting them in frnding suitable work, and providing for them such supervision as may be needed during the first few
years of their employment. All agencies working towards these ends
shall be coordinated through the central agency.

ADMINISTRATION
EMPLOYMENTCERTIFICATES
Provision shall be made for issuing employment certificateg to all
children entering employment who are under l8 years of age'
An employment certificate shall not be issued to the child until the
issuing officer has received, approved, and filed the following:
Reliable documentary proof of the child's age.
l.
2. Satisfactory evidence that the child has completed the eighth
grade.
3. A certificate of physical fitness signed by a public-health
physician or school physician. This certificate ehall state that the
minor has been thoroughly examined by the physician and that he
is physically qualified for the employment contemplated'
4. Promise of emploYment.
The certificate shall be issued to the employer and shall be returned
by the employer to the issuing oftcer when the child leaves his employment.
The school last attended, the compulsory education department, and
the continuation schools shall be kept informed by the issuing officers
of certificates issued or refused and of unemployed children for whom
oertificates have been issued.
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Minors over l8 years of age ehall be required to Present evidence
of age before being permitted to work in occupations having an age
prohibition.
Record forms shall be standardized and the issuing of employment
certificates shall be under State eupervision.
Reports shall be made to the factory inspection department of all
certificates issued and refused.
COMPULSORYSCHOOL ATTENDANCE LAWS
Full-time attendance officers adequately proportioned to the school
population shall be provided in cities, towns, and counties to enforce
the school attendance law.
The enforcement of school attendance laws by city, town, or county
school authorities shall be under State supervision.
FACTORY INSPECTIONAND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF EMPLOYED
MINORS
Inspection for the enforcement of all child-labor laws, including those
regulating the employment of children in mines or quarries, shall be
under one and the sarne department. The number of inspectors shall
be sufficient to insure the regular observance of the laws.
Provision should be made for a staff of physicians adequate to examine periodically all employed children under l8 years of age.
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MINIMUM STANDARDSFOR THE PUBLIC PROTECTION OF THE
HEALTH OF CHILDREN
.AND
MOTHERS
MATERNiTY
l.
Maternity or prenatal centers, sufficient to provide for all cases
not receiving prenatal supervision from private physicians. The work
of such a center should include:
(")
Complete physical examination by physician as early in
pregnancy as possible, including examination. of heart, lungs, abdomen and urine, and the taking of blood pressure; internal examination and pelvic m<iasurements before seventh month in primipara;
examination of urine every four weeks during early months, at least
every two weeks after sixth month, and more frequently if indicated;
'Wassermann
test, when indicated.
(b)
Instruction in hygiene of maternity and supervision throughout pregnancy, through at least monthly visits to a maternity center
until end of sixth month, and every two weeks thereafter. Literature
to be given mother to acquaint her with the principles of infant
hygiene.
(")
Employment of sufficient number of public-health nurses
to do home visiting and to give instructions to expectant mothers in
hygiene of pregnancy and early infancy; to make visits and to care
for patient in puerperium; and to see that every infant is referred
to an infant-welfare center.
(d)
Confinement at home by a physician or a properly trained
and qualified attendant, or in a hospital.
(.)
Nursing service at home at the time of confinement and
during the lying-in period, or hospital care.
(f)
Daily visits through 6fth day, and at least two other visits
during second week by physician or nurse from maternity center.
(g)
At Ieast ten days' rest in bed after a normal delivery, with
sufHcient household service to allow mother to recuperate.
(h)
Examination by physician before discharging patient, not
later than six weeks after delivery.
2. Clinics, such as dental clinics and venereal clinics. for needed
treatment during pregnancy.
3. Maternity hospitals, or maternity wards in general hospitals,
suficient to provide care in all complicated cases and for all women
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wishing hospital care; free or part-payment obstetrical care to be provided in every nec€ssitous case at home or in a hospital.
4. All midwivos to be required by law to show adequate training,
and to be licensed and supervised.
5. Training and registration of household attendants to care, under
the supervision of physician or public-health nurse, for sicknessesin the
home and for the home during sickness.
6. Education of general public as to problems presented by maternal and infant mortality and their solution.

INFANTS AND PRESCHOOLCHILDREN
l.
Complete birth registration by adequate legislation requiring re'
porting within three days after birth.
2. Prevention of infantile blindness by making and enforcing adequate laws for treatment of eyes of every infant at birth and supervision
of all positive cases,
3. Sufficient number of children's health centers to give health instruction under medical supervision for all infants and children not
under care of private physician, and to give instruction in care and
feeding of children to mothers, at Ieast once a month throughout 6rst
year, and at regular intervals throughout preschool age. This center
to include a nutrition clinic.
4. Children's health center to provide or to cooperate with sufficient number of public-health nurses to make home visits to all infants
and children of preschool age needing care-one public-health nurse
for average population of 2,000.
Visits to the home are for the purpose of instructing the mother in:
(")
Value of breast feeding.
(b)
Technique of nutsing.
(")
Technique of bath, sleep, clothing, ventilation, and general
care of the baby, with demonstrations.
(d)
Preparation and technique of artifrcial feeding.
(")
Dietary essentialsand selection of food for the infant and
for older children.
(f)
Prevention of disease in children.
5. Dental clinics; eye, ear, nose, and throat clinics; venereal and
other clinics for t}re treatment of defects and disease.
6. Children's hospitals, or beds in general hospitals, or provision
for medical and nursing care at home, suficient to care for all eick infants and young children.
7. State licensing and supervision of all child-caring institutions
or homes in which infants or young children are cared for.
8. General educational work in prevention of communicable dis-
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ease and in hygiene and feeding of infants and young children, including compulsory course in child hygiene in the public schools.

SCHOOLCHILDREN
l.
Proper location, construction, hygiene and sanitation of schoolhouse; adequate room'space-no
overcrowding.
2. Adequate playground and recreational facilities, physical training, and supervised recreation.
'
3- open-air classes and rest periods for pretubercular and certain
tuberculous children, and children with grave malnutrition.
special
classes for children needing some form of special instruction due to
physical or mental defect.
4, Full-time school nurse for not more than 1,000 children to give
instruction in personal hygiene and diet, to make home visits to advise
and instruct mothers in principles of hygiene, nutrition, and selection of
family diet, and to take children to clinics with permission of parenrs.
5. Adequate space and equipment for school medical work and
available laboratory service.
6. Part-time physician with one full-time nurse for not more than
2'000 children, or full-time physician with two full-time nurses for 4,000
children for:
(")
Complete standardized basic physical examinations once a
year, with determination of weight and height at beginning and end
of each school year; monthly weighing wherever possible.
(b)
Continuous health record for each child to be kept on file
with other records of the pupil. This should be a continuation of the
preschool health record which should accompany the child to school.
(.)
Special examinations to be made of children referred by
teacher or nurse.
(d)
Supervision to control communicable disease.
(u)
Recommendation of treatment for all remediable defects.
diseases, deformities, and cases of malnutrition.
(f)
Follow-up work by nurse to see that physician's recommendations are carried out.
7. Available clinics for dentistry, nose, throat, eye, ear, skin, and
orthopedic work; and for free vaccination for smallpox and typhoid.
8. Nutrition classes for physically subnormal children, and the
maintenance of midmorning lunch or hot noonday meal when necessary.
9. Examination by psychiatrist of all atypical or retarded children.
| 0. Education of school child in health essentials.
I l.
General educational work in health and hygiene, including
education of parent and teacher, to secure full cooperation in health
program.
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::minarions by physi-

cian, including weight and height, at least once a year, and recommendation for necessary treatment to be given at children's health
center or school.
2. Clinics for treatment of defect and disease.
3. Supervision and instruction to insure:
(")
foods.
(b)
(.)
(d)
(.)

Ample

diet, with special attention to growth-producing

Sufrcient sleep and rest and fresh air.
Adequate and suitable clothing.
Proper exercise for physical development.
Knowledge of sex hygiene and reproduction.

4. Full'time education compulsory to at least 16 years of age,
adapted to meet th'e needs and interest of the adolescent mind, with
vocational guidance and training.
5. Clean, ample recreational opportunities to meet social needs.
6. Legal protection from exploitation, vice, drug habits, etc.
I
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MINIMUM STANDARDSFOR THE PROTECTIONOF
CHILDRENIN NEED OF SPECIALCARE
I.

GENERAL STATEMENT

Every child should have normal home life, an opportunity for
education, recreation, vocational preparation for life, and for moral
and spiritual development in harmony with American ideals and the
educational and spiritual agencies by which these rights of the child
are normally safeguarded. The Conference recognizes the fundamental
r6le of home, religion, and education in the development of childhood.
Aside from the general fundamental duty of the State toward children in normal social conditions, ultimate responsibility for children
who, on account of improper home conditions, physical handicap, or
delinquency, are in need of special care devolvee upon the State. Par'
ticular legislation is required for children in need of such care, the
aim of which should be the nearest approach to normal development.
Laws enacted by the several States for these purposes should be coordinated as far as practicable in view of conditions in the several
States. and in line with national ideals.
2.

HOME CARE

The aim of all provision for children in need of special care necessitating removals from their own homes, should be to secure for each
child home life as nearly normal as possible, to safeguard his health,
and provide opportunities for education, recreation, vocational prepTo a much larger
aration, and moral and spiritual development.
degree than at.present, family homes may be used to advantage in
the care of special classes of children.
3. ADEQUATE INCOME
Home life, which is, in the words of the Conclusions of the White
House Conference, "the highest and finest product of civilization,"
cannot be provided except upon the baais of an adequate income for
each family, and hence private and governmental agencies charged
with the responsibility for the welfare of children in need of special
care should be urged to supplement the resources of the family wherever
the income is insufncient, in such measure that the family budget conforms to the average standard of the community.
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TNCORPORATION, LICENSING, AND SUPERVISION

A State board of charities, or a similar supervisory body,. should be
held responsible for the regular inspection and licensing of every institution, agency, or association, public or private, incorporated or
otherwise, that receives or cares for children who suffer from physical
handicaps, or who are delinquent, dependent, or without suitable parental care.
This supervision ehould be conceived and exercised in harmony
with democratic ideals which invite and encourage the service of efficient, altruistic forces of society in the common welfare. The incorporation of such institutions, agencies, and associations should be required, and should be subject to the approval of the state board of
charities or similar body.
5. REMOVAL OF CHILDRENTNOU THEIR HOMES
unless unusual bonditions exist, the child's welfare is best promoted
by keeping him in his own home. No child should be removed from
his home unless it is impossible so to reconstruct family conditions or
build and supplement family resources as to make the home safe for
the child, 9r so to supervise the child as to make his continued presence
safe for the community.
.6.
PRINCIPLESGOVERNINGCHILD PLACINC
This Conference reaffirms in all essentialsthe resolutions of the white
House Conference of 1909 on the Care of Dependent Children. We
believe they have been guides for communities and states that have
sought to reshape their plans for children in need of special care. We
commend them for consideration to all communities whose standards
do not as yet conform to them, so that such standards may be transIated into practice in the various States.
Before a child is placed in other than a temporary foster home
adequate consideration should be given to his health, mentality, character, and family history and circumstances. Remediable physical
defects should be corrected.
Complete records of every child under care are necessary to a
proper understanding of the child's heredity, development, and progress while under the care of the agency.
careful and wise investigation of foster homes is prerequisite to the
placing of children. Adequate standards should be required of the
foster families as to character, intelligence, experience, training, ability,
income, and environment,
A complete record should be kept of each foster home, giving the
information on which approval was based. The records should also
ghow the agency's contacts with the family from time to time for
the
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purpose of indicating the care it gave to the child entructod to it, ln
thie way special abilities in the families will be developod and conserved for children.
Supervision of children placed in foster homes should include adequate visits by properly qualified and well'trained visitors and constant
watchfulness over the child's health, education, and moral and spiritual
development. Supervision of children in boarding homes should also
involve the careful training of the fostir parents in their task. Supervision is not a substitute for the responsibilities which properly rest
with the foster family.
7, CARE OF CHILDREN OF ILLEGITIMATE BIRTH
The child of illegitimate birth represents a very serious condition
of neglect, and for this reason special safeguards should be provided
for these children.
Save for unusual reasons both parents should be responsible for the
child during its minority, and especially should the responsibility of
the father be emphasized. Care of the child by its mother during the
first nursing months is highly desirable, and no parents of a child of
illegitimate birth should be permitted to surrender the child outside
of its own family, save with the consent of a properly designated State
department or a court of proper jurisdiction.
More adequate and
humane treatment of euch cases in court procedure and otherwise will
result in greater willingness to have them considered, which is in line
with the protection needed. The whole treatment and care of the
unmarried mother and her child should include the best medical supervision and the widest opportunity for education under wholesome,
normal conditions in the community.
8. RURAL SOCIAL WORK
Social work for children in rural parts of the country has been
neglected. The essential principles of child-welfare work should be
applied to rural needs, and agencies for rural service encouraged.
9.

RECREATION
The desire for recreation and amusement is a normal expression of
every child and an important avenue for moral education and for the
prevention of delinquency. It should be the concern of the State that
wholesome play, recreation, and amusement be provided by cities and
towns and that commercialized recreation be supervised and safeguarded.
IO. JUVENILE COURT
Every locality should have available a court organization providing
for separate hearings of children's cases, a special method of detention
for children, adequate investigation for every case, provision for super-
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vision or probation by trained oftcers, and a syetem for recording and
6ling eocial ae well as legal information,
In dealing with children ttre
procedure ghould be under chancery iurisdiction, and juvenile recordg
should not stand as criminal records against the children. whenever
possible such administrative duties as child-placing and relief ghould
not be required of the juvenile court, but should be administered by
existing agencies provided for that purpose, or in the absence of such
agencies, special provision should bqmade therefor; nor should cases
of dependency or destitution in which no questions of improper guardianship or final and conclusive surrender of guardianship are involved,
be instituted in juvenile courts.
The juvenile victims of sex offenses are without adequate protection
against unnecessary publicity and further corruption in our courts. To
safeguard them, the jurisdiction of the juvenile court should be extended to deal with adult sex offenders against children, and all safeguards of that courtbe accorded to their victims.
In all cases of adoption of children, the court should make a full
inquiry into all the facts through its own visitor or thtough some other
unbiased agency, before awarding the child's custody.
I I.

MENTAL HYCIENEAND CARE OF MENTALLY DEFECTIVECHILDREN
The value qf the first seven years of childhood from the point of
health, education and morals, and formative habits cannot be overestimated. Throughout childhood attention should be given to the
mental hygiene of the child-the
care of the instincts, emotions, and
general personality of the child, and of environmental conditions.
special attention should be given to the need for training teachers and
social workers in mental hygiene principles.
Each state should assume the responsibility for thorough study of
the school and general population for the purpose of securing data
concerning the extent of feeble-mindedness and subnormality, and
should make adequate provision for such mentally defective children
as require institutional care, and provide special schools or classeswith
qualified teachers and adequate eguipment for such defective children
as may be properly cared for outside of institutions. custodial care
in institutions for feeble-minded children should not be resorted to
until after due consideration of the possibility of adjustment within
the community.
12. SCIENTIFICINFORMATION
There is urgent need of a more adequate body of scientific literature
dealing with principles and practice in the children's field of social
work, and the meeting of this need is a responsibility resting on those
so engaged. Careful interpretation and analysis of methodc and regults
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of oare and the publishing of these findings must precede the correcting
of many pr...rrt evile in practice. Boardg of directors, trustees, and
rnanagere should particularly consider participation in the preparatlon
of *,ch a body of factg and experience aa being a vital part of the work
of their eta{f membere.
I'.

CHILD WELFARE LECISLATION

The child-welfare legislation of every State requires careful reionsideration as a whole at reasonable intelvals in order that necessary
revision and coordination may be made, and that new provisions may
be incorporated in harmony with the best experience of the day. This
Conference recommends that in States where children's laws have not
had careful revision as a whole within recent years' the governor be
requested to take the necessary steps for the creation of a child-welfare
committee or commission. It is also urged that the President of the
United States be asked to call a conference during the next year in
conjunction with the governors of the various States, to consider the
whole question of the child-welfare legislation.
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